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Abstract ', .

This investigation focused on young; school-age, iblack children's
competence 'in standard English (SE) grammatical forms, specifically, six
verb structures that distinguish black English from SE. Responses on two
oral language tasks (sentence repetition and sentence comprehension) and
on two reading tasks (oral reading and readingcomprehension) were used
to study relations between children's receptive and productive control of
oral and written SE forms.- The subjects were 198 kindergarten, first and
second grade black children who attend four Title I schools in the New.

_York City metropolitan area.

Findings show that children's level of control of SE is grade related
and is a function of the particular verb forms. The order of acquisition
of receptive and produciitiVe control of SE structures differs and this differ-
ence was demonstrated in both oral language and reading behavior. There .

was little evidence thataural Comprehension of specific structures is
systematically related to oral production, but reading comprehension is
systematically related to oral reading in SE. There was_sole evidence
that native dialect interferes differently in comprehension and production
of specific forms. Finally, results, indicate that reading comprehension
is 'more a function of children's receptive cool than it is of their pro-
ductive control of SE..
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INTRODUCTION

Problem

., Both scholady research and the popular press document the fact
that many children who speak black English do not learn to read. There
is little consensus about the reasons for such failure although it is often
contended that one factor is the difference between the langua'ge used by
many black children and the text materiols uped to teach them to read. In
the last decade Baratz and Shuy (1969) and others have suggested an ad-
ditional hurdle in learning to read for the speaker of black English: he
must not only decode from a standard English text but also reode into his
own language to obtain meaning. It has been suggeS"ted, then, that one
of the-primary causes of reading failure for black children is.linguistic
interference due to\ the structural differences between blaCk English (BE)
and standard Englih (SE) .1 , i

Two popular propOgals for facilitating black children's learning t&
read'ire: 1) teach them to speak SE before or while teaching them toread'
in SE; or 2) teach them'to read with materials written in the language in
which they are already competent, i.e., black English. The assumption
underlying both proposals is that many black children fail to learn to read
because they are not linguistidally competent in SE.

On the other hand, many children who speak BE do learn to read
proficiently (Goodman and Burke, 1973). Furthermore, there is evidence
that speakers of BE vary widely in their productive control over features ot
SE and yet it is not known if, or to what extent:'productive control of SE
features is necessary for success in learning, to read.

Moreover, a distinction must be made between productive and re-.
ceptive control when discussing linguistic competence as a factor in
learning to read. There is evidence that black children's receptive control

, varies for different features of SE and that their receptive and productive

1
. ..

It must be kept irf mind wherever SE and BE are contrasted, that
_

there is more-Overlap between these two varieties of English than there
are differences between them--as is generally true of mutually intelligible
dialetts. Much of thtructure is identical, with a few well-defined
patterns of difference:

1
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control may differ for specific features. The effect of differences in re-
ceptive and producti.ve control of particular features'omeading, particu-
larly reading comprehension of those features, has not been examined.
Both receptive and productive dimensions must be 'studied in'order to de-

.
termine if reading SE is a function of linguistic competence in SE.-

Sinde major structural differences between SE and BE lie in the use
of verbs, the present study focused on children's receptive and productive
control of particular SE verb forms and the relation of this-control to read-
ing these forms during the critical period of the beginning school years.

Conceptual Framework

There exists no fully explicated theory covering the relation be-
tween reading performance and competence in a second dialect. There
are, however, a number of empirically supported propositions about the
relation between receptive and productive language abilities and about
the relation between linguistic competence and reading ability that suggest
ways to study the relation between compegence in a second dialect and
learning to read in that second dialect. r---

Relation Between Receptive and
it Productive Language Abilities

9,

r

. I
The rationale for this study derives in part from psycholinguistic

theory about the way a child learns to comprehend and produop his native
language. Specifidally, the analysis-by-synthesis theory of 'acqUisition
of native language' is applied to the acquisition of a second dialect.
Whereas Chomsky (1965) and Lenneberg (1967) propose that human beings
have an innate understanding of the possible linguistic structures of their
language;" and strict behaviorists, such as Skinner (1957) describe lan-
guage acquisition in terms of a stimulus-respohse theory; the analysis-
by-synthesis theorists (Halle and Stevens, 1964; Wales and Marshall,
1966; Menyuk, 1910) provide a more appropriate model for explaining the
phenomena studied herenamely, receptive and expressive control of a
second dialect.

Menyuk (14570) explicates p basic premise of the analysis-by-
synthesis theory, i.9., "thi human organism does not simply 'have the
capacity to learn and to generalize' language, but, rather, has the aapacity
to search for'and store in memory abstract structural descriptions which
fit his hypotheses abOut the language" (p., 196),and C. Chomsky (1975)
describes the child as the "director of and active participant in his lin-
guistic progreSs at all levls. He searches his language environment for

'regularities and builds and revises gramrriatical rules from what he'' -̀hears
by a process of active construction." 12 .
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The child's acquisition of the giammar of his
native language is interpreted, then, as the building of a stctre of structural
descriptions of the language, a, process dependent-,both on the capacities of
peripheral *auditory and vocal-mechanisms of coding and storage. As a child
matures, changes occur in both theariumber and the nature of the structural
descriptions he possesses (Menyttk, 1970). The child's subconscrous
ability to apply, the stored structural descriptions in his use of his tive

_language is what the linguiSts have termed his linguistic competence: Thed
child,'s'actual production of language, whetter in spontaneous speech or
in structured language tasks,fs termed linguistic pe'rformansce,

is and-others 'have made it eminently:clear that lin-
guistic c vgt be studied through behavior that reveals the user's
control ot guage heard or spoken. Menyuk (170 }-provides a model
for examining_ competence in terms of performance; based on the analysis-
by-synthesis theory. In this model,language competenCe is described as
a process of reconstruction where utterances heard are understood by re-
generating either partiallor completely the stored phonological, syntactic
and semantic rules used to derive the utterance (Menyuk, 1970, p. 198).
A child not fully competent in'the grammar underlying the utterance he hears
is liable to misunderstand, it, either partially or completely. The same con-

. cept of reconstruction applies' to production of language where a child's
utterances will either be completely or 'partly grammatic dending upon

#the ,a bi 1 it y to regenerate those linguistic s ures required to
'communicate his 'Feaning fully. The young child's "telegraphic" or gram-
matically incomplete sentences (Brown and Fraser, 1963;Brown,and
1964) are an indication of his approximation of adult linguistic competence

before achievement of adult linguistic performance. The child's language
production does indicate understanding of the complete utterance but alSo
indicates his inability too roduce a complete "standard" sentence.

By examining the linguistic structures produced and comprehended
in a variety of carefully de ised language situations, it is possible tc make
inferences about a speak s competence in a language. In studying child-
ren's acquisition of their native language, sentence-repetition (imitative)
tasks and structured comprehension tasks have been used successfully to
study children's control of grammatical (morphological and/or syntactic)
forms (Berko, 1958; Fraser, Bellugi, and Brown, 1963; C. Chomsky, 1969;
SlObin, 1967).

The,uruilerlying assumption of a sentence repetition task is that
repetition of a sentence is notrely imitation but rather a re-creation of
the sentence aft it has been.processed through the child's structural and/
or meaning systems. TO reproduce a sentenced a child must have competence
in'the particular grammattgal Structures being elicited. Thus; it has been.
Noposed that comprehension also can be inferred 'from a child's responses
on a sentence repetition task (See Troike, 1970).

I'd
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On the other hand, there is disagreement iin the field about the
'adequacy of a sentence repetition task as a.measure of comprehehsion

a(Baratz, 1971; Ervin-Tripp, 1971). A more appropriate technique involved
a task in which the child is asked to indicate his comprehension of gram-
matical structures through some overt non-linguistic behavior such as
poititing to an appropriate picture or moving an object as dire&ed., It is
assumed in such tasks that a child's lack of comprehension will be re-
vealed through his behavior.

Application of the analysis-by-synthesis theory of native language
acquisition to second dialect acquisition is supported by Ervin-Tripp (1970),
Menyuk (1970), and Troike (1970). In the present study, it was proposed
that the basic premises of the analysis -by- synthesis theory of the ac-
quisition of native language can be applied in de'scribing second dialect
learning, and furthermore, that the methods used for studying the acqui-
sition of linguistic competence" in a native language can.be, applied in
studying black children's acquisition of grammatical competence in SE as
a second dialect.

Second dialect learning is a complex process not fully explicated .

at_ tills time but it can be assumed that through exposure to SE, the black
child. increasingly stores certain descriptions about the phonological,
syntactic and semantic structures in,SE which he then uses in processing
language for comprehension or for production of utterances in the second
dialect. Comprehension and production of SE, then, depend upon the
child's ability to use his knowledge of the grammar of that dialect--that
is, his competence in SE.

A review of the work in the field reveals that there is little agree-
ment, however," on the extent to which BE-speaking children are competent.
in SE. Nor is there agreement on the extent to which productive and re-.
ceptive control of SE are interdependerif for the black child.

Although uSe of SE forms is generally less frequent when spon-
taneous--rather than imitative--elicitation techniques are employed to study
performance in SE, both kinds' of measures indicate that-BE-speaking .

children can and do produce SE structures, apd that this ability increases
With age (Henrie, 1969; Stern and Gupta, 1970; Nurss and Day', 1971;
DeStefano, 1972; Berdan, 1973; Cullinan, jaggar and Strickland, 1974).
Both types of elicitation techniques also show that black children have
more control over some SE forms than others (Henrie, 1969; Hall; Turner

Russell, 1978) and, in addition, that Control of SE varies within in-
Zividuals; i.e., children who use SE may not use SE forms consistently
(Ervin- Tripp, 197'2).

1'4
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Labov (1972) has stated that the social situation is the strongest
determiner of the quantity of speech and of the formality-informalityrange
of speech elicited. This is supported, by De Stefano's study (1972) showing
that two-thirds of all responses made by BE-speaking children in a formal
testing situation are in the "language instruction register' (SE)'. Further-,
the children in her sample increased in abiliti to control SE fbjms from
first to fifth grade, giving credence to the proposition expressed earlier
that increased exposure to SE results in increased productive control of
SE:

Although BE-speaking children can produce SE forms, performance
on sentence repetition tasks also clearly demonstrates a systematic
pattern of recoding of SE sentences into equivalents in the child's native
dialect, preserving the meaning of the stimulus sentences (Labov and
Cohen, 1967; Garvey and MacFarlane, 1968; Osser, et. al., 1968; Baratz,
1969; Troike, 1970r; Cullinan, JaggAr and Strickland, 1974).

Although black children's performance in SE varies, their "trans-
lations" in sentence repetition, tasks indicate both that their language ME
different rules of grammar and thatthey have considerable receptive com-
petence in S. Orr- this ground, many researbhers accept the premise that
black children are bidialectal receptively. Some empirical evidence to

'support the assumption of bidialectal receptivity derives from studies in-
volving a variety of techniques to measure comprehension, which show
that black children understand SE as well as they'understand BE (Weever,
1969; Frentz, 1971; Quay, 1971, 1972; Levy, 1972; Ramsey, 1972).'Other
studies show that BE-speaking children comprehend SE as well as SE-
speaking children do (W. Hall, 1973; Hall, Turner and Russell, 1973;
Mathewson,1974; Hall and Turner,1974) ..1

In studies that have examined both receptive and productive con-
trol of SESmong native language speakers, it has been found, with some
exceptions (Fraser, Bellugi and Brown, 1963), that receptive cpmpetence

r
Soine studies comparing middle-cldss white children to lower-

class black children (Osser,,et. al., 1968; Williams and Wdod, 1970;
Frentz, 1971) have shown that white ,children are superior to black child-
ren in comprehension of SE, but the results of such studies are confounded
by the effects of social class. When social class was controlled, as in
Hall, Turner and Russell's 1973 study, no significant differences were
found due to race, but significant differences were associated with siicial
class.

J
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generally precedes productive control. The.empirical data on the relation
between receptive competence and productive control of SE among BE-

speaking children, is limited. However, there is some evidence that, as in

native language learning, receptive competence in the second dialect (SE)

precedes productive control (Osser, et. al.', 1968) . Such evidence, how-
ever, is usually based on total task performance, e.g., a total sentence
repetition task score compared to a total picture-selection comprehension
task score. /

But the relation betweePn receptive and productive control may not

be the same for different SE forms. Some studies show that whei black ,

children's receptive competence on specific SE grammatical features is'
compared directly to their productive performance on the same features,
they have better production than comprehension for certain SE features, yet

have higher comprehension than,production for others (Osser, et. al., 1968;

Torrey, 1969; Hall and Turner, 1971; .Nurss rad Day, 1971).
r .

4p

The various studies provide data that are not closely comparable,
and reveal little agreement about the extent to which black children control

SE, 'either receptively or,prodiftively. There remains the unresolved-
question of the degree of interdependence between receptifre and productive
control of specific SE structures. Further, there is the q stion br how
dialect interferes in production and comprehension of spe ific features-of,
a second dialect. Interference from native dialect may operate clitrently
in production' and comprehension of. specific SE'forms. '

i
I \

To study these questions, the present investigation focused on
the black child's linguistic competenCe in selected SE grammatical forms,

by studying language behavior in carefully devised sentence repetition and

comprehension tasks. The purpose was to determine:

,--

1) if the order of control of the SE forms is the same for
comprehension and production,

2) the extent to which comprehension and production are a ,

function of the particular SE grammatical features,

3) the extent to which comprehension and production are a
function of age'or grade level of the child,

4) the relation between comprehension and production of
specific SE grammatical forms.

t6

1
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Relation Between Language Competence
and Reading ,1

Knowledge of the full dimensions of the black child's competence
in SE is also crucial in order to understand whether learning to read in SE
is a function of linguistic competence in SE. At the present time, the
relation between dialect and reading is not clear. A direct examination
of the process is needed to determine (1) whethdr and to what extent non-
standard dialect interferes in reading, and (2) to what degree ability
tp read SE is a functiorf of the ability to orally produce and/or aurally
comprehend.SE.

The basic premise that competence in a language is needed for
learning to read that language ig supported by numerous studies that show
a strong relation between oral language development and reading achieve-
ment (Loban, 1963; Ruddell, 1966). The importance of oral language pro-
ficiency to reading has been emphasized by many who describe, the psycho-
linguistic nature of the reading process (Carroll, 1964; Weiner and Cromer,
1967; Ruddell, 1969; Goodman, 1970). In reading, the child uses his
knowledge of hisspoken language to process the morphological and syn-
tactical components of the written Ianguage he,_has decoded in order to
determine the semantic interpretation of the readingmaterial (Carroll, 1964,
1970; Bormuth, 195/; Ruddell, 1969). ,

Since reading comprehension is dependent upon the child's know-P
ledge of the structure of his oral language, problems in comprehension may
arise for any child whose native language structure differs from the struc-
ture of the reading Material (Weiner and Cromer, 1967). Ruddell (1965)
and Tatham (1970). have shown that reading cemprehesion is higher for-
materials written in language patterns similar to the child's oral patterns
than for material written in less frequently used oral patt-dins.

These findings provide the base for assumptions that BE-speaking
children have difficulty in learning to read because they are not competent
in SE. Some studies have shown that among lower class blacks ,there is a
pOsitive correration between competence in SE and reading performance
(Gross, 1967; Baratz, 1970; Deffenbaugh, 1973). These observations pro-
vide some support for 'the claim that, for the black child, learning to read
is a function of his competence in SE; however, correlational data cannot
be used to ascribe cause.

Those who support the claim believe that lower-class black child-
ren fail to learn,to read, not because they are not competent in language
per se (P-ovich and Baratz, 1967), but because they are competent in a
language which is structurally different-frOm the standard English of the
text used to teach them to read. One proposed solution is to develop the
child's control of SE (Bailey, 1970; Venezky, 1970), and particularly his

17
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productive control,, so that the differences between his language and the
language,of the text are di nished. This suggestion assumes that if the
child-were competent in SE, he would be able to decode, process, and
comprehend the:written lang age more efficiently.'

Despite these claim , available empirical data are inadequate to
explain if, and to what extent nonstandard dialect interferes in learning
td-read. Several studies have xamined children's errors or miscues when
reading SE orally. Many of the reading miscues made by black children
are diplect based (Weber/ 1973 Hunt, 1974), suggesting that some inter-
ference from -native dialect does caul- in oral reading. Other studies have
shown that there is more dialect nterference on certain SE features than on
others (Ames , Rosen and Olson, '1B71; Goodman and Burke, 1973; Hunt, 1974);
that no reader is totally cormisten in making dialect-based miscues (Good-

, man and Burke, 1973); that there is considerable-variation among black
children in the number pf.dia-lect7b ed miscues made (Goodman and Burke,
1973); and that dia,lect-based mitcu s decrease with.age for some features
and not others (Rosen and AmeS , 197 ) .

4 Thus, the fagtors (type of s cure, age) that affect oral pro-
.duattarb of SE also influence oral readi g of SE. There is evidence, how-
ever, that the factors operatedifferently in the twp productive tasks, so
that one cannot make accurate predictions aboxterformance in either task
on the bisis of performance i the other. For example, Goodman, in
summarizing some-of his rese rch, presents evidence that dialect is more
likely to occur in oral retelli of ,stories than in reading,and that many
children who speak BE are pr icient readert. He claims that dialect-
involv%tl Miscues do not inter ere with the reading process or with the con-
struction of meaning since th child succeeds in translating written
materials to his own language (Goodman with Buck, 1973). Goodman did
find that less proficient reade s produced more dialect-related miscues
than proficient readers but su pests that accuracy is the result of being a
proficient reader and not that rea ter accuracy in reading SE leads to greater
proficiency. He concludes tlAt reading proficiency is more deendent upon
receptive competence than productive control of SE.

Unfortunately, dialect-based miscues observed in studies of black
children's oral reading of SE have been used to support claims that dialect
interferes in learning to comprehend written SE. The methodological -'and
conceptual weakness here is obvious: oral reading is not an adequate
measure of reading comprehension. If the child produces nonstandard
grammatical equivalents of the written text, why then assume that inter-
ference in comprehension has taken place? In sentence repetition tasks
grammatically-equivalent utterances are considered evidence of comprehen-
sion, suggesting that structural differences do not necessarily interfere
with comprehension. The work of Melmed (1970) and Goodman and Burke
(1973) confirms that a child's production of dialect when reading SE texts
does not necessarily interfere with his comprehension.

8
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The question of the extent to which dialect interferes with compre-
-hension when lower class black children read SE remains. Several studies
have attempted to measure interference in comprehension by presenting BE-
speakers with stories written both in SE and BE on the assumption that if
oral language differences interfere in reading, thin BE-speaking children
should have higher comprehension for stories written in BE than for thOse
written in SE. Such studies generally have shown that black children have
equivalent or higher comprehension of reading materials written in SE than
they do of materials written'in BE(Jaggar, 1971; Nolen, 1972; Johnson and
Simons., 1973; Mathewson,.1973, 1974).

' It should be noted that studies of this kind have a` built-in bias,
since they must eliminate subjects who do not have reading proficient ,
and theSe are liable to he 'the very ones for whom the issue -is most cru ial.
Furthermore, those children who are able to read well enough to perfor
the task were taught to read in SE. Novpopulation of children has been
taught to read using dialect materials. Mathewson (1974) found that
reading dialect materials was an unfavorable experience for black children:
the'y disliked it, found- it difficult to decode and more difficult to compre-
hend than SE. He did find, however, that when listening to stories, black
children not only preferred BE, but also comprehended BE better than SE.
He suggests that dialect reading material should not be used with children
who have already learned to read with SE materials. This does not mean,
however, that the same results would be obtained if children had been
taught to read with BE materials. Nor can it be concluded that dialect is
not related to difficulty in learning to read SE for some chtlitriri.`

...

The extent to which dialect interferes with reading comprehension
of SE texts by BE-speaking children needs further study. The relp-tion be-
tween oral reading and reading comprehension needs to be explored for
particular SE grammatical features. The major issue involves the relations
among receptive and iroductive control of SE and comprehension of written
SE and the way spOciiic-grammatical features affect oral language and
reading performance. The critical period of the beginning school years,
when these factors may interact to affect the child's learning to read, Is
the time they must be studied.

.,

Objectives

The purpose of this investigation wes to examine subjects' per-
formance on languagel and reading tasks in order to study the relations

'-.,
1 . %.

In this report, the term "language tasks" will refer to listening
and speaking tasks to distinguish them from oral reading and reading com-
prehenOon tasks. Actually, of course, reading tasks are "language" tasks
also. 19
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between young black children's receptive and productive control of selected
grammatical features of SE, specifically SE verb forms.

.

Two language tasks, sentence repetition and sentence comprehen-
sion, and two.reading tasks, oral reading and reading comprehension, were
used to determine if the pattern of control of SE verb forms is the same for
the various tasks and for each grade. Responses on the sentence repetition
and the oral reading tasks were examined to determine the extent and type.
of structural interference that occurs when a BE-speaking, child is asked
to orally reproduce SE in speaking and reading. Further, the relation be-
tweentween oral reading in SE an wd reading comprehension as' studietrtndetail.
Finally, the major objective was to determine the extent' to which reading
comprehension is a function of receptive and productive control of SE.

Specifically, the research problems were:

1. Is the pattern of control of SE verb forms the same for all
language and reading tasks-? To what extent are SE responses on each
task a function of grade and the particular, verb forms?

2. To what extent does native dialect interfere structurally in
black children's oral reproductions of spoken and written SE verb focros?
What is the relation between nonstandard oral language production and
oral reading performance?

3. What is the relation between comprehension and oral produc-
tion of SE among kindergarten, first and second grade black children? Is
the'relation between receptive and productive control of SE the same. for
all verb forms, and is it grade related?

4. What is the relation between oral reading in SE and reading
comprehension among first and second grade black children? Is the re-
lation between oral reading in SE anid reading comprehension similar for
all verb forms and is it grade related?

5. What are the interrelations among aural comprehension, oral
production, oral'reading and reading comprehension of SE for first and
second grade black children? To what extent is reading comprehension a
function of receptive control of SE, productive control of SE, or receptive
and productive control taken together?

4:0
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PROCEDURES

Subjects

The subjects for this study were 198 black children in grades kinder-
garten, one and two, selected from fbur elementary schools (Schools A,
B, C, and D). Schools A and B were located in different boroughs of New
York City and Schools C and D were located in different metropolitan sub-
urban AgitrAmities on Long Island. All'four schools were designated as
Title I schools, indicating they qualified for educational assistance funds
under the ESEA Act of 1965 to serve the needs of poverty children.

The Title I designation was used as a gross indicator of socioeconomic
level of the school population. Precise data on socioeconomic status of
individual subjects were, not obtainable.. In three schools, however, a
second index was used to confirm subjects' socioeconomic status. This
index was either the subject's designation as a free lunch student or as
a member of thefitle I target population.

Selection of the Schools
41.1.1/

iZtools in communities with predominantly black populations were
sought for this study. Permission to conduct research in school districts
in the metropolitan New York area requires approval by the school board,
district administrators, principal and parents. Severer schools were
approached before final approval, was obtained from four schools. The
investigators decided to include all four in the study rather than select
from among them because (1) no one of the four schools would have
yielded an adequate sample at each grade level, (2) the use of both urban
and suburban schools would provide greater representativeness and (3)
using both urban and suburban schools would add to the generalizability
of the results to a wider low socioeconomic status black student popula-
tion.

Selection of the Subjects

All of the 228 black subjects in grades kindergarten, one and two for,
whom parental consent was obtained were considered for inclusion in the
study. Eight children identified by teachers or school nurses as having
speech or hearing impediments were eliminated since these factors could
bias performance on the language tasks. In addition, three children were
eligtinated on teacher recommendation because of special learning dis-
abilities. Of the remaining 217 subjects, -nineteen were lost due to

21
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attrition. They'either moved from the community or were absent for an ex-
tended period so that it was impossible to obtain measures on each of the)
tasks required for the study. This yielded a total of 198 subjects who
met the ethnic (black) and low socioeconomic status criteria. Table 1 '
gives the distribution of subjects by grad, schbol and sex.

is 1

Distribution of Subjects by Grade, School and Sex

Table 1

School

Grade
Sex

Totals
School
;TotalsK

I,

, 1 2

F M
.

F : M F M F
I

,

A 5 ' 6 11 12 12 12 28 30 58

B 7 4 11 9 10 8 28 21 49

C 8 7 9 11 9 9 26 27 53

D 7 7. 6 4 5 20 18 38

Totals 27 24 40 38 35 34 102 96. 198

Grade
Totals

- . 51 78 69

As Table 1 shows, there was a reasonable balance between the num-
ber of boys and girls at eacoh grade level in each school, except for the
kindergarten in school B and the- first grade in school D. In each case, girls
were lost due to attrition when they moved from the neighborhood.

The mean ages in months and standard deviations for boys and girls
in each grade are listed in Table 2.

)

22
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Table 2

Mean Ages in Months for Boys and Girls
in Each Grade (N=1911)

Kindergdrten
Group X SD

Boys 70.03 3.38
(26*)

Girls 70.04 4.38
(24)

Total 70.04 3.85
(50*)

Tc

83.15

81.24

82.22

First
. SD

Second
{ ' SD

4.38 94.94 6.06
(40) (35)

3.03 93.45 4.59
(36) (33*)

3,88 94.22 5.41
(78) (68*) .

*Age data not available for 1 observation

Stimulus Materials

4

In order to,obtain an accurate picture of the relations between black
children's receptive competence and productive control of SE grammatical
forms; it is necessary to measure the children's linguistic control through
multiple language tasks (Chomsky, 1964; Osser, et. al., 1968; Ervin-
Tripp, 1972) and, more specifically, to measure the children's linguistic
control of the same SE structures on each of the tasks (Ervin-Tripp, 1972).
This study was designed to do
for the study were designed to
SE verb structures that are kno

oth. The stimulus materials developed
est the subjects' linguistic control of six

to have distinctively different forms in
BE (Labov, 1967; Politzer and Bartlex, 1969a and 1969b; Wolfram, 1969; .

Anderson, 1970; Fasold and Wolfram, 1970; Fasold, 1972). The six verb
forms appeared in each of four tasks designed to measure receptive and
productive linguistic control of SE: 1) a sentence repetition task, 2) an
aural comprehension task, 3) an oral reading task, and 4) a reading com-
prehension task.

The following sections describe the development and rationale for
the stimulus materials used in all'four tasks.

Lv
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-Stimulus Sentences

Verb Forms Selected. Major sociolinguistic studies have shown that
the lOguage of low socioeconomic status urban black children differs
significantly from SE in the use of-verbs, primarily in the verb tense sys-
tem'and in the use of the copula and auxiliary forms of the verb be (Fasold
and Wolfram, 1970; Fasold, 1972).

Based on previous findings on the verb system of 13E, six SE verb
formwere selected.fop-study. Thee involved three broad categories of
grammatical contrasts. They were (1) the third person singular present
tensk-s contrasted with (2) the past tense -ed; (3) the copula 'present
tenses singular [main verb] is contrasted with (4) the copula preSent tense
plurati[main verb] are ; (5) the auxiliary present tense singular is is plus
verb iith -inq] contrasted with (6) auxiliary present tense plural are [are,
plus verb with -ing].

-,_

Previous studies of this kind (Fraser, Bellugi, and Brown, 1963;
Osseo et. al. , 1968; Torrey, 1969) have shown that it is necessary to
cons ct stimulus sentences that isolate. each of the six verb structures,
from ntextual redundancy in order to determine whether the subject has
ling tic control over the specific feature selected. The selection of
pair I SE verb structures that involve either a contrast in tense or a con-
tras number provided for control of contextual redundancy. This is dis-
cuss further in the following sections describing the sentences used to
test tense and number contrasts.

1. Tense Markers

Two of the major differences between BE and SE lie in the tense
mar of the third person singular present tense and the past tense. It

is n uncommon to find that the past and present tenseare express.edby
the e verb form in BE. For example, "The boy jump over the big puddle"
cou efer to the past or the present tense.

It is also true, however, that there is a high degree of variability in
the sence of the two tense markers. The -s and -ed tense markers
are always absent; although the -s marker is absent significantlmore

,oft han the -ed marker. It has been suggested that the past tense-ed
ma is a part of the grammatical system of BE, while the third person -

sin r present tense marker -s is not (Fasold and Wolfram, 1970; Fasold,
19 = And it has been shown that the frequency of tense markers is age
rel ; they are present in the speech of adults more often than in the
sp = == of children (Wolfram, 1969; Fasold, 1972). Although these studies
hav rovided a great deal of information about speech production, they'
do provide information about the relation between production and
corn hension of/ specific tense markings. When studying first and fourth
gra s, Hall, Turner, and Russell (1973) found little support for the
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hypothesis that BE, interferes with comprehension of SE third peitson sin-
gular pregent tense -s and the past tense -ed markers. Labov (1967)i on
the other hand, found that the -ed did -Rot function effectivvIy as a marker
of past tense in a reading task used with adolescents.

To test children's control of SE present and past tense markers, pairs
of sentences involving only a contrast in tense were used to control for
contextual redundancy. For example, in the sentences "The boy jumps
over the big puddle" and "The boy jumped over the big puddle", the only.
distinction between the sentences is the tense as marked by the -s and
the -ed-.

1 Up.

Further , -the sentences were designed to permit study of linguistic
control of the markers when they a) take on different phonetic shapes
(i.e., ,allomorphs) and b) are found in different phonological environments.

la. Allomorphs. Evidence from major linguistic studies (Labov, 1967;
Fasold and Wolfram, 1970; Fasold, 1972) demonstrates that there are
important phonological constraints,oki Me use of SE verb forms by low
socioeconomic status urban blacks. The third person present and past
tense markers, -s and -ed, take different phonetic shapes (allomorphs)
depending upon the final sound of the verb root. The present tense

., marker takes thC shape '/s/ following nonstrident voiceless consonants,
as in jumps, /z/ following vowels and nonstrident voiced consonants ,as'
in climbs, or /f z/ following strident consonants (sibilants and affricates)
as in washes. The past tense marker take the shape t/ followirig.voic6-
less consonants, as in jumped, /d/ following vfirels and voiced conson-
ants, as in climbed, or /f d/ following verbs endingin/t/and/d/.

Although a number of studies liave examined the productive control of
SE by low socioeconomic status blacks through the use of a set" of stimulus
sentences similar to the ones developed in this study, few have controlled
for the possibleeffects of the allomorph selected, (For example, see
Garvey and McFarlane, 1968 and 197-0.) The effects of the phcinological
shape of the verb marker can be controlled by selecting verbs all of the
same class or by having an equal sampling of different.verb classes within
the setiof stimulus sentences. Through a sampling procedure, the effects
of the shape of the verb marker can be Studied as well as controlled.
Although Hall, Turner and Russell (1973) controlled for the possible
effects of the shape of the verb markers by selecting all present tense
verbs requiring the /z/ allomorph. and past tense verbs requiring the /t/
allomorph, the results of their study can be generalized only to these
cases.

In another study, however, Berdan (1973) selected and studied the
/z/ and /s/ third person singUlar present tense marker and found

that there were significant differences in the use,of these three SE verb
markers. The jiz/ allomorph was ugecl least often and the /s/ allomorph

00
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was used most often. He also found a significant interaction*betwetri
allomorph and grade level.

I . . . s_

Faso ld's findings (1972) confirmed that theii/s/ and /z/ allomorphs
are present more than the /i-z/ allomorph, but he indicated- that the
phonetic shape of the allorriorph actually had little effect on its presence
or absence. Faso ld and Wolfram (1970) and F4sold (1972) showed, however,
that the realization of past ten* markers does vary withtheir phonetic

'shapes. BE-speakers consistently use the past, tense allomorph ii-di more
often than the allomorphs /V and /d/.

In light of the preceding inforMation, past and present tense sen-
tences.'were developed which- :-permitted the control and study of allo-,
morphs of .each.tense marker, "0s 'shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Past.'and Present Tense Allomorphs

Present Tense Past Tense

Class Example Class Example
r

A. /s/ jumps A. /t/ jumped

B. : /z/ climbs B. " /d/ climbed

C. /kz/ washes CP* washed
:.

CP* plants .1
c . /11d/ planted

I *CP=Contrast picture only

It can be seen that in the A and B classes, the same verb, can be
used to contrast the present and the Oast tense because the verbs marked. by

/s/ or /z/ in the present tense are marked, respectively, by /t/ or /4/ in
the past tense. This pattern does not hold for verbs, ending in Sibilants ,

however, where the present tense marker is formed by the allomoiph /i-z/
but,the past tense is not formed by the allomorph /i-d/, i.e., the past tense
verh.parker for wash it. a /t/ and not an /i-d/ so the same verb could not
be used to test both the past and presenttense of class C. 'By the same

*token, verbs which take the /Id/ allomorph in the past tense do not take

the allomorph /i -z/ in the present tense.

t 0
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An equal number of stimus sentences was develOped for each of
the two tense markers: two sernces for each alldmorph (a total di-six
present tense and six past tense sentences).. These sentences were used
in the two productive tasks. In the comprehension tasks, holiever,. the
present and past.coarast Was maintained fn the class C case, as shown
in Table 3, ,by presenting the .ppEopriate picture to test comprehension of
the /iz/ present tense verbs and theii-d/ past tense verbs.

lb. Environments. Previous research has shown that the use of
present tense -s and past tense -ed markers are also affected by the k
phonological environment following the verb.. For example, Labov (1967)
and Fasbld (1972) both found that the past tense marker -ed is absent more
often when the word ,following the verb begins with a consonant than when
it begins with a vowel. -They disagree, however, about the effect of the
follo'vfng phonological environment on the present tense marker -s. In his
New York population of adolescents, Labov found that the -s marker was
more likely to be deleted before a vowel than before a consonant. In'
WashirigtonID.C., Fasold found that adolescents were slightly more

9 likely to omit the .-s marker before an initial consonant than before a 4
vowel. The results of chi-square tests, however, showed that the effect
of the following environment was not profound enough to be significant.

In order to test the influence' of the following phonologidal environ-
ment on the presence or absence of the -s and -ed markers, half the
sentences in the present study contained verb markers which appeared
before consonants while the other half contained verb markers which
appeared before vowels. In those sentences in which the past tense
.markers preceded a consonant,.however, no words beginning with /t/
/d/ were used since it is impossible to perceive the presence of the -ed
marker in such an environment. For example, in the sentence, "He walked
downtown," the -ed cannot be peroeived even in SE speech.

Table 4 summarizes the final design for the 12 sentences used to
test present and past tense markers.

27



Table 4

Design-for Present and Past Tense Sentences

Present Tense Past Tense

Class Environ- Example Class Environ- example
ment ment

/s/ V 1.jumps over V 1 Jimped over
..,

K 2.picks five K 2.ppked five

/z/ V 1:climbs up /d/ V 1.cliMbed up

K 2.pulls my K 2.pulled my

/1 z/ V 1.washes out , *CP washed out

K 2.pushes rocks *CP pushed rocks

*CP Plant's all /id/ V 1.planted all

*CP hands me K Lhanded me

*CP=Contrast picture only

2. Is and Are

Another major difference between BE and SE lies in the use of the,verb
be. The frequent omission of is and are is characteristic of BE.

Full forms do exist in BE, but the tendency is for BE speakers to de-
lete is and are where SE speakers can contract to the 's and 're forms
(Labov, 1969; Fasold and Wolfram, 1970). It also his been found thatare
is deleted more often than is (Wolfram, '1969; Fasold and Wolfram, 1970) .1
Further, when the full forms are used, the lack of number agreement is
characteristic of BE. Some BE speakers tend to use the present tense is
for 611:persons, e.g., "The boys is there," "You is there" (Fasold and
Wolfraii,, 1970).

1

In this study, no attempt was made to distinguish between,contracted
and full forms, both of which were counted as presence of'a form of the
copula or auxiliary.

23
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San-lulu!' sentences were designed to test for SE forms of is and are,
both as main verb and as auxiliary. .The other variables tested were pre-
ceding phonological environment and whether the stimulus sentence pro-
vided a single cue or double cue to number.

Contextual redundancy is 'more difficult to control in the case of
singular/plural contrasts involving is and are , since in most sentences .

both the noun and:verb give cues to number. There are exceptions, how-,
ever, including those nouns, such as sheep, fish, deer, which have
identical singular and plural forms. This is discussed further below.

.2a..' Environments. Stimulus sentences to test is and are as main
and auxiliary verbs were developed to show the effects of preceding
phonolOgical.environment, i.e., the last sound of the preceding noun.
Labov (1969)' found that is_ was deleted and contracted more often when it
folldwed a pronoun than when it followed a noun phrase. When he studied
the noun phrase endings he found the is deleted most often when preceded
by a noun ending in a sibilant or a vowel, and least often when preceded
by_a voied or voiceless nonsibilant consonant. Specifically, four classes
of precedIng environment affected frequency of deletion of is in the following
descending order:

1) -V_ vowels
2) -.5 sibilants

,-
3) -Kv nonsibilant voiced consonants
4) -K° nonsibilant voiceless consonants

In the present study, three of these four classes (2, 3 and 4) were
used in the development of the stimulus sentences to tent the main verb
and auxiliary is: nouns ending in sibilants (-S); nonsibilant voiceless
consonants (-K°); and nonsibilant voided consonants (-Kv) . SentenCes to
test main verb and auxiliary are included the tiiree Classes that were the

..comparable plural formations of each of the is classes, 'i.e., the /4z/ for
nouns ending in-tttilants, the /s/ for nouns ending in nonsibilant voice-
less consonants, and the /z/ for nouns ending in nonsibilant voiced con-

: sonants.

Since the phonological condition following is and are has not been
found to be a major constraint on the realization of the copula, it was
not used as a variable for study; in all stimulus sentences, is and are
are followed by words which have voiced consonants as their initial sounds.

Table 5 represents the design used to develop sentences for the
three classes of the main verb and auxiliary verb forms is and are.

1. 1

t
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Table 5

, Preceding Environments for Is and Are Sentences

,

Main Verb is Main Verb are ..

C ass Illustration Class Illustration

house is very S/i.z/ houses are very

K° duck is near K°/s/ ducks' are near

- Kv car is between K /z/ cars are between

Auxiliary is

Class Illustration

Auxiliary are

Class Illustration

S house is burning S/i-z/ houses are burning

K° book is lyintr. K°/s/ books are lying

-Kv dog is barking Kv/z/ -dogs are barking

2b; Number of Cues. The other variable in is and are sentences
is the single or double cue to number. In the present study, half the sen-
tences involved identical singular plural (ISP) nouns (fish, sheep, deer)
so that the only cue to the distinction between sentence pairs was con-
tained in the form of the verb, e.g., "The fish is diving to the bottom,"
and "The fish are diving to the bottom." Such sentences , however , are
not common In SE. In order more nearly to represent everyday speech,
sentences were constructed with the use of regular nouns (RN) , e.g. ,
"The house_ is, burning to the ground ." and "The houses are burning to
the ground." These provide two number cues, one in the noun ancl..one in
the verb. Although such sentences contain contextual redundancy they
represent more.reelistic use of SE and provide the opportunity to study
children's knowledge of noun verb agreement in the use of id and are.

Hall, Turner , and Russell (1973) compared children's performance
on single and double cue sentences of the type "boy climbs" vs. "deer
runs." They found that, in general, comprehension was higher for double
cue than for single cue sentences , but comparisons could be made only
for the third person singular of the present tense verbs selected. r-i the
piesent study using is and are provided for a comparison of both singu-
lar and plural present ten, in single and double cue sentences.

il
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For each main verb and auxiliary form, six sentences were con-
structed; one with a single number cue' and one with two number cues for
each of the three environments. Table 6 shows the final design for the
main verb and auxiliary is and are stimulus sentences used in this study.

Table 6

Design for Main Verb and Auxiliary Is and Are Sentees

Main Verb is Main Verb are

Environ- Cues Illustration
merit:

S_ 2 house is very
1 fish is very

K°_ 2 duck is near
1 sheep is down

K
v

2 car is between_ -
1 deer is behind

Environ- Cues
ment

S_ 2

1

K°_ 2

1

Kv 2

1

..,.,.....1.
Illustration

houses are very
fish are very
ducks are near
sheep are down
cars are between
deer are behind

Auxiliary is Auxiliary are

Environ- Cues Illustration
ment

S 2 house is burning
1 fish is

K °_ 2 book is lying
1 sheep is running

K 2 dog is barkingKv_
1 deer is drinking

S_ 2diving'
K°_ 2

1

Kv 2

1

Environ- Cues
ment

Illustration

houses are burning
fish are diving
books are lyiny
sheep are running
dogs are barking
deer are drinking

Vocabulary Control and Sentence Length. Two additional controls
were imposed in constructing the stimulus sentences: sentence length
and vocabulary. All sentences were limited to seven or eight words, a
length that has been used successfully in previous studies employing
imitation and comprehension ,tasks with black children of similar age groups
(Osser, et. al ., 1968, with kindergarten children, and Hall, Turner and
Russell, 1973, with first and fourth grade children).

Since the sentences were used in the reading tasks as well as
in the language task., the vocabulary was controlled in order to assure
that the sentences were within the reading vocabulary of primary grade

.. 31
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children. Basic lists of easy vocabulary and word lists in primary grade
reading textbooks were used to select the words in constructing the
stimulus sentences. In order to construct sentences that were as natural
as possible, given the linguistic constraints, a few words were used that
were not on the selection lists. The use of these words created no problem
on the language tasks. In the case of the oral reading task, difficulties
were handled by task administration procedures which are described later.

Appendix A contains a list of the 36 stimulus sentences used in the
study. The critical features of each structure are indicated by the under-
lining in each sentence and scoring criteria are listed.

Stimulus Pictures

When the sentences for each of the six contrasting verb forms were
constructed, corresponding sets of pictures were designed for use

two
the

aural comprehension and the reading comprehension tasks. The two laic-
tures used for each sentence contained.the-,game representation of
elements and differed only in the contrast to be observed: the time of the
action, the number of elements possessing an attribute, or the number of
elements performing the action. All drawings were prepared by a graphic
artist in black ink on white paper. Appendix B contains examples of pic-
tures used in the study. Pictures also were prepared for, each of the three
practice sentences.

Validation and Pilot Testing of
Stimulus Materials

When the initial set of sentences for each of the six contrasting verb
forms were developed ey were submitted to two linguists specializing
in 'BE. 1 The two lingdists verified the selected verb structures as having
nonstandard variants in BE and that the sentences met the criteria set for
the selected linguistic variables under study.

The stimulus sentences were then pilot tested in a sentence repeti-
tion task given to 33 low socioeconomic status black children in.kinder-
garten, first and second grade in a New York City school comparable to
the ones used in the study. When the Kuder-Richardson formula 20 was
applied to total scores,the reliability of the task was .86. The reliability
of the six sentences in each verb structure scale was tested using the,

l
Roger Shuy, Georgetown University,and Margaret Kocher, formerly

with The Center for Applied Linguistics.
:.ir 2
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Horst 1 modification of the Kuder-Richardson formula 20. The results for
each scale were: .56 for the third person singular present tense, .54 for
the past tense, .50 for main verb is , .82 for main verb are .58 for
auxiliary is , an .80 for auxiliary are . Given the size of the pilot sample
and the fact thathe six items in each scale were intentionally designed
to test three different classes of a verb structure under two different
conditions, these scale reliabilities were considered acceptable for the
study. If all six sentences in a scale had been constructed of more homo-
geneous items, i.e., items testing one class of each verb structure under
a single condition, higher scale reliabilities would be expected.

Next, to determine whether the pictures adequately represented the
contrasts intended, the pictures were presented to 27 childr6n in the
pilot study ample. The'childrens were asked to select the picture that
best represented each stimulus sentence and were asked why they made,
their choice. Although this procedure differed from procedures esed in the
final study, the subjects' scores based on picture selections were sub-
jectedto the Kuder-Richardson formula 20 and a reliability of .65 was
obtained.

The pictures also were presented to 12 white,middle-class kindergar-
ten children using the same procedure, to determine if young children who
speak SE could discriminate between the two pictures and describe the
tense and number concepts represented by them.

On the basis of the pilot test, all the selected critical structures
were retained in the final set of 36 sentences: As a result of the child-
ren's responses in the pilot test, six sets of pictures were revised to
represent more clearly the grammatical contrasts under study,

'Receptive and Productive Tasks

The 36 stLmulus sentences described above were used in all four
tasks--twoieceptive and two productive--described below. The pictdres
were used'in the two receptive tasks.

Oral Language Tasks

The oral language tasks constructed to measure the.subjects' recep-
tive and productive linguistic control of the six selected SE verb forms
were a sentence repetition task and a sentence comprehension tas .

1

Horst Modified Kuder-Richardson Formula in Guilford, J.F. Funda-
mental Statistics in Psychology and Education, New York: McGraw Hill,
1965, pp. 461-2.
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Sentence Repetition Task. The sentence repetition task (SR) --
called sentence imitation by some researchers - -was used to measure the
-subjects' productive control of SE.

The 36 stimulus sentences, which had been tape recorded by a
native speaker ofSE, were presented one at a time. Three practice
sentences were used to insure that children understood they were to lis-
ten carefully to each tape recorded sent ce and then repeat exactly what
was said. If_a child failed to respond, the to ecorded sentence wa
repeated once. The subject's reproductions of eaC of the 36 stimulus
sentences wery_ tape recorded on a Sony 800B reel-to eel recorder using
an external riicrophone.

L
Researchers (Labov and Cohen, 1967; Lenneberg, 1969) have shown

that sentence repetition is a valid technique for measuring children's con-
trol of specific linguistic structures. This technique has been used
successfully with black children of various ages to measure their produc-
tive competence in SE (Garvey and MacFarlane, 1968, 1970; Osser, et.
al ., 1968; Baratz, 1969; Hall and Turner, 1971; DeStefano, 1972; and
Hall, Turner and Russell, 1973).

Sentence Comprehension Task. The sentence comprehension task
(SC) was used to measure subjects' receptive control of the six verb forms.

In the SC task, subjects, were presented with 36 sets of two con-
trasting pictures, one set for each stimulus sentence. The pictures
were arranged so that the cdrrect choice varied randomly from one sentence
to the next. To test comprehension of each SE verb structure, the subject
was presented with the appropriate set pf contrasting pictures, and was
asked by the examiner to listen carefully to the tape recorded stimulus
sentence, look at the two pictures and point to the picture described by
the sentence. The subject's picture selection was recorded by the examiner.
If a subject did not respond to a test sentence after 10 seconds, the sen-
tence was repeated. If a subject gave more than)ne response or changed
a response, the sentence was repeated and the subject's final choice was
recorded. In this task, also, three sets of pictures and stimulus sentences
were used as practice items.

Similar techniques have been used to measure young children's
comprehension of grammatical structures in their native dialect (Fraser,
Bellugi, Brown, 1963; Lee, 1969; C. Chomsky, 1969) and with black
children to test their receptive competency in SE (Osser, et. al., 1968;
Hall and Turner, 19,71;./Curss aid Day-, 1971; flioberts, 1972; Hall, Turner
and Russell, 1973).

011
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Reading Tasks.

To test the subjects' productive and receptive control in reading SE,
an oral-reading task (OR) and a reading comprehension. task, (RC) were
devised. These tasks used the written form of each stimulus sentence
with its corresponding set b.Lcontrasting pictures.

Oral Reading Task. Each subject was presented with the 36 sentences,
one at a time. Each sentence had been typed in-primer type on the lower
half of an 8 1/2 by 11 inch page. The subject was asked to read the
sentence aloud and the oral reading was tape recorded on a Sony 800B
reel-to-reel recorder. The child was encouraged to decode the words
indeRendently. However, if the child was unable to decode words,
within 10 seconds, the examiner assisted by cuing difficult words, txctpt
those containing the critical structure. When a subject was unable to
decode words containing the critical structure, he was directed to skip
those words and continue with the rest of the sentence and was then asked.
to read the sentence again trying to fill in.the missing words. (In most
cases, children were then able to supply the missing words.) When a
subject made a false start, repeated parts of a sentence, or reread an
entire sentence after decoding it, the final reading of the sentence was
used as the measure of oral reading.

Reading Comprehension Task. The reading comprehension task was
administered along with the OR task. Immediately after the child com-
pleted the oral reading of a stimulus sentence, he was shown the appro-
priate set of contrasting pictures and was instructed to select the one he
had just read about. The pictures were shown to the subject after the
sentence had been read orally In order to eliminate any reading clues from
the pictures. In the RC task, as in the SC task, pictures were arranged
so that the correct choice d domly. The ubject's picture selec-
tion was recorded by th examiner, as the measure of comprehension of
the stimulus sentence. If the subject gave more than one response or
changed his selection, the final choice was recorded, Three practice
sentences, and their corresponding sets of contrasting pictures ,were used
to insure that the subjects understood both the OR and RC tasks.

Testing Procedures

The testing procedures and the procedures used to control for experi-
mental effects are described in the following sections.

Task Administration

Subjects were given all the tasks dur.ing Mar.ch, April and May, near
the end of the school year. All language and reading tasks were adminis-
tered to subjects individually by the two principal investigators and two
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research assistants trained in the administration of the tasks. The sub-
jects were randomly assigned to the four examiners to control for examiner
effects on each task.'The examiners were white and'had more than five
years experience working with young black children. The school setting,
with white task administrators,was intended to create a social context
which would maximize the child's use of SE.1

The SR and SC tasks were administered to the 198 subjects in kinder-
garten, first and second grades. These two tasks were given to each sub-
ject in the first testing session which lasted approximately 30 minutes,15
minutes for each task.

The OR and RC tasks were administered to first and second grade
children in a second testing session. Of the 78 subjects who were able
to complete the reading task, most second graders and some first graders <
were abi.4 to do so in one sitting. Examiners watched for signs of fatigue
and permitted subjects who showed such signs to take the reading task in
two sittings, half of the sentences the first day and the other half the
following day. k

Although the original design called for the administration of the
reading tasks to all first and second grade subjects in the study, it was
apparent that many first graders were unable to read well enough to pro-
vide an adequate sampling of reading behavior for analysis in this study.
Using responses to the practice sentences and the first six test sentences,
examiners were able to judge the subjects' ability to complete the reading
tasks. Thirty-four of the 78 first graders in the study were judged to be
nonreaders and were eliminated from the reading task sample. These
judgments were, in each case, verified by the subject's teacher. The
reading tasks were completed by 113 subjects, 44 in the first grade and
69 in the second grade.

Control of Experimental Effects
__......,

Specific procedures were used to control for effects related to sen-
tence order and task order. These are described below.

Random Sentence Order (RO). In order to control for the effects of
sentence order, the 36 stimulus sentences were presented to subjects in
one of two random orders. The first random order (RO 1) was obtained by
assigning the stimulus sentences a number from 1 to 36 using a table of
randomnumbers. The second random order (RO 2) was obtained by divid-
ing the stimulus sentences in RO 1 into four equal parts of 9 sentences
each and reordering the sentences so that the first and last nine sentences
became the middle 18 sentences, and the middle 18 sentences became
the first and last nine.

1During the last week, an SE-speaking black graduate student
a o assisted,but the number of subjects tested was negligible in terms of the

total; therefore,it is doubtful that results were affected by race or examiner.
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Stimulus tapes and pictures were prepared for each random order.
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two random orders for all
of the tasks they completed.

-Language Task-Order (TO) . Subjects took the reading tasks
last, however, in order to control for cot* effects on the oral language
tasks, subjects at each grade level were randomly assigned to one of two
task orders. In task order one (TO 1), subjects took the SR task first
followed by the SC task. In task order two (TO 2), SC was taken before
SR. Table 7 shows the resulting RO by T,4distribution of the 198 subjects
who took the SR and SC tasks.

Table 7

Random Order by Task Order Distribution of Subjects
for the SR and SC Tasks (N=198)

RO 1 RO 2

, TO 1 TO 2 TO 1 TO 2

51 50 50 47

Totals Totals

-RO 1 = 101
TO 1 = 101

RO 2 = 97
TO 2 = 97

Reading Sentence Order (R60). Although subjects were assigned to
RO 1 or RO 2, the effects of sentence order were further controlled in the
reading tasks so that the subjects would not be reading the sentences in
the same order in which they had been presented to them in the oral
language tasjc. To accomplish this, subjects were randomly assigned to
one of two reading sentence orders. In reading sentence order one (RSO
1), subjects were asked to read sentences 1 to 18, followed by sentences
19 to 36, and in reading sentence order two (RSO 2), they were asked to
read sentences 19 to 36, followed by sentences 1 to 18. Table 8 shows
the resulting RO by TO by RSO distribution of the 113 first and second
grade subjects who completed the reading tasks.

I
4

3 7
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Table 8

RO by TO by RSO Distribution of Subjects
Who Took the Reading Tasks (N =113)

RSO 1 RSO 2

RO 1 TO 1 17 10
TO 2 17' 13

RO 2 TO 1 14 15,
TO 2 12 15

Total 60 '53

hin the constraints inherent in the use of three grade levels in
four d erent schools and the loss of subjects due to attrition, distribution
of su cts for the languegkand reading tasks were reasonably balanced
to co 1 for experimental 4ffects related to sentence orders and task
order Statistical checks on the control of these experimental effects are
reported in the findings section.

Analysis of Task Responses

Transcription of SR and OR Responses

e first step in the analysis procedures was the transcription of the
SR a OR tape recordings. Specific procedures were developed for trans-
cri tapes in order to establish an accurate record of subjects' re-

_ spo s to the SE forms in the stimulus sentences.

ainin Transcribers. For training purposes, SR and OR tapes of

fiv: on-subjects were transcribed independently by the two principal
inv tigators and three research assistants using an adaptation of the
Re g'Miscue Inventory (RMI) (Y. Goodman and Burke, 1972).1

The RMI was selected as the basic system for transcribing tapes
because it could be adapted easily for use in transcribing both the SR and
the:OR samples. The RMI system permits recording of substitutions,
omissions, insertions and repetitions, all of which were exhibited by sub-
jects in the sample. Variations in pronunciation were not recorded ur.less
they involved a change in the phonemic shape of a marker within the
critical structure. 38
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The team of transcribers met to compare transcriptions and to identify
areas in which problems occurred. Discussions helped to resolve some
disagreements but those that remained were listed ....ith specific examples
from the tape recordings. This list of problem dreas was used as the
basis for a training session with a linguist specializing in BE.1 Guide-
likies for listening for specific phonemic representations of the critical
structures were established with the help of the linguist. Using the set
of guidelines, the team practiced independent transcription of additional
tape recordings until an inter-rater agreement of 90% was reached.

Transcription of Tapes. In order to control for individual s in
transcribing, the five members of the' research team were orga zed into
ten transcription teams. Then each SR and OR tape was rando y
a s s i g n e d t o one of the transcription teams. Using this procedure,
each subject's responses were transcribed independently by the two
members of a transcription team. The two transcripts were compared and
where differences occurred, the transcribers listened to the tape record-
ings together to resolve them. If disagreements could not be resolved,a
transcriber from another team listened to the tape to resolve the disagree-
ment.

e
Coding of SR and OR Responses

All the different SR and OR responses to the critical structuNes in the
stimulus sentences were listed and tallied. It was found that all responses
could be classified into five categories: (1) critical SE responses (CSE),
(2) SE form changes (S FC) , (3) nonstandard responses (NS), (4) indeter-
minate responses, and (5) other. A description for each response category
follows.

Critical Standard English Responses. A response was categorized as
a critical SE response (CSE) ff it matchcc.' the critical structure exactly or,
in the case of the main verb is and auxiliary is; was a contracted form.
The use of the SE grammatical form of the critical structure was the
criterion for assignment to this category; therefore, if a child substituted
a different word in the critical,phrase but retained the expected grammati-
cal form, his *response was assigned to this category. For example, if a subject
responded "boy_ runs over" to the stimulus "boy_ jumps over" it was
categorized as a CSE response. Appendix A contains the criteria used to
score CSE responses.

1'
Margaret Kocher

33
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Standard English.Form Changes. Responses which did not match
the critical structure as given in the stimulus sentence but were alternate
forms of SE were categorized as SE form changes (SFC). These responses
tended to reflect transformations in tense and number. For example, if a
subject responded "mother_ washed out" or "mothers wash out" to the
stimulus "mother_ washes out" the response was categorized SFC. As
in the preceding category,semantic substitutions were accepted as long
as the response was SE in form.

Nonstandard Responses. Responses to critical structures that
could nat be considered SE were categorized as nonstandard responses
(NS). Most of these responses were predictable BE equivalents of the
critical structures while others were obviously idiosyncratic .to individual
speakers. Since criteria for CSE included presence of the marker as well'
as subject-verb agreement for stimulus sentences involving the third per-
son -s , responses such as "the monkey_ climb_ up" and "the monkeys
climbs up" were both categorized NS. In the first case, the third person
present tense marker'was deleted and in the second case (a case of mixed

forms), the marker was present but the responsis does not meet the criterion
of subject-verb agreement. Similarly, for the main verb is, responses
such as "the sheep_ down" and "the sheeps is down" to the stimulus
"the sheep is down" were categorized NS.

This category also included nonstandard responses that involved
changes in the verb form. For example, responses such as "the dog_
are pulling" to the stimulus "the dog_ pulls" were categorized NS,.. In-
cluded also were responses which involved changes in the phonetic shapes
of the critical tense markers and reflected hypercorrection or lack of con-

trol of the SE structures. For example, responses such as "jumpted," for

"jumped" were categorized NS.

Indeterminate Responses. When it was impossible to determine
whether the response was SFC or NS, it was categorized as indeterminate.
Indeterminate responses occur* in the third person present tense sen-
tences, and the main verb are and auxiliary are sentences;- at involved

ISP nouns. For example, fibr the stimulus "girl_ pushes rocks.," in a few

cases it was imposAble to determine whether a subject had responded
"girls pushing rocks" (NS) or "girl's pushing rocks" (SFC). For sen-

. iences involving ISP nouns with the main verb are and auxiliary are, such
as "the deer are drinking" it was impossible in some cases to judge
whether the subject had responded "the deers drinking" (NS) or "the
deer's drinking" (SFC). Such responses were categorized as indeterminate.

Of a possible 7,128 resppnsed on the SR task, there'were only 28

responses, or less than half of 1%,judged to be, indeterminate. Of a

possible 4;068 responses on the OR task, only 16 responses, or less than
half of 1%, were judged to be indeterminate.
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Other Responses. The final'category represented those responses
for which thi critical structure was partially or totally inaudible, the re-
sponsetwaslost due to an error in recording propedures, or the'phrase
containing the criticsl structure was partially or totally omitted by the
subject. In addition, if the examiner inadvertently cued a child on criti-
cal structure words in OR, these responses were eliminated by categorizing
them as Other. On the SR task, there were 12 (less than half of 1%) and
on the OR task, there were 16 (less than half of 1%) responses that
were lost for the above reasons and therefore categorized as Other.

All subjecis' responses to the critical structures in 9 and OP were
coded using the system described above. Additionally, types of responses
were tallied within each category separately so that-the frequency and per-
cent of such responses within categorieNould be retrieved. This proce-
dure provided a description of linguistic performance on each task and on
specific structures within tasks and allowed examination of patterns of
responses for individuals and for groups. For example, if subjects did
not respond with the critical SE -form, it was possible to determine whether
they responded in nonstandard forms or in alternate SE forms, thus pro-
viding, amore comprehensive picture of their control of SE in sentence re-

, petition and oral reading.

Scoring of theTasks ea.

/Two types of scores were calculated for all oral language and
reading tasks; namely raw scores and percentage scores,

Raw Scores. the SR and OR tasks, the s t's raw score was
the number of CSE res nses, that is, the number of r onses that matched
the critical structure exactly or were acceptable variations of the 36 sen-
tences in each task. (Appendix A contains the criteria for scoring CSE re-
sponses to the six SE verb forms). The subject's raw score for SC and RC
was the number of pictures selected correctly for the 36 items on each
task, or for each verb form, the number selected correctly of the six items
for each structure.

Percentage Scores. In addition, each subject's responses on the
four tasks were converted to percentage scores. For SC and RC, a sub-
ject's CSE percentage score was simply the percentage correct of 36 items

eon each task, or, fix ach verb form, the percentage correct of six items.

For SR and OR, ,three percentage scores were calculated for each sub-
ject. These were the percentage of CSE, SFC, and'NS responses, based
on the subject's scorable respohses for each task or for each verb form.
Each subject's scorable responses were the number of items in a task
(36), or for a verb form' (6), minus the total number of

41
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indeterminate and other, responses. Therefore, each of the three scores
represent a ratio of the frequency-of each type of response to the number of
possible responses for each subject.

Percentage scores were used in the statistical analyses for each
research problem. Raw scores were used in some preliminary analyses and
for descriptive data such as frequencies of CSE responses to sentences in
the SR and OR tasks.

Reliability of Tasks

The Kuder-Richardson formula 21 (KR-21) was applied to subjects'
percentage scores in order to obtain an index of the reliability of the tasks
u`sed in this study. Reliability was established on CSE and NS percentage
scores since these scores were used in the statistical.analyses of the
search problems. Table 9 presents the KR-21 values and the means and
standard deviations for CSE scales on all four tasks and for NS scores on
the two productive tasks. These statistics are presented for the SR and
SC tasks for the total K, 1 and 2 sample and for all four tasks for the first
and second grade readers.

Table 9

Means, Standard Deviations and Reliabilites of CSE and NS
Percentage Scores on the Four Tasks

CSE Scores NS Scores
Group Task 5C. SD KR-21 7 SD KR-21

K,1 and 2 *SR 69.39 18.02 .94 18.83 13.99 .93
Sample
(N=198) SC 57.97 9.02 .70

1 and 2 SR 74.95 15.57 .93 14.58 11.22 .91
Readers
(N =113) SC 61.50 8.96 .71
, .

OR 72.46 15.20 .92 19.63 13.59 .92

RC 60.30 9.26 .73

4 2
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As the data in Table 9 show, the two productive tasks (SR and OR)
were the most reliable .with coefficients *above .90 for' subjects' CSE and
NS percentage scores. The coefficients for the ,two comprehension tasks
(SC and RC) are comparable but indicate that these tasks were somewhat
less reliable than the productive tasks.

The lower reliabilities of the comprehension tasks are explained in
part by the fact that the standard deiations for the cdrnprehension tasks
are substantially smaller than those for the productive tasks indicating
less variability in subjects' ,performance on the SC and RC tasks. It is
.possible that guessing affected the reliability of the comprehension
tasks since only two pictures were used with each sentence. It might
have been more appropriate to use a third neutral picture as a decoy to
reduce guessing. On the other hand, the differences in standard deviations
between productive and receptive tasks might indicate that among young
school-age black children there actually exists considerably less variation
in the ability to comprehend SE than in the ability to produce SE.

3
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III

FINDINGS

The results of the study are presented in this chapter in six sec-
tions: preliminary findings for control variables, sex and school effects;
patterns of acquisition of SE verb forms in language and reading tsks;
interference from native dialect in oral reproductions of spoken and'Vritten
SE; relation between receptive and productive SE responses; relation be-
tween oral reading and reading comprehension, and relations among recep-
tive and productive language and reading skills in SE verb forms.

Preliminary Findings

Before the data for each research problem were analyzed, several
preliminary analyses were done to determine if there were any systematic
effects due to control variables, sex and school.

Control Variables

Procedures to control for effects related to the order in which the
sentences were presented (R0), the order in which the SR and SC tasks
were taken (TO) and the order in which the reading task sentences were
read (RSO) were described in Chapter Two.

To determine whether effects due to RO and TO were successfully
controlled, the data for each task were subjected to a 2 x 2 analysis of
variance. The results (see Appendix C) show there were no significant
main-effects due to RO or TO on any of the four tasks, nor were there any
significant effects due to the interaction of these control variable's.

In addition, results of t tests (see Appendix D) show there werejno
significant differences betWeen the two reading sentence orders (RSO) for
either of the reading tasks or for any of the verb structure scores within it

the tasks. Based on results of these preliminary analyses, the three con-
trol variables were pooled in the analyses of the research problems.

Sex

In order.to determine whether there were any significant differencel
between the SE performance of male and female subjects, the data were
analyzed by sexfor each of the four tasks. The results (see Appendix E)
show there were no significant differences related to sex for any of the
four tasks. Further, analyses for each verb form within each task were

4 4 3 4
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computed and no differences between male and female subjects' perfor-
mince were found except for the past tense -ed on the two comprehension
tasks. Since the analyses show no significant differences between the
sexes for any of the four total task scores and only two significant dif-
ferences (at p<,05) for the 24 verb structure scores, data for sex were
pooled in the analyses of the research problems. Further evidence of the
absence of any systematic relation between sex and SE performance is
indicated by the correlations between sex and scores on each of the tasks
(SR: r = .00; SC: r = .09; OR: r = .05; RC: r = .05).

Sabools

Since it was necessary to draw the sample from four schools in
order to obtain an adequate number of subjects for this study, an analysis

_.),vas performed to see if the groups were homogeneous. Tests of homo-
geneityof variances using Bartlett-Box F showed there were no significant
differences in the school variances for performance on any of the four SE
tasks (SR: F = .253; p = .86; SC: F = .75; p = .52; OR: F = p = .241;
RC: F= .61; p = .61).

The results of these preliminary analyses indicate that the subjects
drdwn from the four Title I schools in predominantly black low socioeco-
nomic areas formed a reasonably homogeneous sample. Since homoge-
neity of school variances was found for the four perfoimance measures and
since school differences were not a major focuS of this study, school data
were pOoled for the analyses of the research problems.

Problem 1

Acquisition of SE Verb Forms

The research questions for Problem 1 were: Is the pattern of control
of SE verb forms the same for all language and reading tasks? To what
extent are SE responses on each task a function of grade and the particular
verb forms?

To answer these questions, an analysis of variance for a repeated
measures design was carried out on the CSE percentage scores for each
of the four tasks using grade and verb structure as independent variables.
Differences among means for significant main effects were tested at
the .01 level using the Newman-Keuls procedure. In addition, tests
of the simple main effects were computed to determine if there were
significant differences among the grades in performance on each verb
structure. As a measure of the amount of variation in CSE responses
on each task that could be attributed to each main effect

4;,
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and the interaction, the percent of the total sums of squares for grade,
structure and the grade by structure interactionwere calculated. Thid
measure was used as an indication of the extent to which receptive and
productive language and reading performance in SE (dependent variable)
is a function of grade and/or verb structure (independent variables).

Receptive and Productive SE Responses
of K, 1 and 2 Subjects

The results of the analyses of SR and SC responses of kindergarten,
first and second grade subjects are presented below,.

Sentence Repetition. SR was used as a measure of children's pro-
ductive control of SE. The mean percentage scores and standard devia- .
tions for subjects' critical SE responses for each rb structure on the SR
task are presented for each grade and the total gr p in Table 10 along with
the results of the analysis of variance and the tests of the simple grade
effects.

The means in Table 10 are ordered on the basis of the6magnitude
of total group means for the six verb structures. As can be seen, kinder-
garten, first and stscureegrade ch.dren as a group obtained the lowest
mean CSE score (53.94) for the pAt tense -ed andthe highest mean CSE
score (89.45) for the auxiliary is . In addition, the total SR task means
for each grade.indicate that second graders produced more CSE responses
(77.13) than first graders (67U3) who produced more CSE respones than
kindergarteners2.37), revealing an age-related trend in the acquisition
of productive control of SE verb forms.

ec6---"---As the F ratios for the analysis of var nce of. the CSE scores r

the SR task indicate, grade, verb structure and the interaction of th two

are significantly related to productive performance in SE.

Results of the Newman-Keuls tests showed that for the total group
there were stfificant differences among allerb structure means except
between the third person singular -s and the main verb are . Children in
this study demonstrated productive control of the six SE verb forms in the
following descending order: 1) auxiliary is , 2) main verb is , 3) auxiliary
are , 4) main verb are and the third person singular present -s, and 5) the
past tense -ed.

The order oftne verb structure means for each grade (lowest for
'the past tense -ed and highest for auxiliary is shows that the pattern
of control at each grade level is similar to that reflected by the total
group means. The significant F ratio for the grade by structure interaction,
however, indicates that performance across the six-verb structures differed

4u
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Table 10

Grade By Structure Analysis of CSE Responses on the
Sentence Repetition Task

I

Means and Standard Deviations

aux. aux.
Grade (N) -ed -s are are is IS_

Total

Task

K (51)

.X 43.51 55.08 53.80 58.43 76.06 86.55 62.37
SD 27.55 33.60 31.91 33.78 24.10 18.83 18.95

1 (78) .

X 51.79 54.36 61.85 66.18 78.86 88.87 67.13SD 28.18 31.05 30.82 32.28 19.31 18.88 17.38

2 (69)

X 64.07 74.58 71.13 79.61 81.59 92.25 77.13
SD 22.58 - 25.34 27.67 26.18 16.86 15.78 15.21

Total 1198)

X 53.94 61.59 63.01 68.86 79.09 89.45 69.39
SD 27.30 31.24 30.65 31.70 19.90 17.90 18.02

N
Grade Effects

F (2,195) 9.41 12.96 6.5.1 10.20 .66 .72 12.34
p <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 ns ns x.0001

Analysis of Variance

rpercent of
"Source SS df MS F Total SS

TO TA'L 1028924.23 1187 866.83

BETWEEN 388412.39 197 1971.64
Grade (G) 43638.20 2 21819.10 12.34** 4.24
Subj. w. grades 344774.19 195 1768.07

WITHIN 640511 83 990 646.98
Structure (5) 165724.44 5 33144.89 69.86** 16.11
G x S 12193.52 10 1219.35 2.57* 1.19
S x suDJects

w. grades
462593.87 975' 474.46

**p <0001.
*p <.005.
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for the three groups. -Inspection of the cell means in Table 10 suggests
that the interaction can be explained rimarily by differences in the three
groups' performance on the third erson - where the kindergarten and
second graders achieved slightl higher sco s for this structure than
they did for the main verb are . :Although the nteraction was significant,
it accounts for little more than i.% of the varia on in the produc
SE on the SR task.

The'I ratio for grade (see Table 10) indica e were significant
differences amo g\ the groups in SE production. The results of the Newman-
Keuls test showe 'that, although the first grade mean is higher than the
kindergarten mea , these two groups do not differ significantly. The
second grade mean, however, is significantly higher than the means for
the first grade and the kindergarten, suggesting a sharp increase in the
ability to control production of SE verb forms between the first and second
grades.

Analyees of the simple main effects of grade (see Table 10) on per-
formance for each 'structure show that there were no differences among the
grades in the ability to use the SE forms of the main verb is and the aux-
iliary verb is . This finding compares with previous sociolinguistic research
which has demonstratedthat is is a regular feature in BE. The kindergarten
percentage scores (76.06 and 86.55) show that even at this level, children
have little difficulty controlling production of SE forms of main verb is
and auxiliary is in a formal testing situation.

Differences among the grade means are significant for each of the
other verb structures, indicating that the Children increase significantly
in their ability to produce the SE forms of the past tense, third person
singular present tenseiztrad the main verb are and auxiliary are from kinder-
garten through secOnd'grade. This is evidence that during the early school
years black children increase significantly in their ability to control these
four critical features of SE (-ed, -s, main verb are , auxiliary are ) that
previous researchers haVe identified as distinguishing BE-speakers from
SE-speakers. i

...
-Iv'

\ Although the F ratios in Table 10 indicate that grade and verb
sStruct re each have a significant effecit on children's performance on the
SR tas , a comparison of the percent bf the total variation accounted for

t

by each variable indicates that verb structure is the stronger determinant
of SE production. While grade accounts for approximately 4% of the total
variation in production of CSE responses*, verb structure accounts for more
than 16%. It can be concluded, then, that among young, school-age black
children in this study, production of SE is more a function of the SE verb
form they are ask'd to produce than it is of the children's grade level,
although grade leyvel is influential.

43
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Variability in Production of SE

Previous researchers have demonstrated that BE-speakers exhibita
range of behavior in producing both BE and SE features (Faso ld, 1972;
De Stefano, 1972).Fasold (1972) suggests that variability can be studied by
presenting data for individual speakers showing, for example, how many
individuals use a feature in all, some or none of the instances in which it
is appropriate.

Table 11 presents the variability in the oral production of CSE re-.

sponses for each of the verb forms in the SR task. The data show the per-
centage of subjects at each grade level and in the total group who produced
the critical SE feature in none of the sentences (0), in some of the sen-
tences (1-5), and in all of the sentences (6) used to elicit each verb form.

It can be seen that for four of the six verb structures ( -s, -ed,
main verb are, auxiliary are), 7 to 8% of the subjects produced no CSE re-
sponses. It is also evident, however, that many subjects produced the
CSE verb form for every sentence in which it was expected. The percentage
of subjects in the total group who consistently produced CSE responses for
a verb form ranged from 9% for the past tense -ed to 63% for the auxiliary
is.

Table 11 also shows that variability in the production of SE differs
for the Six verb structures, There is noticeably less variability among
subjects for the main verb and auxiliary forms of is than occurs for the
other verb structures. The greatest variability in performance occurs in
the use of the two tense markers (-s and -ed).

The data also show that variability in production of SE verb forms
decreases as ade level increases, i.e., second graders do not vary as
a group as mu as kindergarteners or first graders. Black children are
more consistent in productive control of SE as they progress through the
grades.

i fJ
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Table 11

Variability in Oral Production of CSE Responses
on the' SR Taska

Verb Form Grade

Number of CSE Responses

0 1 2 3 4 5' 6

present K 10 16 14 8 21 12 19

tense 1 11 9 7-15 14 20 19 12

-s 2 3 0 7 17 15 26 32

Total Grp, 8 8 12 14 18 20 20

past K 12 17 16 27 16 . 6. 6

tense 1 9 10 14 26 19 14 8

-ed 2 0 7 10 15 39 17 12

Total Grp. 7 11 13 22 25 13 9

main K 2 0 10 10 16 31 31

verb 1 0 0 6 9 20. 35 30

is 2 0 1 2 3 251 39 30

Total Grp. .5 .5 6 7 21 35 . 30

main K 14 12 8 19 10 29 8

verb 1 8 9 11 14 14 27 17

are 2 3 3 13 12 15 27 27

Total Grp. 8 7 11 15 13 28 18

auxiliary K 0 2 2 4 12 ,27 53

is 1 1 1 0 3 13* . 19 §3
2 1 0 0 0 10 18 71

Total Grp. .5 1 .5 2 12 21 63

auxiliary K % 12 12 8 10 20 2114' 17

are . 1 7 8 8 '14 9 27 27

2 4 0 6 7 15 23 45

Total Grp. 8 6 7 11 13 24 31

a Data in the table are percentages of speakers who produced the

critical SE structures.
5i,
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Sentence Comprehension. Responses on the SC task were used as
a measure of children's receptive competence in SE. The mean percentage
scores and the standard deviations for subjects' responses for each verb
structure on the SC task for each grade and the total group are presented
in Table 12 along with the results of the analysis of variance and the tests
of simple grade effects.

In Table 12, total group means for the six Verb structures again are
presented from lowest to highest. As a group, kindergarten, first and
second grade children have the lowest mean for the past tense -ed (40.10)
and the highest mean for the main verb are (73.37). The F ratio for struc-
ture in the analysis of variance indicates that there. are significant differences
among the means for the six verb forms.

Results of the Newman-Keuls tests showed that, forrthe total group,
there was no significant difference between comprehension ?if the past tense
-ed and the main verb-is. Neither were there differences between compre-
hension of the present tense -s and the main verb are. There were signifi-
cant differences, however, between comprehension of auxiliary is and aux-
iliary are and between each of these and the four other verb forms. Subjects

t in this study demonstrated receptive control of the SE verb structures in the
following descending order: 1) third person present tense singular -s and
main verb are , 2) auxiliary are , 3) auxiliary is , and 4) past tense -ed and
main verb is.

The order of the verb structure means is the same for each grade
level with one exception; whereas the first and second graders have the highest
mean score for the main verb are , the kindergarteners have the highest
mean score for the third person singular present tense -5, As the signifi-
cant F ratio for the grade by structure interaction indicates, the pattern of
comprehension across the verb structures differs for the three groups, how-
ever, the interaction accounts for only 1.46% of the variation in comprehen-
sion scores.

The significant F ratio for grade in Table 12 indic4tes significant
differences among the groups in comprehension of SE. The results of the
Newman-Keuls procedure showed that first graders had significantly higher
comprehension of SE than the kindergarteners and that second graders had
significantly higher comprehension of SE than botirthe first graders and the
kindergarteners. These results show that children increase significantly
in their comprehension of SE at each grade level.

Results of the analysis of the simple grade effects on performance
for each verb structure show that there wereno significant differences among
the three groups in the ability to comprehend the past tense -ed, the third
person singular present tense -s,and the main verb As. There were, however,
significant differences among the groups in the ability to comprehend the

,..
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Table 12

Grade By Structure Analysis of Responses

on the Sentence Comprehension Task

Means and Standard Deviations
- ..,

Grade (N) . -ed

aux. aux.

is is are -s are

Total

Task

K (51)

X 38.53 41.18 45.76 51.31 70.22 64.02 51.82

SD 19.89 16.49 19.65 21.56 173 20.91 5.93

. 1 (78)

3-C 39.83 41.88 52.95 67.09 .72.82 74.53 58.33

SD 21.37 21.95 22.45 19.71 19.35 19.06 8.34

2 (69)

X 41.57 44.90 62.33 72.19 73.14 78.97 62.12

SD 23.15 23.77 20.11 19.03 21.00 20.09 9.23

Total(198)

Tc 40.10 42.75 54.37 64.80 72.26 73.37 57.97

SD 21.57 21.33 21.84 21.59 19.54 20.65 9.02
r
I

Grade Effects

F (2,195) .33 .59 9.80 15.86, .34, 7.93 23.71

P ns ns <.01 <.01 ns <.01 <.0001

I

Source

Analysis of Variance

F

Percent of

Total SSSS df MS

TOTAL 733940 09 1187 618.32
...A., /

BETWEEN 96530 43 197 490,00

Grade (G) 18882.03 2 9441.02 23.71** 2.57

Subj. w. grades 77648.42 195 398.20

WITHIN 637409.66 990 643.85

Structure (5) 208281.42 5 41656.28 97.06** 28.38

G x S 10681.25 10 1068.13 2.49* 1.46

S x subject 418446.99 975 429.18

-w. grades

**p60001.
*p <.01.
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auxiliary is , the main vet'b are , and the auxiliary are, indicating a sig-
nificant increase during the early school years in subjects' receptive con-
trol of these three SE verb forms. T,hey showed no significant increase in
comprehension of the past tense -ed, the third person singular present tense
-s and the main verb is.

The F ratios in Table 12 show clearly that both grade and verb
tructure are related to comprehension of SE. A comparison of the percent-
age of total variation attributable to each, however, shows that verb
structure accounts for more than 28% of the variation in SE comprehension
scores while grade accounts for less than 3%.

It can be concluded, then, that among young, school -age black
children in this sAdy, comprehension of SE wasmore a function of the par-
ticular verb structures thati it was of the children's grade level. Further, when
the total group performance on the SR (Table 10) and SC (Table 12) tasks is
compared, it can be seen that the order of the verb structure means is not
the same. This indicatesthat the pattern of receptive control of SE verb
forms differs from the pattern of productive control.

The Effect of Number of Cues on Comprehension

The stimulus sentences used to test the main verb and auxiliary
forms of is and are were of two types; those in which the verb followed
regular nouns and those in which theverb followed nouns having an iden-
tical singular plural form, e.g., deer. Since sentences containing regular
nouns provide two cues to number (the noun and the verb) while the other
sentences provide only one cue to number (the ,verb), subjeots' responses
on the two types of sentences were compared to determine if comprehension
of is and are-is affected by the number of cues in the sentence.

The frequency and percentage of correct responses to double and
single cue sentences are presented in Table 13 for the singular and plural
forms of the verb. The data for the main and auxiliary forms of each verb were
combined in the analyses and are presented for each grade and the total
group.

As the chi-square for total group data shows, comprehension of
both the singular and plural forms was significantly higher for sentences.
containing double cues then those containing single cues to number. The
findings agree with those of Hall, Turner and Russell (1973).

The data also show that comprehension of both types of sentences
increases with grade level. The fact that the sharpest increase occurs
for double cue sentences indicates th.at verb structure comprehension is
reinforced by increased awareness of number markers in the nouns.

'4.
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Table 13

Effect of Number of Cues on Comprehension
of Is and Are

Main Verb and Auxiliary Is Combined

Group
t

Double Cue SentenCes

f %

Single Cue Sentences

f %

133 43 133. 43

1 249 53 195 42

2 244 59 199 48

Total 626 53 527 44

Chi Square results for the total group:
N=2376; df=1; x.2=16.51; p<.001

Main Verb and Auxiliary Are Combined

Group

K

Double Cue Sentences

f %

172 56
0

Single Cue Sentences

f

181 59

337 72 326 70

2 345 83 281 68

Total 854 32 788 66

Chi Square results for the total group:
N=2376; df=1; x, =8.59; p .01

Note. Main verb and auxiliary forms of is and are were combined
in the above analyses. Data represent the frequency and percentage of
correct responses.

5 4
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Comparison of First Grade Readers' and
Nonreaders' SR and SC Responses

The original plan included administration of the two reading tasks
to all first and second gArde subjects. While all second grade subjects
were'able to complete-the reading tasks, 34 of.the 78 first graders were
unable'to do so and were, in effect, nonreaders. Ames, Rosen, and, .
Olsen (1971), Johnson and Simons (1973), Hunt (1974) and others en-.
cguntered similar diffidulties in studies of black children's reading per-
formance. Therefore, peritrmance of first graders was examined to see if
there were any significant differences in receptive arid productive languag
behavior of the readers and nonreaders. 4%,

Sentence Comprehension. In Table 14 first gra readers' and non-
readers' performance on the SC task is compairtd. ThVedvoi.groups differ
on only two of the six Verb structures: the readers had.significantly better
comprehension than the -nonreaders for the main 'verb are sentences, while
the nonreaders had significantly better conwtehension than the reade,rs for
the main verb is sentences.

Table 14

Comparison of First Grade Readers' and Nonre"aders'
Comprehension of SE Verb Forms

Verb Form
Nonreaders

X SD

3rd person singular
present tense -s 69.09 22.16

past tense -ed 34.85 .12.20
I

main verb is 47.56 20.99

main verb are 65.21 ,,10.36

auxiliary is 52. 85 21.96

Arxiliary are 63.24 21.24

Total SC Task. 55.47 7.22

_Readers
X SD D

X-
ratio pa

75.70 16.56 + 6.61 1.51 ns

43.68 20.12 + 8.83 1.84 ns

374.50 21.90 -10.06 2.05 .05

81.73' 15.54 4it+16.52 44.18 .001

53.02 23.08 + .17 .03 ns

-70.07 18.13 + 6.83 1.51 ns

s0.55 8.55 105.08. 2.78 .01

a
Two-tailed test.

V
0.)
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Sentence 13epetition. Table 15 pre§ents the comparison of first
grade readers' and nonreaders' cSE and NS responses on the SR task. As
the t ratios for the CSE responses inTable.15 show, first grade readers
and nonreaders did not differ in their ability to produce SE forms of the
past tense -ed, the main verb is, and the auxiliary verb is. As the t ,,,
ratios for the NS responses show; neither did the readers and nonreaders

, ..:

differ in their production of nonstandard forms for these same verb struo-
tures. The two grdups did differ significantly,however, in.their produc-,
tion of the third person singular present tense -s, the main verb are and
the auxiliary are. The readers produced significantly more standard forms
of these structures than the nonreaders, while the nonreaders produced
significantly more nonstandard forms of these Structures.

-While first grade readers' responses on the total SR and SC tasks
indicate significantly better overall receptive and productive control of

SE than the nonreaders, the readers were not better than the nonreaders
in their linguistic control of all the SE verb structures tested.

?

.

I

5 6
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Table 1 5

Comparison o_ f FirStbrade Readers' and Nonreaders' Performance
on the Sentence Repetition Task

,1,,.

Y

Form

.,..' 3rd person singular
present tense -s

past tense -ed_

., .K

main verb is;,-

main verb are

auxiliary is

auxiliary'are

Total. SR Task

Ud person singular
presc.,,nt tense -s

past tense -ed

main verb is

main verb are

auxiliary is

auxiliary are

Total SR Task

Nonreaders
X SD

Readers
X SD

_
D

t-
ratio pa

CSE Responses

42.76 30.73 63.32 28.52 +20.56 3.05 46.005

50.29 26.90 52.95
i, o

29.39 + 2.'66 .41 ns

81.38 19.09 76.91 19.47 - 4.47 1.01 ns

50.56 30.48 70.57 28.44 +20.01 2.99 .005

92.15 12.41 86.34 22.48 - 5.81 1.45 ns

49.94 34.24 78.73 24.43 +28.79 4.15 .001

61.44 18.03 71.52 15.68 +10.08 2.64 .01

NS Responses

42.06 31.76 26.40 24.59 -15.66 2.45 .01

45.74 27.64 45.14 28.31 .60 .09 ns

,10.24 14.74 7.82 10.93 - 2.42 .83 ns'

25.76 21.62 11.88 18.40 -13.88 3.06 .005

5.41 9.81 5.29 9.97 - .12 .05 ns

18.67 17.27 6.48 10.34 -12.19 3.64 .001

24.53 14.56 17.11 11.12 - 7.42 2.55 .01

aTwo-tailed tests.
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Receptive and Productive SE Responses
of First and Second Grade Readers

Since there were significant differences between first grade readers
and nonreaders on some verb structures, first and second grade readers'
SE percentage scores on the SR and SC task also were subjecled to a grade
by structure analysis of vadtance. Thepurposewas to determine if the
subjects who could read exhibited the same patterns of receptive and pro-
ductive control of SE verb forms as subjects in the total K, 1, 2'sample.

Sentence Repetition. The means and standard deviations ,eand the
results of the analysis of variance and the tests of the simple grade effects for
the readers' CSE responses on the sentence repetition task are presented
in Table 16.

As the F ratio for structure indicates, there were significant'differ-
ences in the readers' ability to producethe various SE verb forms in the SR
task, but the order of the readers' total group means for the various verb
structures is the same as the order for the total K, 1, and 2 sample: elle
readers produced the SE form of the past tense -ed least often and produced
the SE form of auxiliary is most often. Results of the Newman-Keuls test showed
that the readers' pattern of productive control of the six verb forms differed
from that.of the total sample in only one respect: theee was no significant
difference between their ability to produce SE forms of auxiliary are and
main verb is.

The nonsignificant grade by structure interaction F ratio (see Table
16) indicates that the pattern of productive control of the SE verb forms
was the same for the readers at each grade level. The significant grade

. by structure interaction that was found for the total K, 1, 2 sample (see
Table 10) indicated some differences in the order of productive control of
SE verb forms at each grade level, hdwever, the interaction accounted for
very little of the variation in SE performance.

The similarity in production of SE forms between first and second
grade readers is shown further by the fact that the F ratio for grade does
not quite reach'significance at the .05 level. It Will be recalled that grade
did significantly affect SE performance on the total task for the K, 1 and 2
sample (see Table 10) and that first and second graders differed signifi -'
cantly in the ability to produce SE forms.

In addition, tests of the simple effects of grade .on each verb
structure showed that the first and second grade readers differed in their
ability to produce CSE responses on only two of the six structures, the
-ed and -s; whereas children in the K, 1, 2 sample differed significantly
in their ability to use SE forms of four of the six structures: the two tense
forms and the main verb and auxiliary are. The fact that the first grace

50
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Table 16

Grade By Structure Analysis of First and Second Grade Readers'
CSE Responses on the Sentence Repetition Task

Means and Standard Deviations

Grade (N) -ed -s are
aux.
are is

aux.
ii

Total
Task

1 (44)
X 52.95 63.32 70.57 78.73 76.91 86.34 71.52

SD 29.39 28.53 28.44 24.43 19.48 22.48 15.68

2 (69)
X 64.07 74.58 71.13 79.61 81.59 92.25 77.13

SD 22.58 25.35 27.67 26.18 16.86 15.78 15. 21

Total (113)
X 59.74 70,20 70.91 79.27 79.77 89.95 74.95

SD 25.90 27.07 27.85 25.40 17.98 18.81 15.57

...., 6

Grade Effects

F (1,111) 5.76 5,91 .02 .04 1.02 1.63 3.70
p <.05 <.05 ns ns ns ns -.0538

,,Analysis of Variance ..-

Source ,.
, SS

452850.47

df

677

MS

668.91

,F
Percent of
Total SS

T(-)17,T-

4 BETWE.EN k64362.96 112 1467.53
Grade (G) 5303.16 1 5303.16 3.70a i 1.17
Sub) . w. grades /59059.80 111 1432.97

WITHIN 288487.47 565 510.59
4

Structure (5) 60672.34 5 12134.47 29.95* la.40
G x S 2981.30 5 596.26 1.47
S x sub)ects
w. grades

22033.85 555 405.11

)
ap = .0538.
*TA .0001.

4.-
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readers exhibited significantly greater control of SE forms of main verb
and auxiliary are than the first grade nonreaders (see Table 15) helps to
explain why there were no significant differences between the first and
second grade readers' ability to produce SE forms of these verbs

In summary, the first grade readers, who were more proficient in
the use of SE forms than the first grade nonreaders, were more similar to
the second graders iq their productive control of SE than they were to first
grade nonreaders. I

Sentence Comprehension. The means, standard deviations,and
the results of the analysis variance and the tests of simple effects for

the readers' percentage scores on the sentence comprehension ta'sk are
presented in Table 17.

ty,
As the F ratio for structure indicates, there also were significant'

differences in the readers' ability: to comprehend the, various SE verb forms
in the SC task. The order of therdaders' total group means on this task
reflects a comprehension pattern that is similar but-not-identical-to-the--
order for the total K, 1, and 2 sample. As a group they had the highest
mean comprehension score for main verb are sentences and the lowest mean
comprehension score for past tense -ed and main verb is sentences, Al-
though the order of the past- tense -ed and main verb is mean scores is, re-
versed for the readers, there were Nisigillficant differences in SE pro-
duction of these two structures for either the readers or the total sample.
The readers' pattern of receptive control of the SE structures differed from
that of the total K, 1 and 2 sample in only one other respect: there was no
significant difference in their ability o comprehend auxiliary are and pre-_
sent tense

For the SC task the .F ratio for the grade by structure interaction is
not significant for the readers,althoughit was for the total K, 1, 2 sample.
This indicates that the pattern of receptive control of the six verb struc-
tures is the same for both first and second grade readers. In fact,' the
first and second grade readers were eVen more alike in their ability to
comprehend the SE verb forms than they were in their ability to produce
them. As the F ratio for grade shows,there was no significant difference -
between the first and second grade readers' performance on the total task.
In addition, tests of the simple effects 'of grade (see Table 17) on each
structure show that the first and second grade readers did not differ 'in
their ability to comprehend five of the six verb forms.

In summary, the findings for the SC task indicate that the first
grade readers were similar to second graders generally in their compre-

s hension of.SE verb structures.

U3
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Table 17

Grade By Structure Analysis of First and Second Grade Readers'
Responses on the Sentence Comprehension Task

Means and Standard Deviations

Grade (N) is -ed
aux. aux.

- s are
Total
Taskis are

1 (44)
X 37.50 43.68 53.02 70.07 75.70 81.73 60.55

SD 21.90 20.12 23.08 18.13 16.56 15.54 8.55

2 (69)
X 44.90 41.57 62.33 72.19 73.14 78.97 62.12

SD 23.77 23.i5 20.11 19.03 21.00 20.09 9.23

Total (113)
5C 42.02 42.39 58.71 71.36 74.14 80.04 61.50

SD 23.25 21.95 21.69 18.63 19.35 18.42 . 8.96

Grade Effects

F (1,111) 3.48 .29 5.51 .29 .42 .48 1.19
A ns ns K.05 ns ns ns ns

Analysis of Variance

Source SS

439013.37

df

677

MS
Percent of
Total SS

TOTAL 648 47 to-

BETWEEN 54878.88 112 489.99
Grade (G) 581.6-3 1 581.63 1.19 .13
Sub] . w. grades 54297.24. 111 489.16

WITHIN 384134.51 565 t1679.iP3
Structure (5) 152948.54 5 30589.71 74.68* 34.84
G x S 3839.38 5 767.88 1.88
S x subjects

w. grades
227346.,59 555 409.63

*p <.0001.
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When first and second grade readers' -performance on the SR,and
SC tasks is compared to that of total K, 1 and 2 sample, it can be seen
that grade is no longer a signifi6ant factor in the readers' SE production
and comprehension. The particular verb forms, however, did influence j
performanCe, more so on the SC than on the SR task. Verb structure
accounted for 13.40% of the variance in the readers' production of SE and
almost 35% of the variance in their comprehension of SE,verb forms.

Although the first and second grade readers as a group had greater
linguistic competence in SE than the total sample of first and second
graders, they exhibited patteris of productive and receptive control of SE
verbs that are almost identical to those of the total K, 1, 2 sample.

SE Reading Responses of First and
Second Graders

Oral Reading. The OR task was used as a measure of first and
II V .. 1

centage scores and standard deviations for subjects' CSE responses for
each verb structure on the OR task are presented in Table 18 for each grade
and the total group with the results of the analysis of variance and tests of
simple grade effects.

The data in Table 18 are ordered on the basis of total group mean
scores for the six verb structures. The data show that first and second
grade children as a group obtained the lowest mean CSE score (48.38) for
the past tense -ed and the highest (88.04) for the auxiliary is on the oral
reading task. It is important to note that the order of the verb structure
total group means on this task is identical to the order of their means on
the SR task (compare Tables 16 and 18). :firs indicates that the subjects'
pattern of productive control on the six SE verb structures is similar in
sentence repetition and oral reading, suggesting that the ability to pro-
duce SE forms in one task is related to the ability to produce them on the
other task.

The OR total task means for each grade level indicate that second
graders produced more CSE responses (76.62) than first graders (65.93),de-
monstrating a clear grade-related increase in-the acquisition of productive

-I, control of SE in oral reading.

The F ratios in Table 18 show that..grade, structure and the inter-
action between grade and verb structure each have a significant effect on
oral reading of SE.

Results of the Newman-Keuls tests showed that for the total. group,
there were significant differences in SE production among some of the verb
structures in oral reading. No significant differences were revealed between

2
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Table 18

Grade By Structure Analysis of CSE Responses.
on the Oral Reading Task

Grade (Ni

1 (44)
X .,,,

SD

2 (69)
X

SD

36.82
26.67

55.75
29.18

Total L113)
X 48.38

SD 29.60

F (1,111) 19.74
P 4.01

Means and Standard Deviations

aux.
-s are are is

42.52 71.36 75.57 82.89
28.42 25.80 24.15 17.76r
71.58
27.94

77.03 84.00 89.83
17.81 13.75 14.89

60.27 74.82 80.72 87,12
31.41 21.35 18.86 16.35

Grade Effects

46.49 1.77 3.92 2.65
(.01 ns ns ns

Analysis of Variance

auw.
is

Tail(
Task

85.61 65.93
21.09 12.32

89.59 76.62
13.68 15.46

88.04 72.46
16.98 15.20

.87 25,94
ns <.0001

Source SS df MS F

Percent of
Total SS

TOTAL 503752.45 677 744.10

BETWEEN 126014.30 112 1125.13
Grade (G) 23869.06 1 23869.06 25.94* 4.74
Subj. w. grades 102145.24 111 920.23

WITHIN 377738.15 565 668.56
Structure (S) 142003.35 5 28400.67 70.75* 28.19
GxS 12940.57, 5 2588.11 6.45* 2.57
S x subjects

w. grades
222794.26 555 401.43

*p .0001,
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main verb are and auxiliary are or among auxiliary are, main verb is and
auxiliary is. Significant differences are revealed, however, between per-
formance on the third person singular present tense -s and the past tense
-ed and between each of these and all other verb structures. Subjects read
the SE forms of the verb tenses significantly less often than they read the
SE forms of the main verb and auxiliary is and are. These data show that
in oral reading productive control of the tense markers .is not as great as
it is for the singular an4 plural forms of the main and auxiliary verb forms
is andand are.

The significant F ratio for the grade by structure interaction indicates
that the pattern of productive control of the verb structures differed for the
two groups. Thit difference is accounted for by the dramatic difference
between first and second graders' ability to read the SE past tense -ed,

= 19.74) and third person singular present tense -s, (t: = 46.49). It is
noteworthy that n the SR task, first and second grade readers differed sig-
nificantly on n the two tense forms, again suggesting that productive
performance on SR and OR tasks are related.

Realization of SE tense markers in OR increases significantly be-
tween first and second grade: means for the -s increase from 42.52 to
71.58 and for the -ed from 36.82 to 55.75.

It should be kept in mind that some of the grade differences in oral
reading performance are undoubtedly attributable to the increased decoding
skills of second graders. Also , the graphic representation of -s and -ed
inflectional endings are less distinct than the separate words representing
is and are,

'
Although both grade and verb structure significantly affect oral

reading in SE, the type of verb structure accounts for the greatest variance,
apprc.,ximately 28%, while grade accounts for less than 5%.

'Variability in Oral Reading of SE

The variability in oral reading of SE verb forms is presented in
Table 19. The percentage of subjects (individuals) who produced the CSE
feature in none of the sentences (0), in some of the sentences (1-5) and in
all of the sentences (6), is presented for each grade level and the total
group.

The data in Table 19 show that variability in subjects' oral reading
differs for each SE verb form, and that the variability is much greater for
the two tense markerS than it is for the other forms. For the total group,
the percent of subjects who consistently produced a specific SE verb struc-
ture ranged from 12% for the past tense -ed to 58% for the auxiliary is. As
in the SR task, variability in oral reading is less in second grade than in

64
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Table 19

Variability in Production of CSE Responses
on the OR Taska

Verb Form Grade

Number of CSE Responses

0 1 2 3 4 5

41Mg

6

present 1 9 . 25 25 18 9 7 7tense 2 3 6 7 17 , 15 19 33-s Total Grp. 5 13 14 18 13 14 23

past 1 14 25 25 16 14 2 4. tense 2 3 18 10 26 17 9 17-ed Total Grp. 7 21 16 22 16 6 12

main 1 0 0 2 9 16 34 39verb 2 0 0 1 1 15 22 61is Total Grp: t 0 0 2 4 15 27 52

main 1 7 0 2 16 18 39 18verb 2 0 0 6 9 29 33 23are Total Grp. 3 0 4 12 25 35 21

auxiliary 1 0 2 2 7 16 14 59is 2 0 0 0 2 17 23 58
Total Grp. 0 1 1 3 17 20 , 58

auxiliary 1 5 2 5 4 6 .20 50 18are 2 0 0 0 3 23 42 32_
Total Grp: 2 1 2 2' 22 45 2'6

a
Data in table are percentages of speakers who produced the

critical SE structures.
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first rade; but even in, second grade many do not perform consistently in

SE o. specific verb structures.

The data presented here are in accord with the findings-of other
rese rchers. In studieS\ of oral reading, Goodman and Burke (1973) found
that o subject.who used BE features in oral reading used them consistently
and oodman and Burke (1973) and Ames, Rosen and Olsen (1971) found
mor consistency in the use of BE on some features than on others. Thus,
the to presented here support the proposition that there is a great deal
of v lability among BE speakets in their control of SE verb forms and that
the egree of consistent use of specific SE verb forms differ's for eadh
str ture.

g Reading Comprehension. The reading comprehension task was used
as measure of children's receptive reading competence in SE. The mean
percfpntage scores and the standard deviations with the results of the analy-
sis f variance and tests of simple effects for the RC task for the twograde
lev s and the total group are presented in Table 20.

The data in Table 20 are shown in ascending order of the total group
me scores for the six ,verb structures. As a gioup, the first and second
gra, children obtained'theoaowest mean score (42.61) for the past tense
-e and the highes_me1*-ore (67.19) for the third person singular pre-
se tense -s.

act

si
wi
ma
no
au
ni
fo
ar
gr
to
p
ni
0
T

The F ratios indicate that grade, type'of verb structure and the inter-
n' significantly affect reading comprehension of SE.

Results of the Newman-Keuls tests showed that the subjects differed
ificantly only in their comprehension of the past tense when compared
comprehension of the other verb structures. Comprehension of the
verb is, the auxiliary is, the main verb are, and the auxiliary are does

differ sigr;ifirantly for t114:,total group. Similarly, comprehension of cite
liary is, the main verb are, and the auxiliary are does not differ sig-
antly from comprehension of the third person singular present tense

the total group. The results of performance for the total group, however,
not reliable indicators of the behavior for the first and second grade
ps considered separately. The pattern of performance on SE verb struc-
s established by the total group mean scores is not reflected, in the

tern established by either the first or second grade groups t As the sig.:-
cant r ratio for the grade by structure interaction indicates, the pattern
erformance across structures differed signficantly for the two groups.
differences in performance reflect in part the greater SE oral language
reading proficiency of the first grade subjects who were in the reading
ple.

The Fsatio for grade in Table 20 indicates a significant difference
tween the groups in reading comprehenslon of SE. The results show that

"
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Table 20

Grade By Structure Analysis of Responses on the
Reading Comprehension Task

Means and Standard Deviations

Grade (N)

S

-ed is
aux.

is are

aux.

are -s
Total

Task

1 (44)

X 36.82 43.91 52.27 68.11 68.89 63.98 55.64
SD 25.23 31.53 29.33 29.13 24.22 24.60 7.75

2 (69)

X 46.62 66.67 70.77 62.53 63.70 69.23 63.23
SD 26.2 29.53 26.94 26.85 23.70 27.30 8.98

Total (113)

X 42.81 57.81 63.57 64.71 65.724 67.19 60.30
SD 26.17 432.18 29.21 27.77 23.94 26.30 9.26

Grade Effects

F (1,111) 3.52 18.98 12.54 1.14 .99 21.54
p .ns <.01 (.01 ns ns ns C0001

Analysis of Variance

Source
, df MS

Percent of

F Total SS

TOTAL 563535.79 677 832.40

BETWEEN 57159.82 112 510.36
Grade (G) 9288.45 1 9288.145 21.54** 1.65
Subj. w. grades 47871.37 '111 431,27

WITHIN 506375.97 565 896.24
Structure (S) 47363.23 5 9472.65 .11.94** 8.40GxS 18701.50 5 3740.30 4.72* 3.33
S x subjects

w. grades
440311.24 555 793.35

**p 40001.
*p.0005.
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the second graders have significantly higher reading comprehension than

the first graders. Analyses of the simple main effects for grade on per-
fbrmance for each verb structure, however, show that the differences be-
tween the two groups are significant for only two of the verb structures,
the main verb and auxiliary .forms ofds

It will be recalled that the first grade readers had significantly
lower sentence comprehension of is and significantly higher comprehension__

of are than the nonreaders. The first grade readers' comprehension of the

singular and plural forms of the be verb seems to be operating to produce

the unusual pattern of difference between first and second graders in
reading comprehension. Although the differences are not significant, the

first graders do achieve higher scores on the main verb and auxiliaryare
than the second graders. On the other hand, the first graders show signi-
ficantly lower reading comprehension of the main verb and auxiliary is

than the second graders. This might explain why the interaction between
grade and structure accounted for more of the variation (3.33%).in reading

comprehension of SE than the main effect of grade (1.65%).

Again, the type of verb structure accounts for more of the variation

in the subjects' SE performance than either grade or the interaction be- .

tween grade and s.tructure. The type of verb structure, however, accounts
for little more than 8% of the variation in reading comprehension; sub-
stantially less than the 28% attributed to verb structure in. oral reading,
the 28% in sentence comprehension and the 16% in sentence repetition.
This suggests that other factors are operating and that the type of SE verb

structure affects reading comprehension less than it does performance on

the other tadks.

Summary

Oral production of SE is 4. function of the particular verb forms. 411d-
ren in this study had the least difficulty producing the main verb and'aux}- .

iliary is and the most difficulty producing the present and past tense markers.
While oral production bf SE is a function of the SE verb fns children are
asked to-produce, grade level is influential. Black children increase
significantly in the ability to produce SE forms of -ed, -s, are , and .aux-

iliary are from kindergarten through second grade. There were no signifi-

cant increases in the ability to use the SE forms of the main verb is and
auxiliary is ; children had little.difficulty producing these forms.

Comprehension of oral SE is also more a function of the particular
verb structure than it is of grade lqvel, although children increase signi-
ficantly in comprehension of SE at each grade level. Children in this study

had least difficulty comprehending the main verb are and the present tense

-s sentences and the mast difficulty comprehending past tense -ed and main

68
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verb is sentences. Black children in this study increased significantly
in the ability to comprehend the main verb and auxiliary are and auxiliary
is from kindergarten through second grade.

In addition, children comprehended both is and are forms better
when they -were used in sentences with regular nouns Which provide two
cues to number than when they were used with identical singular plural-
nouns which provide only one cue to number. Comprehension of both-

, types of sentences increases with grade level , with the sharpest increase
occurring- for double cue sentences,indicating increaseE awareness, of the
meaning conveyed both noun and verb in SE.

The data clearly show that among kindergarten, first and second
grade children, the pattern of receptive control differs from the pattern of
productive control, of SE verb forms.

Y hen, 34 of the 78 first graders were unable to complete the reading
comparisons of receptive and productive language performance were

made betyleen the readers and nonreaders., The readers comprehended maiitt'
verb are sentences significantly better than the nonreaders,,while the
nonreaders comprehended main verb is sentences significantly better than
the readers. The readers also produced significantly more standard forms
of third person singular present tense -s, main verb are and auAlliary are

'ihi1e nonreaders -produced significantly more nonstandard' forms of these
structures. OVerall, children in the first grade who could read demon-
strated greater receptive and prodUctive control of SE than those who could
not read. The difference betweerl' the readers and nonreaders was greater
for oral production than for comprhensiwl of SE.

First and second grade children who could read demonstrated an
order of receptive and productive control of the six verb forms very similar
to the order for the total K, 1 and-2 sample. First grade readers were more
similar to second graders in their productive control of SE than they were
to first grade nonreaders. Further, the first and second grade readers
were even mere alike in their ability to comprehend the SE' verb forms than
they were in a)* ability to produce them.

Oral reading of SE is also more a function-of the particular verb
structure than it is of grade 1.evel, although grade affects performance.-
The order of control of the six SE verb forms in oral,,reading is identical to
the order Tound in sentence repetition which suggests a relation between
the two productive tasks.

There is a clear grade related increase in children's oral reading
skill but the differences are dug primarily to performance on the tense
markers. Second graders produe4d the -s 'and -ed significantly more often
than first graArs in oral reading. The increase is partially a

4
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reflection cf greater decoding skills of second graders. leading compre-
hension is also more a function of verb Structure than it, i4 of grade, but
verb structure had much less of an effect on comprehension of written SE'
than it did on oral production, oral comprehension and oral reading in SE.
The second graders did have significantly higher reading comprehension
than first graders, but the differences are due primarily to differences on
only the main verb and auxiliary is .

While children did demonstrate considerable productive control of
SE in both SR and OR tasks, there was also e great deal of variability in
their performance. Children showed more -consistentrcontrol of some SE
verb forms, e.g., main verb and auxiliary is, than others, e.g., the two
tense markers, -s and -ed. Furthermore, variability in control of SE in 4
both oral production and oral reading decreases as grade level increases;
black children are more consistent in productive control of SE as they prq-
gress through the grades.

Finally, when first and second grade readers' receptive and pro-
ductive language and reading performance is compared, the results show
that the pattern of control of SE verb forms 445 not the same for all tasks.
The pattern of control of SE verb forms on the SR and OR tasks is nearly
identical and the pattern of control of SE verb forms on SC is similar to
that on RC. The patterns for the two productive tasks differ markedly,
hoviever, from those for the two receptive tasks. Therefore', it can be
concluded that young.black children do not acquire receptive and produc-
tive control of SE verb forms'in the same order. Patterns of receptive and
productiv'e control of SE are different and these differences are reflected
in both language and reading behavior.

4
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Problem 2

Dialect Interference in Production of SE'.

The research questions for Problem 2 were: To what extent does
native dialect interfere structurally in black children's oral reproductions
of spoken and written SE verb forms? What is the relation between non-
standard oral language production and oral reading performance?

Findings are presented for the s nt,ance repetition'ta§ok, the oral
reading task, and the relation between n nstabdard responses on the two
tasks. These are followed by findings abo t linguistic factors4hat in-
fluence SE and NS production.

Dialect Interference in Sentence
Repetition

Children's responses on the SR task were coded as critical SE re-
sponsesf,(CSE) , nonstandard responses (NS) or SE form 'changes (SFC).

Table 21 presents the frequencies and percentages for each type of
response produced for each verb structure and for the total SR task. The
data are based-on the combined responses of the kindergarten, first and
second grade subjects and provide a general picture of subjects' linguistic
performance on the R task.

Table 21

Types of Responses Produced on the Sentence Repetition Task

Verb Form
- CSE

0/0

Type of Response

NS
f

SFC
Total No. of

Scora ble
Responses

past tense -ed 638
present tense -s 729
main verb are 741
auxiliary are 817
maid verb is 939
auxiliary is 1063

54 507 43 37 3
62 336 28 116 10
64 198 17 226 19
69 123 1.0 246 21
79, 101 9 146 12
90 64 5 61 5

Total Task 4927 69 1329 19 832 12

1182
1181
1165
1186

_ 1186
1188

7088

Note. Data are based on the combined responses of kin-Jc.-garten, ,

firs/, and second. grade subjects (N=198).

'i1
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For the total SR task ,19% of all responses were NS. The percent-
age of NS responses varies, however, for the six verb structures: past
tense -ed, 43%; third person singular present tense -s, 2'8%; main verb
are, 17%; -auxiliary are 10%; main verb is 9%; and auxiliary is 5%.

The percentage of CSE and NS responses on the specific structures
as well as the total task fall within range§ found by previous researchers
(Henrie, 1969; Nurss and Day, 1971; De Stefano, 1972). If responses in-
volving STCs had been excluded frorrythe analyses so that the total equalled
NS + CSE, a procedure used in othe studies, then the percentages for NS re-
sponses would be higher.

However, children d' not respond exclusively with the CSE or NS''
forms when asked to repr uce sentences. They sometimes change the
form. In this study, 1 /0 of the responses on the total task were SE form

changes (SFC) which indicates an awareness that SE is appropriate but
suggests that lin distic control of specific SE structures is not_complete.

An e Mination of the SFC responses for the present tense revealed'
that the st frequent change was to the past tense, e.g. ,/' boy jumpsr"to
"boy j. ped." ConversAly, the most common change for the past tense
-24 Was to the present tense, althoUgh this occurred in only 3% of the cases.
F,orboth the -s and the percentage of NS responses far exceeded the
percentage of SE form changes.z

The high percentage of SFC responses for the main verb are (19%)
and the awdliary'are (21%)alsoshoWsthat the subjects had less produc-
tive control_of these plural forms than of the singular verb forms. The most
frequent SFC for are sentences Was the production of singular forms, e.g.,
from "dogs are barking" to "dog is barking." Similarly, the most common
change for is sentences was the production of SE are forms, although this
was considerably less frequent.

In order to determine whether the extent of dialect interference was
significantly different for the various verb structures and to identify grade
related trends, the subjeCts' NS percentage scores on the sentence repe-
tition task were subjected to a grade by structure analysis of variance.
Findings are presented in Appendix F. They show that grade, verb struc--
ture and the interaction of these variables are all significant factors in NS
production but verb structure is clearly the most influential, accounting
for more than 2$% of the varition,,in children's NS responses.

Subjects in this study produced signifiontly more NS responses for
the past tense -ed than for the present tense -5, more for the present tense
-s than for the Main verb are, and significantly more fOr these three forms
than for the three other fcirms. There were no significant differences in
production of NS responses for auxiliary are and main verb and auxiliaryis
in sentence repetition.

, ti
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The findings also reveal, that second graders gave significantly
fewer NS responses tharr both first graders and kindergarteners but first
graders did not produce significantly fewer NS responses than kind9rgar-
teners. The significant grade and grade by structure interaction are due
primarily to subjects' performance on the two tense forms and the main
verb are . Differences among the grades in NS production fOr these three
structures are significant at the .01 level.

The data in thisAtudy show a clear inverse relation between
standard and nonstandard production; as black children increase in their
ability to control production of SE verb forms from kindergarten through
second grade, they significantly reducel,the number of NS responses they
produce, at least in a form'al testing situation. This relation between
standard and nonstandard production is clearly a function of the specific
verb form. i

Dialect Interference in Oral Reading

Frequencies and percentages of CSE, NS and SFC responses on the
oral reading task are presented in Table 22. The data are based on the
combined responses of the firSt and second grade readers .(N=113).

Table 22

Typ s of Responses Produced on the Oral Reading Task

Verb Form

Type of Response
-....-- .

Total No. of
CSE NS SFC Scora ble

f % f % f % Responses

past tense -ed 326 48 249 37 98 , 15 673
present tense -si 395 60 180 27 82 - 13 657
main verb are 505 .74 125 19 44 7 674
auxiliary are 543 80 106 16 27 4 676
main verb is 591 87 57 8 30 5 , 678
auxiliary is 597 88 45 7 36 5 678

Total Task 2957 73 762 19 319 8 4036

ote. Data are based on the combined responpes of first and
second grade readers (N=113).
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The data show that 19% of all responses on the OR task were NS.
However, the percentage of NS responses varies for the six verb structures.
The greatest number of NS responses were produced for the past tense -ed
(37%) and the third person singular present tense -s (27%). NS responses
for main verb are were 19%, and for auxiliary are 16%, but for main verb
is they were only 8% and for auxiliary is only 7%. This pattern of NS re-
sponses on the six verb formsfroth the greatest percentage for the -ed to ,
the smallest percentage for auxiliary is--is the same as that found for the
SR task (see Table 21).

As in the SR task (see Table 21), more critical SE responses than
NS responses were produced for each verb form. The percentage of CSE
responses in oral reading ranged from 48% for the past tense -ed to 88%
for auxiliary are.

For the OR task, the percentage of SFC responses is consistently
lower than the percentage of NS responses for the six verb forms. In the
SR task, there were more SFC responses than NS responses for main verb
and auxiliary are and main verb is . However, the types of SFC responses
made by first and second graders in oral reading were the same as those
made by kindergarten, first and second graders in sentence repetition.

When the subjects' NS percentage scores were subjected to an
analysis of variance, the results (see Appendix G) show that there are
significant differences among the six verb forms in the number of NS re-
sponses made by subjects. In oral reading significantly more NS responses
were produced for the -ed than for the -s, more for the -s than for the are
forms , and more for the are forms than the is forms. (For both is and are,
there was no significant difference in NS production between main verb find
auxiliary forms.)

Shuy (1969) pointed out that SE features which differ least markedly
from BE are more 1kely to be read orally in NS than features with greater
differences from BE. The data in this study support Shuy statement, for
the tense markers represent minimal distinctions, whereas is and are forms
represent greater distinctions between SE and BE in both oral and written
language . The data presented here also coincide with the findings of - _,

Goodinan and Burke (1973), who found that the most common dialect-related
r g miscues involved changes in inflectional endings, such as the -s
a d , and with the findings of Ames, Rosen and Olsen11971), who
found the fewest oral reading errors for is and are and most for -s and -ed.

The results of the analysis of variance (see Appendix G) also show
that the child's grade level is a significant factor in the production of NS re-
sponses in oral-reading, although grade accounted for only 3.4* of the
variatioh in NS performance while verb structure accounted for 22.41%.
The second graders gave significantly fewer NS responses in oral reading
Than first graders; hoirever, the significant interaction and tests of the
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simple grade effects show that the gradediference is due primarily to
performance on the' two tense markers. First'graders Produced signifi-
cantly more NS responses when reading the past and present tense sen-
tences than did the second graders. They also produced more NS responses
than second graders for main verb and auxiliary is and are sentences but
the difference between the grades was not significant for these structures.

In summary, the results show that dialect interference in oral
reading dedreases significantly from first to second grade, particularly in
reading tense markers. Further, it is clear that production of NS responses
in oral reading is more a function of the verb forms than it is of grade
level.

Relation Between NS Responses on
Sentence Repetition and Oral
Reading Tasks

In order to determine the relation between NS responses on the SR
and OR tasks, a series of correlations WaTdreiculafed on scores of the
first and second grade readers. The results are presented in Table 23.

There is 'a low,though highly significant,correlation between NS
scores on the two tasks for the total group of first and second grade
readers. But the correlation between SR and OR is clearly grade related.
There is a significant,moderate correlation between scores on the two
tasks for first graders but a low, nonsignificant, positive correlation for
second graders. Only among ,the first graders, then, was there, a system-
atic relation between production of NS forms in sentence repetition and
the production of NS forms in oral reading.

Correlations between NS scores on the SR and OR tasks also were
calculated for each verb form. These are shoWn in Table 23. NS responses
on the SR and OR tasks were substantially correlated for the tense markers
but the correlation was lowfor main verb is . All three of these correlations
were significant at the .05 level. The correlation for the main verb are
nearly achieves significance at the .05 level but the correlations for the
auxiliary is and are are not statistically significant.
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Table 23

Correlations Between NS Responses on SR and OR TAsks

Total Task Correlations.

_Grade (N) r 2
,

1 (44) '13 .0001

2 (69) .18 ns

Total (113) .32 .0001

Total Group Correlations for Each Verb Form

Verb Form r 2

third person singular present tense -s .'47 .05

past tense -ed .41 .05

ra,a4, verb is .22 .05

-,,
m8In verb are ,IB' ns

auxiliary is

auxiliary are

.06 ns

.09 . ns

ti

In summary, while total task correlations suggest' that non tandardi
oral language production is systematically related to nonstandard ral
reading performance, this relation does not hold for the subjects at each
grade level nor does it hold for all verb forms.

Since the correlations for the verb structures differed greatly, it
was assumed that systematic differences were operating in performance
on the two tasks. Therefore, NS production on theSR and OR tasks was
compared for each verb form through an analysis ofvariance using grade
and task as the independent yariables. The mean NS percentage scores
and the results of the analysis of variance for each verb structure are pre-
sented in Table 24.
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Table 24

Comparison of Nonstandard Responses Produced By First and Second
Grade Readers on the SR and OR Tasks For Each Verb Forma

Grade 7(

SR OR
SD X SD

Analysis of Variance
Source Fb

Third Person Singular Present Tense -s

1 26.41 24.59 38.23 28.11 Grade(G) 11.19 .005
2 18.13 21.73 19.89 23.80 Task (T) 5.58 .05

Total 21.35 23.14 27.04 26.98 Gx T 4.15 .05

Past Tense -ed

1 45.14 28.31 46.70 28.03 -Grade(G) 11.68 .001
2 32.51 22.59 30.96 26.35 Task (T) .12 ns

Total 37.42 25.61 37.09 27.97 G x T .31 ns

Main Verb is

1 7.82 10.93 10.61 12.96 Grade(G) 2.23. ns
2 5.77 11.68 6.99 14 38 Task (T) 1.49 ns

Total 6.57 11.39 8.40 13.90 G x T .26 ns

Main Verb are

1 11.89 18.40 20.20 17..42 Grade(G) .31 , ns
2 11.78 19.60 17.38 15.46 Task (T) 9.69 .005

Total 11.82 19.06 18.48 16.23 G-x T .39 ns

Auxiliary Verb is

1 5.30 9.98 _ 8.66 14.98 Grade(G) 3.68 ns
2 2.87 7.47 5.29 11.19 Task (T) 3.86 .05

Total 3.81 8.57 6.60 12.84 G x T .11 ( ns

Auxiliary Verb are

1 6.48 10.34 19.48 17.16 Grade(G) 3.19 ns
2 6.35 14.95 12.57 12.21 Task, (T) 25.41 .0001

, Total 6.40 13.29 15.26 14.66 Gx T 3.54 ns

a First gcade, N=44; second grade, N=69.
b
Grade, Tatk and G x T df=.1Z.J.11. .

I I
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The results.-in Table 24 show that grade had a significant effect on
NS performance only for the third person singular present tense -s and
the past tense -edp: second graders produced significantly fewer NS forms
of these two structures than first graders. For the tense forms, Only the
results for the present tense -s showed both a significant task and a
significant grade by task interaction. The interaction is due to the sub-
stantially higher percentage of NS responses made by first graders on the
OR task than on the SR task. There was little difference between second
graders' NS responses on the two tasks. The greater number of NS re-
sponses by first graders on the OR task was probably due to greater diffi-
culty decoding the present tense -s marker, in addition to dialect inter-
ference.

An analysis of the types of responses made for both the present and
past tense sentences (see Pippendix H) shows that on both tasks ntost,of
the NS responses consisted' of absence of the tense marker, indicating
that interference from dialect in production of tense forms operates in
similar ways in oral language and oral reading.

Task did not have a significant effect on NS responses for the main
verb is , although it did have a significant effect on the main verb are
and auxiliary is and are. For each of these three forms subjects in both
grades gave significantly more NS responses on the OR task than on the SR
task.

Initially, the results obtained here are surprising in view of the
fact that previous researchers found that dialect interference in oral reading
of the copula and auxiliary forms is not extensive. Since the graphic form
is present in the written language, fewer NS responses would be expected
in oral reading than in oral language production, where copula deletion
occurs rather frequently in BE. However, an analysis of the NS 1- esponses
made on the SR and OR tasks (see Appendices I and J) helps to explain'
the greater number of NS responses in OR found in this study.

The primary type of NS response given in OR was lack of number
agreement. For the main verb and auxiliary are 88% and 82%, respectively,
of the NS responses involved the absence of the noun plural -s, e.g.,
"houses are " was read as "house_ are ." Only 7% of the NS responses
for main verb and 6% for the auxiliary showed absence of are in oral reading.

The results differed for the SR task; only 7% of the NS responses
for .the main verb and 23% for the auxiliary are involved lack of nthnber
agreement where the noun plural -s was absent. Instead, 51% of the NS
responses for the main verb and 35% for the auxiliary are consisted of
absence of are , with an additional 35% and 32% a the NS responses ,re-
spectively, involving another form of nonagreement. In the latter case,
the subjects substituted is for are while retaining the plural noun, e.g.,
"dogs is barking."
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The finding that children gave more NS responses in the oral
reading of are than they did in sentence repetition is understandable, then,
since criteria for CSE responses for is and are sentences included both
presence of the verb and number agreement in this study.; It has. already
been shown that dialect interferes primarily in oral reading of inflectional
endings; therefore, the tendency.to delete the noun plural -s with are
partially explains the higher NS production for these forms in OR than in SR.

The higher percentage of NS responses for auxiliary is in OR than in
SR also is explained by the differences in the types of NS responses made
for this structure on the two tasks. For auxiliary is 87% of the NS re-
sponses in oral reading were due to nonagreement. In this lase, children
tended to pluralize the noun and retain the is , e.g. "dogs is On the
sentence repetition task, however, 47% of the NS responses involved
absence of the verb form, 31% involved nonagreement where are was sub-
stituted for is , and only 19% involved the same type of nonagreement that
accounts for almost all of the NS responses in OR, i.e., responses such
as "dogs is." The same pattern of NS responses was found for main verb
is as described for auxiliary is, but the difference in the number of NS re-
sponses on the SR and OR tasks was not significant for this verb structure.

As the above indicates, dialect does appear to interfere differently
in the two productive tasks for some verb structures. This may partially
explain why there was no significant correlation between NS responses in
SR and OR on the auxiliary is , and the main verb and auxiliary are . On the
two tense forms where the types of nonstandard responses tended to be.the
same on the two tasks , there were substantial correlations between NS
production afrct-rrding orally in NS (see Table 23).

"Linguistic Factors Affecting Oral
Production of SE Verb Forms

Previous studies h ve amply demonstrated that a number of linguistic
factors affect oral producti n of SE forms. In this study also, selected factors
were examined to determine their effects on SE production in the SR task.
The results are presented in the following sections.

Tense Markers. In the present study, the phonetic shape of the
allomorph and the phonological environment following the verb were examined
for their influence on the realization of the tense markers -s and -ed. In
order to compare the results with previous findings , the method of; analysis
was similar to that used in previous ,-linguistic research on BE (see Fasold,
1972). Percentages were calculated for absence of the tense markers for
each allomorgh and for each following phonological condition. Only responses
that reflected either presence or absence of the allomorph were used in these
analyses; all SFC and other NS responses were excluded. Differences were
tested using chi-square analyses.
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The results of the analysis to determine the effect of Lhe phonetic
ape of the allomorph on the absence of the third person singular present

tense -s and the past tense -ed are presented in Table 25.

Table 2.5

Effect of Phonetic Shape of Allomorph
on Absence of Tense Markers

-_,

cfPresent

tAbsent
f

-x2--::23.94; pC.001
N=1013; df=2

Present

Absent

x2=57.16; P(.001
N=1121; df=2

Third Person Singular Present Tense -s ,

/z/ . /s/ /4-z/
f % f % 'f %

210 66 243 68 276 82

108 34 114 32 62 18

/d/
f

Past Tense -ed
/t/ /-4-8/

f % f_

134 48 184 50 270 73

198 52 184 50 101 27

Note. All NS responses other tharithose,involvingabsence of the
tense marker were excluded from these analyses.

The data for -s show that the percentage of absence df the /z/ and
/s/ allomorphs was nearly equal (/z/ =34% abserice, /s/ = 32% absence), fe

but there was substantially less absence of the /* ?/ (18% absence). The
chi-square is significant at the p<.001 level indicating that the phonetic 1 2,

shape of the allomorph has a significant effect on the production of NS forms.
The subjects in this study deleted the present tense marker significantly
more often for /z/ and /s/ than they did for/1/. These results differ from
the findings reported by Berda n.(1973) and Fasold (1972) who found the/1-z/
absent more often than the /z /'and /s/ (although'Fasold found the differences
were not significant).

63 .
.
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The data in Table 25 for the past tense -ed show that the per-
centage of absence of the /d/ and /t/ was rtearly equal (/d/ = 52% ab-
sence, /t/ = 50% absence), while the percentage of absence for the /i-d/
was only 27%. The chi-square indicates that /d/ and /t/ were absent
significantly more often than the /1-d/. The data reported here agtees with
results reported by Faso ld and Wolfram (1970) and Fasold:(1972) and fur-
ther demonstrate that the phonetic shape,of the allomorph is a-significant
factor in production of NS forms of the past tense'.

The results of the analysis to determine the effect of the phono.=
logical environment following the verb are presented for the third person
singular present tense -s and the past tense -ed in Table 26.

Table 26

Effect of Following Phonological Environment
on Absence of Tense Markers

Third Person Singular Present
Tense -s

Present

Absent

2=9.26; V.01
N=1013; df=1

V

385 76 '344 68

119 24 165 32

Past Tense -ed

V

f % f %

Present 397 71 241 43

Absent . 164 29 319 57

%2=87.88; p'.001
N=1121; df=1

Note. All NS responses other than those in-
volving absence of the tense markers were excluded
from these analyses.
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Thedata for third person singular present tense -s show that the
absence of the marker differed depending upon whether it occurred before
a word beginning with a vowel or a consonant. When the verb was followed
by a consonant , the marker was absent significantly more than before a
vo4V. These results agree with the findings reported by Fasold' (1972)
but tdiffer from those reported by Labov (1967).

The data in Table 26 show that the absence of -zeg also differed
according to the following-phonological environment. When the verb was
followed by a word beginning with a consonant the marker was absent,57%

/ of the time, nearly double its absence when followed by a word beginning
with a vowel (29%). As the chi-square indicates, the effect of the followt,
ing phonological environment on the absence of the past tense -ed Was
highly significant. These results agree with the findings reported by
Labov (1967) 41-id resold (1972).

While the following phonological environment had a significant
effect on the production of both the present and Past tense allomorphs, it
had a more profound effect on the absence of the past tense marker as
indicated by the substantially larger chi-square.

Is and Are. It has been demonstrated in previous research that the-
preceding phonological environment affects production ot the copula (Labov
1969). In the present study, three classes of the preceding phonological
environment were studied to determine theft effect on the use of the main
verb is and auxiliary is combined. These incilided -S_ (sibilants) ,-K°_
(nonsibilant voiceless consonants) and. -Kv_ ( nonsibilant voiced conson-
ants). This analysis included only the NS responses involving absence
of the verb aadanonagreement between noun and verb. The frequency and
percentage of CSE and NS responses for each environment are presented in
Table 27.
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Table 2*

Effect of Preceding Environment on CSE and NS Production of
Main Verb and Auxiliary Iss Combined

tandard

Nonstandard*
=

x2:=16. 1; p<.001*
N=216 ; ,df=2

* Breakdown of NOn-
standard Responses:

Verb Absen't

S Kv K°
,f % % .

648 91 634 91 720 96

64 9 65 9 . 33 L

29 .46 6 15 2

N'oniOreemen= 35 5 19 3 18 2

A

The data show that the preceding phonological environment does
affect the standard and nonstandard production of is and that NS responses
were-fairly evenly divided bet*een.absence of the verb and nonagreement
of number. When preceding nouns ended in -K°_ there were significantlyHof

NS' responses_ than whenEihe preceding nouns ended in -S_ or -Kv_ .
The breakdOwn of the two types of N.S responses shows is apsent most
often when preceded by nouns ending 4n -Kv (6%) .and least often when
predected by nouns ending in -K°_,j2%) . These results differ from Labov
(19,69) wh0=foun'd is absent most often following -S_. The greater ab-
sence 'after -Kv_ than after -SL can be explained by the fact that three of
th r -Or_ nouns ended in r. which has ,been shown tol'iave a significant
effe7 on is production. The data in Table 274P9lso show that the greatest-

.' percentage -of NS responses involving nonagreement between noun and verb'
occurred for nouns ending in -S_: 'In the majority of these caser-ehlitirerr-1
pluralized the nouti while retaining the singular'verb, "houses is "

,"dOers is ."

V 'The 4% Overall absence of is found in this study is rather low in .

compaiisOn with previous 't tudies (Labov, 1969) Three factors may account
'for this result. all of the stimulus sentences a noun phrasig preceded.,
the verb. A higher percentage of absipe Would have been anticipated if

pronoun had preceded is . SecOndly, the formal testing situation was de-
signed to elicit SE foTrss'as muc as possible. Third, stimulus sentences

_

. 0 ai
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in this study were restricted to seven words, considerably shorter than
some of the utterances observed in othqcstudies.

4,1
The NS responses for are , when preceded by -S_, -K°_ and -K

were also studied. Only responses to sentences in which the verb was
preceded by identical singular/plurat nouns were included in this analysis
since the pluralized forms of the regular nouns do not provide comparable
environnents. Findings are presented in Table 28.

Table 28

Effect.of Preceding Environment on CSE and NS Production of
Main Verb and AuXiliary Are With ISP Nouns

\
Standard

Nonstandard *

f
S

% f
K°

% f

-t,
.-

%

220

15

94

6

264

20

93

7

!231

40

85

15

x =13.38; 13(.01
N=790; df=2

*Breakdown of Non-
standard Responses:

Verb Absent

Nonagree- .
merit

13

2

5

1 t,

1.7

3

6

1

38
..

2*

14

1

Note. Responses for main verb and auxiliary are were combined in this
analysis.-

The data show that the preceding phonological envircyment does
affect production of standard and nonstandard forms of are and that the ab-
sence of are was primarily responsible for NS responses under each of the
three conditions. As the chi-square indicates,.there were significantly
more NS respOnses when the are was preceded by nouns ending in -Kv_than
when preceded by nouns ending in -S_ or -K °_. This can be explained 13416
the fact that the -K noun preceding the main verb and auxiliary are ended
in'-r The profound-raffect of thd preceding -r on the absence of are has '
been observed in other studies (Wolfram, 1969; Fasold and Wolfram, 1970).
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The effects of single and double cues to number were examined
separately for is and are 'sentences . Sentences containing regular nouns,
which provide an additionI cue to number ,were contrasted with sentences
containing identical singular/plural nouns that provide no additional cue
to number beyond the verb. The frequency and percentage of CSE and NS
responses for double cue and single cue sentences are presented in Table
29. The data show that there were significantly more NS responses for
both the is And arein double cue sentences.,.

The breakdown of the NS responses both is and are shows that
absence of the verb was about the same in double cue and single cue
sentences, but that a higher percentage or NS responses in double cue
sentences involved nonagreetnent is = 5 % nonagreement, are = 13%
nonagreement) . It should be noted that under both conditions°, the are
was deleted more often than is, a finding which agrees with earlier studies.

The most common type of nonagreement found in this study was use
of a plural noun with is , e.g., "houses is " and it occurred in response
to sentences involving both the is and are. This highlights the need to
consider not only presence of the verb but also number agreement in study-
ing black children's control of is and are.

Summary

The findings for Problem- 2 show that subjects produced more SE
responses than NS resporttes both in sentence repetition and in oral read-
ing. Critical SE responses accounted for 69% of all responses made by-K,
1 and 2 subjects on the SR task, and 73% of all responses made by first
and second grade subjects on the oral reading task, indicating"that to a
large extent young black children can productiVely control SE grainmAti--

40a cal forms in structured language and reading tasks in a formal schbol
setting..

The data also indicate; however, that dialect does interfere in
oral rkroductions of spoken and written SE verb forms. On the SR task'.
and on the OR task 19% of all responses were nonstandard in form. But
the findings also show that more nonstandard responses were produced
for some verb structures than for others in both oral production and oral
reading. Substantially more NS forms were produced for the present and
past tense than for the main verb and auxiltiry forms of be.., There were
.su stantially more NS forms produced for main verb and auxiliary are than
for ain verb and auxiliary is sentences.'

The data confirm earlier findings that dialect-interferes Most in
oral production and oral reading of SE forms involving inflectional endings,
such as the tense 'markers .studied here. It is obvious that NS responses

5
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Table 29

4 Effect of Number Cues-on CSE and NS Production
of Is and Are

Main Verb and Auxiliary is Combined

Double Cue
Sehtences

f %

Single Cue
Sentences

f

Stantiard 991. 91 1011 94

Nonstandardt

sls,2=10.84; p<.001

102 9 60 6

N=2164; df=1

*Breakdown of Nonstandard Responses:

Verb Absent 46 4 44 4

Nonagreement 56 5 2

4

Main Verb and Auxiliary are Combined -,

Double Cue Single Cue
Sentences Sentences

,--1 f

Standard

Nonstandard*

14=75.09; p<.001
N =1877; df=1

. *Breakdown of Nonstandard Responses::

Verb Absent

0/0.

843 78

244 22

100 9*

f %

715 91

75 9

68

Nonagreement 144 13 7 1

Note. NS responses that involved other than present tense forms
were excluded in the above analyses. 6 6

t
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in oral producti9 and oral reading are a function of the type of grammati-
cal forms tested.

The findings show that NS production also is grade related! second
graders produced significantly fewer NS responses than either kinder-
garten or first grade subjects on the SR tasks: while kindergarten and first
grade subjects produced about the same number of NS responses. In oral
reading; second graders produced significantly fewer NS responses than
first graders. The effect of specific verb structures is again observed
through the grade level comparison, with tense forms accounting for most
of the differences in,performance.

When the first and second grade readers' NS responses on the
two productive tasks were correlated, the results snow that there is a
low,but significant,correlation 'between NS responses in oral production
and oral reading,but the relation is clearly grade related. There is a
substantia ignificant relation -between NS production on the two
tasks for the fir t graders.,indicating that subjects at this grade level who
tended to give S responses in sentence repetition also tended to produce
NS responses 'oral reading. For the second grade, however, there is a
low and ignificant correlation between performance on the two tasks ,

indica ng no systematic relation between NS oral production and NS re-
.-sponses in oral reading.

When subjeists' NS scores or each verb structure are examined,
there are significant correlations f r only three of the six structures, in-
Oicating that the relation between NS responses in oral language and oral
reading is not the same for all verb structures . Comparison of subjects'
NS,performance on specific verb structures also shows that, in general,
there were more NS responses in OR than in SR: The exceptions were -ed ,

for which the greatest number of NS responses were produced, an i` for
which the fewest number were prmoducdti. For neither structures h ver,
is there a significant difference between SR and OR 4.-

There is evidence that dialect intereferes difftreptlyin oral pro-
duction and oral reading of specific verb'forms. In both SR 'and OR,
absence of the marker accounts' for most of the NS responses for the past

vand present tenses. On the other hand ,"for main erb and auxiliary is
----and are , nonagreement accounts for nearly all NS responses in PR, but

both nonagreement and absence of the verb account for the NS responses
in SR.

The effect of selected linguistic factors on oral production of SE
verb forms was studied and the findings show that the phonetics shape of
the allomorph does affect presence of the tense markers -s and -ed',The.
Az/ allomorph was absent significantly more often than the /z/'or /s/ and
the Ad/ allomorph was absent significantly more often than /d/ and /t/.
In addition, both tense markers were absent significantly more often when
followed by a *ord beginning with a consonant than when followed bra
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word beginning with a vowel.

Production of main verb and auxiliary is and are forms was affected
by the preceding environment. Fewer NS responses for is forms were pro-
duced in sentences in which the verb was preceded bya nonsibilant voicg-
less consonant thah when preceded by a nonsibilant voiced consonant or a
sibilant. More NS responses for are fonts were produced when the verb
was preceded by a nonsibilant voiced consonant than when preceded by a
sibilant or a nonsibilant voiceless consonant. In addition, subjects pro-
duced more NS responses for is and are sentences containing two cues to
number (noun and verb) than for sentences containing only one cue to num-
ber (verb). The greater number of NS responses in double cue sentences
highlights the need to consider not only presence of the verb but. also num-
beragreement in.studkng black children's control of is and are.

--.

i .* 4
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Problem 3

Relation Between Comprehension hnd Oral Production of SE

The research questions for Problem 3 were: What is the relation
between comprehension and oral production of SE among kindergarten:,
first and second grade black children? Is the relation between receptive
and productive control of SE the same for all verb forms, and is it grade.
related? Since many subjects in first grade were nonreaders, a third
question was added: Are there differences in these relations for the
children who can read?-

If the tasks used in this study were measuring an underlying
language competence in SE which is demonstrated in performance, andRif
receptive and productive abilities in learning a second dialect are related,
then, as others (Osser, et. al ., 1968) have pointed out, two things should
be observable in the data. First, there should be a high correlation be-
tween.individuals' scores on the SR and SC tasks, and second, there
should be cons(derable similarity in patterns of responses on the same
items in the two tasks. To determine if these relations exist for the sub-
jects in this study, correlation coefficients for scores on thelltR and SC
tasks were computed for each grade (K, 1 and 2) and for ithe total group,

'and the mean scores on the two tasks were compared using t tests. The
same analyses alSo were computed for the first and second grade readers.

Relation Between SR.and SC for ,
1 and 2 Subjects

The results'of the.analyses for the K, 1 and 2 subjects drelote-
sented in Table 30.

Table 30 .4

Comparison of Performance on the Total SR and SC Tasks

Grade
SR.

X

SC
X D df"

t-
ratio

.

41D

'Correlation
r p

K 62.37 51.82 10.55' .5,0 3.73 .0001 -.06 ns
1 67.13 58.33 , 8.8Q 77 4.40 .0001 ..21 nsa
2 . '77.13 6,2.12 15.01 68 8.58 .0001 .38 .001

Totl 69.39 57.97 11.42 197 9.19 .0001 .31 .0001

ap = .07.
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The data show that.the mean for the total SR task is significantly
'higher thanvthat for the total SC task for the total group aS well as for
each grade'level. Subjects'oral production of SE was generally higher
.than their comprehension of SE. These resultsodiffer from previous studies
which show black children's comprehensionto be higher than their produc-
tion of St-(e.g., Osser',.et. al., 1968).

The data in'Table 30 indicate that there is a low, but significant ,
1.,jop sitive correlation between production and comprehension df SE for the

- tal group.. The correlation is clearly grade related. At the kindergarten
level, there is no signifiiani correlation between "performance on the two
tasks. At the first grade, however, there is a low positive correlation
which is significant at the .07 level. At the secend grade there is a low,
but highly significant, positive correlation between the ability to produce
and -the ability to comprehend SE.

Examination of NS oral production of verb forms to see if they are.
associated with lack of cpmprehension of the SE verb forms gives a differ-
ent view of the relation between comprehension and production. The cor-
relation between subjects' NS percentage scores on the SR task and the
percentage scores for errors on the SC task for kindergarteners is not
significant (r = -.09); for first graders, however, theie is a low, but sig-
nificant,correlatin (r = .22, p<.05); and for second graders' the correlation
increases to r.= .35_,_which is significant at p<.003. Both approaches show
that from kindergarten through second grade the correlation between recep-
tive and productive control of SE increases.

Since previous cesearch has shown that receptive and productiVe
control of SE may differ for specific features, performance on the two tasks
was compared for each of.the six verb structures. The results are pre-

.sente.d",in Table 31. The data show that the relation between receptive and
productive control of SE is not the same for the six verb forms.

For = tense markers , -s and -ed, there.is no significant correlation
between ability koduce'the CSE tense forms and the ability to compre-

. hend them. A corn ison of the means for the present tense marker shows
that for the kinderga en, first gradeid the total group, comprehension of
the verb form is signif antly higher than production, howexter, there is
no significant difference. ween production and comprehension of the
present tense marker for t' second graders. This indicates a grade by

task interaction. As report d earlier,there were no significant differences
,among the grades on compre nsion of this SE structure but there was a .

significant increase in the ab ty to produce the present tense marker be-
tween the first and second grades. .

I
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Table 31

Comparison of Performance on SR and SC Tasks
by Verb Structure

-./erb SR

Form Grade X

SC
X D

t-
ratioa p

Correlation
r _ p

present K 55.08' 70.22 -15.14 2.68 .01 -.15 ns
tense 1 54.36 72.82 -18.46 '4.55 .0001 .05 ns
-s 2 74.58 73.14 1.44 .38 ns .08 ns

Total 61.59 72.26 -10.67 4.10 .0001 .01 ns

past K 43.51 38.53 4.98 .95 ns -.23_ ns
tense 1 51.79 39.83 11.96 3.10 .005 ns
-ed 2 64.07 41.57 22.50 6.40 .0001 .18 ns

Total 53.94

rain 1 K 76.06
verb 1 78.86

40.10

41.18
41.88

13.84

34.88
36.9$

5.73

8.52
11.75

.0001

.0001,

.0001

.05,

.00

.10'

ns

ns
ns

is 2 81.59 44.90 36.69 12.51 .0001 . .32, .01

Total 79.09 42.75 36,34 19.00 :.0001 .15 .05

main K 53.80 64.02 710.22 2.01 .05 .10 ns
verb 1 61.85 74.53 -12.68 3.68 .000L .33 .005
are 2 71.13 78.97 - 7.84 1.97 ns . 9.07 ns

Total_ 63.01 73,37 -10.36 4.43 .Q001 - .23 .001

1..` auxiliary K 86.55 45.76 '-40.79 1.20
.

.0001
i

-.10_ n4
is 1 88.87 52.95 35.92 12.18 .0001 ..22 ns

2 92.25 62.33 29,92 10.36 .0001 .12 19-
Total 89.45 54..37 35.08 18.81 1.0.001 .13 ns

auxiliary K 58.43 . 51.31 7:12 1.24 _ ns -.05, ng
. are 1 66.18 67.09 - .91 . .25 ns .30 .005'

2 79.61 72.19 7.42 .95 ns .05 lis
Total '68.86 64.80 4.06 1.65 ns .20 .005

'a Degiees of freedom 'fOr kindergartenF50, fiist nrade=77,
second grade=68, total groupT-197.
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Performance for the past tense differs from that for the present
tense. The first and second grade and the total group have signifigantly
higher production- tha-n comprehension of this structure but there is no
significant diffecen-ce between production and comprehension for the
kindergarteners. -Since, as reported earlier., there were no significant
differences among the grades in the ability to comprehend the SE past
tense but there were significant differences from kindergarten through
second grade in the ability to produce it, there is an obvious interaction
between grade and task for this verb structure also.

While it is obvious that children have difficulty controlling produc-
tion of both SE tense forms, the data show relatively high comprehension
of the present tense and much lower comprehension of the past tense.
This bears out other studies that have shown that young children generally
have difficulty understanding the past tense (Hall, Turner, and Russell,
1973).

An alternate explanation may lie in the materials used for the
icomprehension task in this study: When the present and past tense were
contrasted with each other in the pictures used to assess comprehension
of each tense form, children tended to select the more salient action of
the present tense picture for both present and pest tense sentences, e.g.,
for jumps and jumped. This might explain the relatively high comprehen-
sion scores for the present tense and the much lower compiehension scores
for the past tense. Under these circumstances, it would be inappropriate

-td assume that children's lack ofcomprehension of SE past tense forms is
attributable primarily to dialect interference. General understanding of
tense concepts must be considered in addition to. the role of native
dialect'interference.

On the other hand, Henrie (1969) has shown that black children's
use of the uninflected NS equivalent of the SE verb form, e.g'., jumpL_,-
tends to convey an active meaning. It is possible, then, .that i-rfany sub=
jects did not pay attention to the subtle inflectional endings for the past
and present SE verb forms and simply construed the 'stimulus to-be the

3 equivalent and chose the active pictute.

Another perspective is obtained by calculating a grammatical
contrast score for CSE production and comprehension by combining sub-.
joets' CSE percentage scores for the present and past tense on each task.
When this was done the total group's productive CSE mean score for the
two tense forms was 57.77 and the comprehension CSE mean score was 56.18.
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This demonstrates there is little difference between receptive and produc-
tive control of tense distinctions when the present and past tense are
conMered together. This is in line with Torrey's finding (1969) that the
SE features that black children produce' least ofteninflectional endings-
were also the ones they have difficulty understanding.

Findings for is (Table 31) show no significant correlation between
production and comprehension for any of the groupS for auxiliary is ;_there-

,. is a significant correlation, however, between production and comprehen-
sion of main verb is for the total group, due primarily to the, significant
correlation for the second graders.'

The mean scores for the main verb jg... and auxiliary is show that
CSE production is significantly higher than comprehension for each grade
and the total group. As stated earlier, subjects had very little difficulty
in producing-the SE forms of, the main verb is and auxiliary is , hardly sur-
prising since, these forms occur in BE. On the other hand, the black child's
frequent selection of the plural picture when presented with a stimulus
sentence containing the singular is demonstrates his relatively low com-
prehension of the number marking by this feature.

Apartial explanation for this behavior may lie in the similarity
between sbunds'of BE and SEforms, particularly in sentences involving
sibilants preceding the verb, e.g., house_ is very, fish is' diving. Sub-
jectsmay have construed the stimulus sentence to contain, the noun plural
.without the are a common sequence in BE, e.g., houses very, fishes

diving, and selected the plural picture. Although the stimulus tape pro-
vided a juncture between the noun and verb the similarity in sound between
"The big brick house is very old" and "Vie ig brick houses very 'Old" may
have resulted in interference in comprehension.

The results for are differ from the results for is Here there are
significant correlations between CSE produCtion and comprehension for the
total group for both main verb are and auxiliary are due primarily to the
first graders' performaiice on the two tasks.

While there are no significant differences between Comprehension
and production for the total group or for each grade for the auxiliary are,
there are significant differences on the main verb are for kindergarten,
first grade and the totlgroup. The difference for the second grade nearly
reached sigrlificance (p<.053). Children's receptive control of the main
verb are was higheithan their productive control. But for auxiliary are pro-
ductiorErslightly bit ndt significantly higher that comprehension.

Comparison of data for main verb are with data for main verb is
sow an inverse relation between comprehension and production. Appai-
enticr, dialect interferes with production of main Verb ate much More than

. .
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with main verb is . This was borne out by the analysis of"NS 'responses in
the SR task (Appendix F). The majority of NS responses to main verb are
invtived absence of are or substitution of is with the plural noun, e.g.,
houses very , and horses is very '(see Appendix I).

The higher comprehenslop scores for main verb are than for main
verb is, reflect less dialect interference in the comprehension of are. For
one thing, Is functions as both e singular and plural form for many BE-
s,peakers (Fasold and Wolfrqin 1970), whereas are, so often absent in BE,
can be identified more easily as an SE number marker. Further, since
nouns characteristically carry cues to number more than verbs and half of
the stimulus sentences used to test are contain regUlacplural nouns, and
since,as demonstrated in the. examples above, even NS Yes ponses for the
plural,verb form- generally retain the plural form of the regular nounS, it
.is not surprising that there is greater comprehension of the main verb are
sentences.

The thverse relation between receptive and produCtive performance
found for main verb is and main verb are is not found for the auxiliary is

-a.nd auxiliary are. Although for auxiliary is , significantly higher produc-
tion than comprehension is again found , the reverse is not true for the

auxiliary are; there is no significant difference between production and
comprehension for the auxiliary are.

It is evident, then, that interference from native dialect functions
`differently in the, production and comprehension of the main verb and
auxiliary forms of is and are . However, when the grammatkc contrast
scores were calculated for the main verbs and auxiliary ver ey show
that production of CSE verb forms is substantially higher than comprehension
of them. The total group CSE production mean score for the main verbs
taken together is 71.05 while the CSE comprehenslon mean score is 58.06.
For the auxiliary is,and auxiliary are combined, the total group CSE pro-
ductibn, mean score is 79.16and the CSE comprehension mean score is
59.59. Black children have less. difficulty producing is and'are than-they
do comprehending t number contrasts these SE verb forms represent.
These findings confirm .those of Nurss and Day (1971)'who also found that
production of is and ere in a sentence imitation task was higher than com-
prehension of is are contrasts .

91
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s-

Relation Between SR and SC for First
and Second Grade Readers

Performance on the SR and SC tasks also was compared for sub-
jects in the first and second grade reading sample. The results indicate,
that the relations between comprehension and oral production in SE among
children who could read are similar to those found for the total K, 1 and 2
sample. Table 32 compares comprehension and CSE production for first
and second grade readers.

Table 32

Comparison of Readers' Performance on the Total-SR and SC Tasks

. tR SC

Grade X TC

t- Correlation
df ratio

1 71.52 60.55 10.97 43 4.45 .0001 .19' ns
2 77.13 62.12 15.01 68 8.58 .0001 .38 .001

Total 74.95 61.50 13.45.,.112 9.32 .0001 .32 .001

4

As the total task data in Table 32 show, there is a significant but
low positive correlation between comprehension and production for the
total group of readers which is attributable primarily to the significant
Correlation folin'd for the second graders. There is no significant correla-
tion for the first graders, suggesting that even among the first graders who
could read there is no significant relation between the,ability to compre-
hend SE and the ability to produce SE.

The data also show that among the subjects who read at the first ,

grade level, production o SE was higher than comprehension. Thus, the
pattern of relations betwe n, readers' performance on the total SR task and

p the total SC task, are the s me as those for the total K, 1 and 2 sample.
,.

The results of the comparison of readers' comprehension and CSE
production for each verb structure are presented in Table 33.

9
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Table 33

Comparison of First and Second GraderReaders' Performan'ce
on SR and SC Tasks by Verb Structure

Verb-
Form Grade

SR

X

SC
X

4

D

present 1 63.32 75.70 -12.38
tense 2 74.58 73.14 1.44
-s Total 70.19 74.14 - 3.95

past 1 52.95 43.68 9.27
tense 2 64.07 41.57 22.50
-ed Total 59.74 4239 17.35

maim 1 76.91 37.50 39.41
verb 2 81.59 44.90 36.69

is- Total 79.77 42.02 37.75

main 1 70.57 81.73 -11.16'
verb 2 71.13 78.97 7:84

are Total 70.91 8Q.04 - 9.13

auxiliary 1 86.34 53.02 33.32
is 2 92.25 62.33 29.92

Total, 89.95 58.71 .31.24

auxiliary 1 78,73 76.07 , 8.66
are 2 79,61 72.19 7;42

Total 79,27' 71.36 7.91

t-
ratioa

2.27
.38

1.23

OM
6.40
6.12

9.04
12,51
15.36

2.63 ,

1.97
.3.11

7.52
1.36
12.70

.. 2.03
1.95
2,78

Correlation
r p

.05 -.23 ns
ns .'08 ns
ns -.05 ns

.05 30 .05

.0001 .18 ns

.0001 .21 .05
M

.0001 .03 ns
0001 .32 .01
.0001 .22 .05

/

.01 .29 ns
ns .07 ns

.005 .14 ns

.0001 .17 ns

.0001 .12 ns
0q01 .17 ns

.05 .14 ns
ns .05 ns

.01 .09 -ns

a Degrees of freedom fOr first grade = 43, second grade = 68,
total g oup = 112.
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With few exceptions, 'relations between comprehension and pro-
,' dUction for the verb structures are the same as" those found for the total

K, 1, and 2 sample (compare Tables 31 and 33). Whereas the correlation'
between SR and SC perfoimance on the past tense -ed is not significant
for the totalfirst grade sample, it is significant for the first glide readers:
On the other ,,hand, there is no significant correlation between SR and SC
performance on main verb are and auxiliary are among the first ade
readers whereas there is for the total first .grade. For the auxil ry are, the
first grade readers have a significantly higher mean on the SR th n on the
SC task whereas there is no significant difference in the SR and SC auxiliary
are means for the total first grade. It will'be recalled that performance on
the two and verb forms accounted for major differences in SE language per-

, formance of first grade readers and nonreaders. -

Even among the' teaders, Who as a group showed higher comprehen-
sion and CSE production than the total.sample, there is little if any re-
lation between the ability to comprehend a specific SE verb form and the
ability to produce that feature. The findings for the readers thus confirm
that interference from the child's native dialect operates differently in
production and comprehension Of specific SE verb structures.

The readers' pattern of comprehension and production for the
two tense fdrms is 'similar to those found for the total K, 1 and 2 sample.
Readers as a group have substantially higher SC than SR mean scores for
the present tense and substantially higher SR than SC. mean scores for the
past tense. Again, the difference between comprehension 'scores for the
two tense forms is greater than the difference between the production
scores for the two tense-forms.

_ The readers' pattern's are also similar to those of the total sample
for the, main verb and auxiliary verb is and are. There was higher CSE
production than comprehension for main verb is and auxiliary is, higher
comprehension than production for the main verb are, and higher produc-
tion than comprehension for auxiliary are.

Grammatical co ntrast mean scores for first and second grade
readers the total first and second grade sample and the total I<, 1 and
2 sample (see Table 34))show that although the two first and second grade
groups haAsubstantially higher means for SR than for SC on the tense formS,
the mean grbmmatical contrast scores for the SC task are comparable for '
the three groups. This indicates that first and second grade black children
have more difficulty comprehending contrasts represented by SE tense forms
than they do producing those forms.

4
9
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\.
. Table 34

SR and SC Means for Each Grammatical Contrast

11.

.,

Group Task

Grammatical Contrast Means

-ed/-s is/are
aux. is/
aux. art

'Total Kdg.,First and
Second Grade Sample

SR

SC
57.77

'56.18
71..05
58.06

7-9.16
59.,59

Total First and Second SR 60.70 73.18 81.47

Grade Sample SC 56.81 59.86 62.40

First and Second SR 64.97 : 75.34 84.61
Gradd Readers 'SC 58.27 61.03 65.04

0 4 -

Comparison bf grammatical, co trast glean scores .for main verbs is
are and auxiliary verbs is are sho' lthet the pattern for Comprehension
and production of these SE verb forms is similar across all groups, the

,total K, 1 and 2 sample, the total first and second grade sample and the
first and second grade readers. Children in this study had more difficulty

.comprehending the number contrast represented by the main verb and auxiliary
forms of is and than'.than they.did producingthe'SE features, which, in
thi study, included not only the verb, but noun verb agreement a,s well.

)
1

Summary

The-findin
there is little relal
and their ability tc
second grade there
two abilities. In
verb forms, as mec
than compre he ns io

s reported,above for total task performance show that
on between black children's ability to comprehend SE
produce SE, although there is some evidence that by
is a systematic (but not a strong) relation between the\
ddition, total task data show that production of SE
sured by sentence repetition, is.generally greater

Comparison of the subjects' receptive and productive control on
each of the six ver structures shows little systematic relation between
the ability to comp ehencra specific SE verb form and the ability to pro-
duce it orally. For some verb forms, SE production is higher than compre-
hension and for oth rs comprehension is higher than production when each
is examined ware ely. comparisons of receptive and productive rlontrol
of the verbs in the hree grainmtical contrasts, however, indicate that

- ,
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1), comprehension of the grammatical contrasts represented by SE. verb
forms isolated from contextual redundancy is generally; more difficult than
'production of those formC and 25 ,native dialect operates differently in
the production and comprehe'nsion of specific SE verb forms.*

It is possible that the relation between comprehension and produc-
tion might have been different ff the SR and SC tasks had been_ administered
together. As Hall, Turner and Russell (1973) point out, the two taskilmust
be given together to find out if the subjects' responses on the SR task in-
fluence picture choice on the SC task. Using this procedure, they. found
a significant modert4e ( = .'5.5) correlation between imitation and compre-
hension for theip first grade urban black subjects but not for their fourth
grade subjects. They, did not find a significa*t correlation between either
groups' ability to reproduce and to comprehend the present and past tense,
two of the structures examined in the present study.

...

.
For the two task's-that were administered together in this study,

oral reading and reading comprehension, significant correlations were found.
These findings are discussed in the next section.

So

I

/

f.

. 99

4

11,
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, Problem 4 ,

,
Relation Between Oral Reading in SE

and Reading Comprehension
..

The research questions for Problem 4 were What is the relation
between oral reading" in SE and reading comprehension among first and
second grade black children? Is the relation between oral reading in SE

and reading comprehension similar4for all verb forms and is- it grade related?

In order to determine the relations between oral reading in SE and
reading comprehension, correlations were computed for subjects' scores
on. the OR and RC tasks and their mean CSE percentage scores on thetwo
tasks were compared using t tests. Results are presented in Table 35.

Table 35,

Comparison of Performance on the Total OR and RC Tasks

OR RC Coirelation

Grade R TD - df
t-

ratio P r . p

I
1 65.93 55.64 '10.29 43 5.78 .0001 .38 .01

2 76.62 63.23 13.39 68 7.52 .0001 .36 .005

Total 72.46 60.27 12.19 112 9.43 .0001 .45 .0001

The data show that for the total group' and d for each grade there is a
signifibact positive correlation between scores on the oral reading and '
reading comprehension tasks. Although the correlations are low they are
significant, indicating that oral reproduction of written SE verb fcfrns is
systematically related to comprehension of the forms. Since the OR and
RC tasks were administered together/the significant correlations provide
some evidence that subjects' oral reading responses influence their picture

ite selectibg. Further evidence is provided by the significant correlations
that were obtained between NS responets in oral reading and failure to
select the correct picture. The correlations were .41 for the total group,.
.36 for the second grade and .32 for the first grade.

. .
4

Results of the t tests for total task performance show that readers'
ability to prOduce CSE'forms in oral reading was significantly better than

their comprehension. This is consistent with the findings for the readers'
SR and SC performance (see Table 32) which show CSE oral production in

i 6 0
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sentence repetition to be significantly better than comprehension in re-
sponse to spoken stimulus sentences.

Correlation coefficients also were calculated for subject s' scores
on each-of the.verlo-forms and the means were comparpd using t tests. The
results are presented in Table 36.

The results of the correlational analyses for the verb structures on
the OR and RC tasks,differ sharply from tlaosie fOund forthe readers' SR and
SC'tasks (see Table 33). Whereas correlations for only two of the verb
structures were significant on the SR and SC tasks, nearly all the corre-
lations between the two reading tasks are significant. 'The exceptions are
the nonsignificant correlations for first graderS` for the present tense -s,
and second graders for the auxiliary are and the past tense -ed. The past
tense -ed correlation for the second grade. almost reached significance at
the .05 level (p = .054).

Correlations for the six verb forms show-that for the most part there
is a systematic relation between reading the SE form of a specific feature
orally and comprehension of the form; however, the strength of the relation
varies for different structures. For example, the significant total group
correlations between OR and RC range from .19 for the present tense -s to
.52 for the main verb is . This suggests that, as in the SR and SC tasks,
other factors operate to influence control of the various SE verb structures
in reading,. Undoubtedly, the factors include 1) subjects' control of the
various SE featured in oral form, 21 their skill in decoding written SE forms,
and 3) interference from native dialect in oral reading and comprehension
of the forms:

Examination of the data for the present tense -s shows different
performance patterns for the subjects at the two grade levels. While there
is a low positive, but significant,correlation between OR and RC for the
second graders, there is a low negative,but nonsignificant,correlation be-
tweenthe two tasks for the first graders. The t tests also show that there
is no significant difference between second graders' scores on the two
tasks; however, first graders' RC scores are significantly higher than their
OR scores for this structure.,

Among the secorid graders, then, there was a systematic relation
between reading the -s marker orally and comprehending the present tense
sentences, although this relation was not strong. The findings also indi-
cate that second graders had comparable difficulty with compreh nsion and
oral reproduction of the written forms of SE present tense verbs. This
pattern of receptive andl)roductive control of the -s marker in re _ding is
the same as that found for second graders' performance on the two language
tasks (see Table 33) where there also was no significant difference between
oral production of the -s marker and aural comprehension of present tense

)-
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Table 36

Comparison of Performance on OR and RC Tasks

by Verb Structure

t

Verb OR RC t- Correlation
Form Grade X 5.--( D ration. p ..: 5 P

.
.

present 1 42.52 63.98 -21.46 3.55 . .001 -.14r. ns

tense 2 71.58 69.23 2.35 :61 ns .34 .005

-s Total '60.27 67.19 6.92 1.99 .05 .19 :05,.-
i,

past 1 36.82 36.82 0.00 0.00 ns .42 .005

tense. 2 55.75 46.62 9.13 2.20. .05 -.23 nsb

-ed Total 48.38 42.81 5.57 1.84 ns 134 .0001

,ma1n 1 82.89 43.91 38.98 8.54 .0001 .35 .05

verb 2 89.83 66.67 23.16 8.11 .0001 .60 .0001

is Total 87.12 57.80 29.32 11.35 .0001 .52 .0001

main 1 71.36 68.11 3.25 .76 ns .47 .001

verb 2 77.03 62.54 14.49 4.33 .0001 .28 .05

are Total 74.82 64.71. 10.11 3.77 .0001 .35 .0001

auxiliary 1 85.61 5t.27 33.34 7.89 .0001 .42 ..005

is 2 89.59 70.77 .18.82 6.48' .0001 .45 .0001

Total 88.04 63.57 24.47 9.79 .0001 .44 .00Q1

auxiliary 1 75.57 68.89 6.68 1.71 ns .42 .005

are 2 84.00 63.70 20.30 6.32 .0001 .06 ns

Total 80.72 65.72 15.00 5.88 .0001 .21 .05

a Degrees of freedom for first grade = 43, second grade = 68, total

group = 112. .

b = .054.
1
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sentences. However, there was no significant relation between second
graders' SR and SC sdores for this verb structure, as there was for their
scores on the OR and RC tasks.

The mean data in Table 36 suggests that, unlike the second graders-,.
frst graders had significantly more difficulty producing CSE present tense
forms in oral reading than they did comprehending the formg. The first
graders' performance on the OR and RC tasks is consistent with observed
behavior on the SR and SC tasks (see Table 33) where there also was a low
negative,but nonsignificant,correlation (-. 23) between first grader readers'
oral production of the present tense -s in sentence repetition and their
aural comprehen6ion of this form, and where their mean SC score for the.
present tense -s was significantly Higher than their mean SR score.

'.'

A partial explanation for the significant difference between first
graders' OR and RC performance lies in the fact that subjectg at trAis level,
had more difficulty decoding the present tense marker and also tended to
select the present tense p4ture after producing the uninflected form of the'
verb, e.g., "pick__" for "picks." Either of two factors maybe operating
in the first graders' behavior: 1) the graphic fotm of the present tense
marker may have been adequate to signal meaning eve' if the marker was
not read orally or, more likely, 2) the bninflected verb produced ?rally,
has a present tense meaning for the child, who then selects the ipicture
with the more salient action. The fact that first graders tended to select
the present tense picture whether or not they produced the -s marker helps
to explain the lack of a significant correlation between their OR and RC
performance for this SE verb structure. It also suggests' that the first grade
readers' relatively high present tense -s scores on the RC task may be in-
flated and may not truly represent comprehension of the SE present tense
marker as such,but reflect a picture selection pattern influenced, by other
factors, including the subjects' understanding of tense concepts generally
and interference from native dialect.

The data in Table 36 for the past tense -ecl. show &different relation
between OR and RC from that for the present tense -s. Among first graders
there'is a highly significant correlation between oral reading and reading
comprehension for -ed. Thd correlation for the second graders almost
reached significance at the .05 level (p = .054). This indicates that sub-
jects, especially first graders, who tended to prodube -ed when reading
orally, were also those who tended to comprehend the past tense..

Although there is a weak but systematic relation between oralread-
ing in SE and comprehension of the past Tense, the first graders' mean
CSE percentage scores of only 36.82 for OR and 36.82 for RC show that
they generally did not produce-the -ed marker in oral reading and also had

. difficulty comprehending the form. When second grade subjects read past
tense sentences, they produced-the -ed marker significantly more often,

1.3;) I
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(55.75 for OR) than first graders but they, too,. had difficulty comprehend-
ing the form (46.62 for RC). In general, when subjects produced the un-
inflected.form of the verb (e.g., jump_) they tended to select the present
.tense picture, indicating lack of comprehension.

When data for the two tense markers are compared, the OR means
show that subjects frequently did not produce present and past tense mark-
ers although the -s marker was present more often than the -ed marker in
oral reading, e'specially among the second graders. When the uninflected
fo'rm was produced in oral reading, =children tended to select the present
tense plcture for both present and past tense sentences, resulting in the
relatively higher RC mean scores for the present. tense and the lower RC
mean scores for the past tense. This is further evidence that young black
children construe the uninflected NS form of the verb to have a present
tense meaning.' <

The data for the two tense forms also show that althdugh the second
graders were significantly better than first graders at producing the -s and
-ed t nse markers in oral reading, they were not significantly better than
the rst graders at comprehending the tense forms. This pattern for OR
and RC performance was also found for SR and SC performance where second
graders ppduced significantly more SE tense markers than first graders did
but did not have significantly higher comprehension.

Although black children may increase sightficantly between first
and second grade in their ability to decode and praduce orally the present
and past tense markers in speaking and in reading, apparently many con-
tinue to have difficulty comprehending the tense maikeA when they are
isolated from contextual redundancy,as they were in the stimulus sentences
used in this study.

.0

Data for the main verb and auxiliary is in Table 36 show that the
relation between oral reading in SE and comprehension is similar for the .

two verb forms. For both is forms, there ,are significant correlations bp-
tween scores on,the two tasks for each grade and thei total group, indicat-
ing that those subjects who produced more SE forms in oral reading are
also those who obtained higher scores on the RC task.

As the relatively high OR means indicate, subjects in this study
had little difficulty orally reading SE forms of main verb and auxiliary is.
Neither was there a significant difference between ' first and second graders'.

ability to read these SE forms orally.

Both first and second graders had significantly more difficulty com-
prehending is forms than producing them.. The means indicate that many
subjects who read the singular form of the verbs tended to select thA plural
picture. This parallels behavior observed on the SC task where children
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who heard. the singular form tended to select.the plural picture and suggests
that the same factors which interfere in aural comprehension also interfere
in reading comprehension of this form. Second graders, however, were
significantly better at comprehending the main verb and auxiliary is sen-
tences than first graders, demonstrating a greater awareness of the cues
to number represented by these SE verb forrns.

The grade and total group correlation coefficients for the main verb
and auxiliary are ,(see Table 36) show that there is .also a significant re-
lation between oral reading and reading compiehension of these forms.
The one exception is the nonsignificant correlation for the second graders
for the auxiliary are .

The data also show there is no significant difference between oral
reading and comprehension of the are forms for the first graders, althou9h
there is a significant difference for the second graders. Second graders'
oral reading scores are significantly higher than their reading comprehension
scores for the main verb and auxiliary are. As reported earlier, however,
there were no significant differences between the first and second graders'
ability to read these forms orally and to comprehend them. The first graders
do have slightly higher mean comprehension scores than the second graders;
however, these differences are not significant and could be accounted for
by..6he greater SE competence of the first grade readers when compared to
the first grade nonreaders.

The pattern; then, of significantly better production than compre-
hension is maintained for the are forms but only for the second graders. Al-
though the same trend is exhibited by the first graders, production of the
are forms is not sinificantly better than com prehension. These results
are probably due tothe nature of the differences that existed between, first.
grade readers and nonreaders in comprehension of the are forms (See Table
14).

Comparison of total group scores for is and are shows that readers
had less difficulty producing,but more difficulty comprehending,the singu-
lar forms than the plural forms when reading. lyhough not as sharp, this
is the same pattern found in the SR and SC tasks for these SE verb forms,
which suggests that the same factors influence-both oral language and reading
performance in SE.

,

Grammatical contrast scores, calculated for subjects in the reading
sample, were used to compare productive and receptive control of the three
grammatical contrasts across language and reading tasks and are presented
in Table 37.

, 105
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Table '37

:First and Second Grade Readers' Mean 'Oramma'tical
Contrast Scores on the Four Tasks

Task

Grammatical Contrast Means

-s/-ed is are
aux. is/
aux. are

SR 64.97 75.34 84.64

SC 58.27 61.03 65,04

OR 54.33 80.97 84.38

SRC 55.00 ' 61.26 69.69
A..

The data show" that subjects' CSE production in both ,SR and OR

tasks was higher than their aural comprehension (SC) and reeding compre-
hension (RC) for each yerbzontrast with the exception of the -s and -ed
contrast on the reading tasks. Here, there, was little difference between
OR and RC because the OR mean was sharply reduced by first grade readers'
scores. The first graders' scores were much lower than second graders' OR
scores, possibly due to-a combination of dialect interference and diffi-
culty in decoding the SE inflectional endings in the graphic forms of the
verbs. These data confirm results from Problems 1, 2 and 3 that the black
children in this study had more difficulty understanding the tense or
number distinction represented by SE verb forms in, each contrast than they
did producing the SE forms.

Data in Table 37 also show that scores on all tasks are lower for
the tense markers than .for the main verb is are and scores foryboth of
these are lower than for the auxiliary is are .4 This confirms earlier're-
search findings which show' that dialect interferes more in production and
comprehension of SE tense features than it does in production and compre-,
hension of SE main verb and auxiliary is and are.

Summary

The findings for total task performance show that there is a low but

significant relation between black childt'en's ability read SE verb forms
orally and their ability to comprehend them. The data for the total tasks
also show that production of CSE forms in oral reading is higher mac com-
prehension of the forms. \

0
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.t.

Comparison of subjects' oral reading and reading comprehension
'., of the specific SE verb fprms shows that there is a systematic relation

between} production and comprehension of the forms. In addition, there
is evidence that black children's oral reading responses for specific verb
structures are related to comprehension of the written SE verb forme. Also,
the findings show that dialeCt interfered differentlw for specific SE verb
forms in oral reading and reading comprehension, as it does in sentence
repetition and senten c;omprehension. ,

In "general, first and second grade subjects had higher CSE oral
reading scores than reading comprehension scores for all verb structures,_
except for the tense markers at the first grade level. -First graders' per-
formance on the tense markers reflected their greater difficulty, in reading
a 1 o u d SE verb forms involving infleOtional endings.

.
-,,

,,
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Problem 5

Relation Between Reading Comprehension and
Receptive and Productive Control of SE

The questions for, Problem 5 were: What are the interrelations
among aural comprehension, oral production, oral reading and reading
comprehension of SE for first and second grade black children? To what
extent is reading comprehension a function of receptive control of SE,
productive, contra' of SE, or'receptive and productive control taken to-
gether? Correlations and regression techniques were used to answer
these questions.

To determine the relations among the SE* language (SR and SC) and
reading measures (OR and RC) and grade; a correlation matrix for the com-
bined group of first and second grade readers was computed and, tests of
significance applied. Results are presented in Table 38.

Table 38

Intercorrelations Between SE Language and Reading Measures
, and Grade for First and Second GradtReaders (N=113)

Variable SR SC OR RC

Grade .18 ..09 .34** .40**

SR .32** .30** .44**

SC .20* .4**

OR .45**

**p<.001.
*p<.05.

The data show there is r,o significant correlation between grade
and either of the SE language measures (SR ,SC) . As reported earlier,
there _wereino significant differences between first and second grade
readers' performance on the total SR and SC tasks. Grade, however,' is
significantly correlated with the two'reading tasks; second graders per-
formed significantly better than the first graders in both.oral reading and
Comprehension of written SE verb forms.

The low, but significant, correlation between the two langtlge
measures (SRaand SC), discussed extensively under Problem 3, shows
that there is a relation, between aural comprehension and oral produc7.
tion of SE, based on total task performance. Further, the significant
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correlations between the two SE language measures and opal reading
performance show there-is a,systematic relation between oral reading
in SE and both ,comprehension and oral production of SE, With a slightly
stronger relation between oral reading and oral production. The low
correlations', however; Suggest that the OR, SR and SC tasks alto were
measuring different skills.

The highest correlations are found between the RC task and each
of the other three tasks (SR, SC; OR). The three correlations of .4,
.42, and .45 were significant and.indicate' a substantial relation between;
cpmpreli: written SE and oral reading, oral production and aural
compr

4
The specific relation between reading comprehension and recep-

tive and productive competence ih SE was explored further through re-
gression analysis. The-purpose was to measure the relative contributions
Of SR and SC to RC,and to 'determine which SE language task contributes
most to the prediction of children's performance on the RC task.

Since grade was significantly related to reading performance, it
was entered into the regression equation first in order to pariial out and
control the effects of this variable on the results. Oral reading was

501.
entered into the regression equation next since perf nce onthe two
reading tasks were interdependent and, as the finding reported earlier
show, children's responses on the reading comprehension task were re-
lated to their oral reading responAes. Then, using a stepwise regression
procedure, the two predictor variables, SR and SC; were entered into the
equation in the order of their greatest contribution to the increase in R2.
Each predictor variable was tested to see if it contributed significantly
to the variance of adi g comprehension. The results of this regression
analysis are presented in Table 39.

Table 39

, Regression Analysis for SR and SC as Predictors of RC

' Step Variable R 2 F

,

p Increment

1 Grade 16.13 21.35 .0001 16.13 .0001
2 'OR 4 27.45. 20.81 .0001-' 11.32 .0001
3 SC 38.49 010 22.74 .0001 11.04 .0001
4 SR 43.13 20.48 .0001 4.64 .005

Noth. OR=Oral Reading; SC=SentenCe Comprehension; SR=Sentence
Repetition; RC=Reading CoMprehension.

I )
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.10
The results show that all of the independent variables,contributed

significantly to the prediction of reading comprehension. The R2 indicates
that 43% of the variance of reading comprehension can be accounted for 13y

the independent variables. Together, grade and oral reading in SEaccounted
for 27.45% of the variance of reading comprehension. The results also
show that the two:tor-al language measures (SC and SR) in colbination con-
tributed signifiCantly to the R2, accounting for about 16% of the variance
of RC over and above the proportion of variance accounted for by grade
arka OR .1

An examination of the relative contributions of SR and SC to pre-
diction of reading comprehension shows that SC (11.04%) accounts for
nearly three times as much of the RC variance as SR (4.64%). This indi-
cates that black children's performance on the sentence comprehension
task is a better predictor of their performance on the reading comprehension
task than is their performance on the sentence repetition task.

The relatively greater' importance of SC over SR for the prediction
of RC was further substantiated by the results of a subsequent regression
analysis which treated all three tasks--SR, SC, and OR--as predictor
variables which were entered into the equation in a stepwise fashion after
grade effects were partialled out. The results again showed that SC,
accounting for 15% of variance in R2, contributed most to the prediction
of reading comprehension, (allowed by OR (7'.36%) and SR (4.64%).

The results of the two regression analyses, then, show that both
-SR and SC contribute significantly to the prediction of performance on the
RC task, indicating that poth receptive and productive control of SE are
significantly related to black children's comprehension of written SE.
However, the results also show that performance on,the SC task con- .

tributes substantially more to the pre;liction'Of reading comprehension than
does performance on the'SR task, which in turn suggests that reading com-
prehension is more a function of the child's receptive control of SE than
it is a function of his productive control.

'In order to determine whether'interacti ns between grade and the
independent variables (SR, SC, and OR), influ nced performance on the
RC task, the increments in the proportion of v riance of RC accounted for
by the interactions was tested. The proportion of variance (legs than 1%)

\ accounted for by the interactions was not sigtlificant, indicating that_ the
regression of RC on SR, SC and OR was the same for the two grades. That
is, the relation between reading comprehension and oral reading, oral pro-
duction and aural comprehension of SE was the same, for first and second
grade readers.
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The findings from the regression analyses are not surprising in
light of findings reported for preceding problems. Comparison of sub-
jects' performance on the four tasks showed that the pattern of control
for the 'SE verb forms in reading comprehension was more similar to the
one found for the sentence comprehension task than to either pbttern
found for the productive tasks, SR or OR. In addition, comparisons of
children's patterns of receptive and productive,control of specific SE
forms on the language and reading tasks-indicated that the same factors
appeared to be operating to influence aural comprehension and reading
comprehension of SE forms, -while a somewhat different set of factors
operated to influence oral production and oral reading.

Summary

In summary, the correlational analysis showed that all the SE
tasks in. this study were significantly related, indicating that the tasks
were measuring an underlying skill in SE. Although performance on the
four tasks was significantly re,lated, the low correlations indicate that .

different skills also were being measureti by each task.

Further, the correlations between theSelanguage tasks and the
SE reading tasks show that the relations between RC and the language
tasks are stronger than the relations between OR atid the language tasks.
In fact, correlations between RC and each of the 'other tasks were nearly
equal, indicating that comprehension of written SE is related to both pro-
ductive and receptive control of SE, as well as to the &Ditty to read SE
orally.

The iesults of the regression,analyses.showed that while perfor-
mance on the SR and SC tasks bOth 'contributed to the prediction of per-
formanceon the RC task, performance on the SC task was the better
predictor of reading comprehension. These findings suggest that black
children's comprehension.of written SE forms is more a function of their
receptive control of the SE forms than it is a function of their productive
control of-the forms.

L
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SU MARY AND DISCUSSION

This studi, focused on young, black children's receptive ancPpro-
ductive language arid reading competence in specific SE grammatiCal
forMs. Six verb forms were selected for istudy-on the basis of previous
research showing that the language of ldw socioeconomic status black

. children differs from SE the use of verbs , primarily in the verb tense
system and in the use of the copula and auxiliary forms of the verb be.
The relation between receptive' and productive control of the six SE verb
forms was studied by ekaralning children's performance on two oral language
tasks and two lading tasks. A major objective was to determine if read-,
ing in SE, particularly reading comprehension of SE verb forms , is a func-

.tion of receptive control of SE, productive control of SE, or receptive and

productive control taken-together.

The major findings, getailed-in the preceding 't hapter, are summarized
and discussed below with their implications.

Order of Acquisition of Receptive
and Productive Control ot SE
Verb Forms

4

The findings from this study show that black children in the early

school grades have considerable knowledge of the six SE verb forms
selected for study. In a regular school stivatton, they demonstrated the
ability both to produce and to comprehend grammatical features that mark

differences between BE and SE.

Control of SE is grade-related; black children increase their con-
trol of SE verb forms during the early school years. Second graders demon-

strated significantly greater productive and receptive control of the specific
SE verb forms tkri did the kindergarteners. These results confirm earlier
research findings"which show that black children increased their knowledge

of SE as they progressed through the grades.

More germane to understanding acquisition of SE is the fact that
performance in SE is a function of the particular grammatical structures
children are asked to produce or comprehend; children had more difficulty
producing and/or comprehending certain SE features than other features.
In the present study, they demonstrated greatest proficiency in production
of SE forms of the main verb and auxiliary verb is and least productive

- 102 a 4),
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control of the third person singular present tense -s and past tense -ed.
These findings corroborate earlier research which shows that black child-
ren have greater difficulty producing SE features involving inflectional
endings, e.g.,tense markers, and less difficulty producing SE features
which occur frequently in BE, e.g. forms of is .

The order of receptive control of theSE verb forms differed from
the order of productive control; children demonstrated greatest comprehen-
sion of main verb are and the third person singular pr sent tense -s, and
least comprehension of main verb is and the past to e -ed. Apart from
the fact that both production and comprehension of t e past tense -ed was
low, the findings indicate that the order of acquisi ion of receptive control
of'the SE forms is not the same as the...order of ac uisition of productive
control.

The findings also show that most black ,Children in the first and
second grades could read aloud and comprehend written forms of the specifiC
SE verb structures. Moreover, performance ip` reading SE also is grade
related; second graders produced signifiCanay more SE forms in oral reading
than the first graders and they comprehended the forms better.

Differences in the order of receptive and productive control of
specific SE verb forms were observed once again in the reading tasks.
Children demonstrated greatest proficiency in orally reading SE forms of se
the main verb and auxiliary is and-least proficiency in orally reading the r
past tense -ed and the third person singular present tense -s. Conversely,
children had least diffiqulty comprehending written forms of main verb and
auxiliary are and the present tense -s,f3nd most difficulty comprehending
written forms of the palt tense -ed and main verb and auxiliary is.2

Thus , the patten of control bf the SE verb forms observed in oral
reading was identical tp.the pattern of control observed in sentence repe-
tition, proceeding from gross distinctions to finer distinctions between
BE and SE, corroborating earlier research that has shown that SE features
which differ markedly from BE are more likely to be read orally in SE than
features which differrminimally. In both sentence repetition and oral
reading, however, there was considerable variability in productive control
of SE. For all verb forms,there were some children who consistently pro-
duced SE, others who sometimes produced it, and others who never pro-
duced it. But variability, too, is a function of grade and the particular
verb forms, There was more variability in the use of tense markers than

, in the use of other SE,forms, and there was considerably less variability
in productive control of SE among second graders than among younger
children.in the study.
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counted for less variation in reading
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Relation Between Oral Production
and Comprehension of S

Major issuevin t.ie study of black children's competence in SE
have centered on the extent,and nature of the relation between the ability
to orally produce and to comprehend SE. One issue is whether receptive
control of SE precedes productive control and whether this sequence
applies to control of specific SE grammatical features. Another issue is -
tkli@ther comprehension of SE can be inferred from children's productive
perfbanance in SE.

The findings from this study indicate that performance on a pro-
ductive task is not an adequate indicator of black children's comprehension
of SE. This is supported by the fact that (children's performance on the
sentence repetition task did not correlate highly with their performance
on t e sentence comprehensioh task, however, the correlation was grade
related. Therefore, the relation. between production and comprehension
2f spoken SE 'appears to become more systematic as competence in SE
ncreases, supporting the implication that as children's knowledge of

SE increases, they develop greater consistency, in their ability to apply
that knowledge in both comprehension and oral production.

It is possible that the telation between comprehension and produc-
tion of SE might have been different if the sentence repetition and the
sentence comprehension tasks had been administeredigimultaneously. In

this study,the two tasks were administered in different testing sessions
and produced little evidence that young, school-age, black children who
are able to produce SE structures also are those who comprehend the
structures, although there was some evidence in favor of this among the .

oldest children in the study, vis., the second graders.

Further, total task performance provide only a rough measure of
children's ability to comprehend and orally produce SE,for it does not in-
dicate children's control of specific SE structures. For example, while
total task performance indicated that productive control was higher than

4I
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receptive control of SE, this pattern did not hold for all verb structures.
Comprehension of the SE third person singular present tense -s and the
main verb are was higher than oral production of these forms.

Actually, dialect seems to interfere differently in oral production
'and in comprehension of various SE verb structures. For example, while-.
children had relatively little difficulty producing SE features of is , a
verb form used frequently in BE, they had considerably more difficulty
comprehending is . The similarity in sound between the SE singular font,
e.g., 'house is very" and the BE plural form, e.g..," houses .very" , combined
with the fact that is often functions as both a singular and plural `verb
form in 8E , seem to contribute to the greater difficulty in comprehending
than in producing SE features of is . On the other hand, children exhibited
more difficulty producing SE features of are , a form used less frequently
in BE, than they did in comprehending it, perhaps because are is more
distinctively a feature of SE and because SE provides additional cues to
number when are is used with regular nouns. As Stewart (1969) points
out, misinterpretations are quite possible when an SE construction re-
sembles in form a BE construction other than the one to which it is func-
tionally equivalent. This would explain why children had more diffi-
culty comprehending the is forms tharthe are forms.

Examination of responses to the tense forms indicated that, in
addition to dialect interference, children's developmental level of under-
standing tense concepts affected sentence comprehension response.
Whether or not tense markers were produced, children terOed tb terpret
both present and past tense sentences as having an active, present\tense
meaning. Any attempt to study black children's receptive and productive
control of SE tense forms must take this developmental factor into account.
As Hall, Turner and Russell (1973) point out, BE- Speaking children may
not be at any greater disadvantage in understanding -ed than are their
SE-speaking counteraprts, who also have difficulty comprehending this
form. This means, then, that the relatively high comprehension scores
obtained for the third person singular present tense may merely reflect the
children's tendency to select the more salient action of the present tense .

stimulus pictures and may not actually reflect a truly higher level of com-
prehension of the -s as an SE tense marker.

Sets of pictures representing contrasts in tense or number were
used to obtain data about children's comprehension of the SE structures
involved in each set of grammatical contrasts. Thus, unlike the measures
of children's productive control, the measures of their receptive control
of the features in each contrast were not independent; therefore, perfor-
manCe on both structures in the contrast should be examined together in
order to obtain a better understanding of children's competence in. each
structure. When this was done in .the present study, the findings indicated
that: 1) comprehension of the grammatical (tense or number) contrast'
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represented by SE verb forms that,are isolated from, contextual redundancy

is generally more difficult than production of those forms, and 2) inter-

ference from dialect operates differently in oral production and comprehen-

sion of specific SE grammatical forms.

The findings in this study highlight the-importance of examining
both receptive and productive dimensions of linguistic when black
children's,competence in specific SE forms is assessed. As Ervin-Tripp
(1972) points out, different SE structures have different probabilities of

being Understood or produced, therefore, one cannot assume thatspce
SE features occur freely in black children's speech ;all ch4dren under-.
stand all features of SE.

Relation Between Oral Reading in SE
and Reading Comprehension

Dialect-based miscues in oral reading of SE have bla5n used to
itter lack of comprehension of written SE, but little empirical evidence

has been marshalled to support such inferences: especially for specific

SE structures. In fact), some researchers have shown that dialect render-

ings of SE texts do not necessarily interfere with comprehension.

The findings from this study show that,as in the language tasks,
total task scores indicated that children's ability to produce SE forms

When reading aloud was generally better than their ability to comprehend

the forms. Unlike the findings for the language tasks, however, there

was a systematic relation between SE production in oral reading and read

ing comprehension,not only for the total task but for the specific verb
forms as well. Although the correlations were not high, they were signi

ficant, and indicate that among first and second graders there was a
tendency for children who comprehended the forms to be the ones whc
also read the forms orally in SE. There was some evidence, then, that
oral reading in SE is related to comprehension of written SE features.

While such a finding can be interpreted to mean that oral reading

in SE influences comprehension f written SE, Goodman (1973) offers

another interpretation. He sugg ts that accuracy may be the result of
being a proficient reader and not that greater accuracy in reading SE

. orally leads to greater proficiency.

There were many children who read a particular verb form in SE

but did not select the correct picture and, conversely, there were some

children who did not read a particular form in SE but did select the correct

picture. Obviously, it cannot be concluded that comprehension of

written SE features is dependent upon reading the features aloud in SE,

nor does it follow that a child who produces SE features in oral reading
comprehends the features.

I
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Findings for the reading tasks p int to the inadequacy of oral
reading performance as an indicator of b ack children's comprehension of
written SE. .The results suggest that te chers need not stress exact
renderings of specific SE features in oral reading, ",but should be more
concerned with children's comprehension of the "forms, especially where
they are, isolated from contextual redundancy. A child's rendering of a
BE equivalent'of an SE form may be a better indicator of comprehension
than letter-by-letter oral decoding. This requires that the teacher be
sufficiently conversant with the child's dialect and the systematic differ-
ences bPwkoveen BE and SE to be able to judge equivalence.

Comparisons of oral reading and reading comprehension for the
SE verb forms in each grammatical contrast showed some of the same be7
haviors evident in the two language tasks, indicating that native dialed
operates differentially in receptive and productive reading performance,
as it does in receptive and productive oral language performance. Findings
for the reading tasks further support the conclusion that productive per-
formance in SE does not provide an adequate measure of black children's
comprehension of specific SE structures.

.
.

Interference in Productive Control
of SE

Although the findings in this study suggest that native dialect
interferes differently in comprehension and oral production of some SE
features, it was not possible to study interference in comprehension
directly. Inferences have been made, howeAr, about differences in
dialect interference in comprehension and production of each verb form,

in comprehension across all the verb forms. Further research is
needed on ways in which dialect interferes specifically in comprehension
of SE grammatical structures and the conditions under which interference
Occurs .

In this study,it was possible to study interference in oral produc-
tion of SE by examining NS responses in sentence repetition and in oral
reading. Although most responses in sentence repetition and oral reading
were in SE, 19% of the responses on both tasks were nonstandard, indi7

IN eating that native dialect does interfere in black children's Oral reproduc-
tions of. spoken and written SE forms. In both sentence repetition and
oral reading tasks, children recoded SE structures into predictable BE
equivalents identified in studies -of featureswhich,differentiate BE and
SE. Such recoding indicates that dialect interference in production of SE
is systematic rather than random, although a few NS responses obviously
were idiosyncratic.

Qv
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Children do not produce critical SE structures and nonstandard
structures exclusively, although this impression is given by some previous
research 'in which responses other than these two types were disregarded.
In both sentence repetition and in oral reading, children in this study
changed some of the critical structures to other SE forms. While these
responses might indicate the child's awareness that SE is appropriate,
they also indicate that linguistic control of specific SE structures is not
complete. Further research is needed on the role of such responses in
the BE-speaker's acquisition of productive control of SE.

The pattern of,NS responses--most for the tense markers, less
for main verb and auxiliary are and least for main verb and auxiliary Is --
was the same on the two productive tasks. These results suggested initially
that there was a dire lation between NS production in oral language
and reading orally in S,)put when first and second graders' scores on
the two tasks were correlated, it was found that the relation between NS
responses in sentence repetition and oral readinewas clearly grade related.
While there was no significant correlation for the second graders, there
was a substantial and significant correlation for the first graders, indi-
cating that first grade subjects who tended to give NS responses in sen-
tence repetition also tended to produce NS-responses in oral reading.
Further, when NS scores on the two productive tasks were examined for
each verb structure, there were significant correlations for'onW three of
the six structures,, indicating that the relation between NS responses in
oral prOduction and, oral, is not the 'same for all SE verb structures.
These findings indicate that performance patterns on the two tasks were
not the same for all children or for all verb structures. Therefore, accurate
predictions about performance on one productive task cannot be made on
the basis of performance on the other productive task. One cannot assume
that if a child produces NS responses for SE structures in spoken language,
he will do the same in oral reading.

There was evidence that native dialect interferes differently in
oral production and oral reading of specific verb forms. One interesting
finding was that nonagreement accounted for nearly all the NS responses
produced in oral reading for main verb and auxiliary is and ane, but both
nonagreement and absence of the verb accounted for the NS responses
given for these forms in sentence repetition. On the other hand, the same
type of responseabsen ce of the marker--accounted for nearly all the NS
responses for tense forms in both sentence repetition and oral reading.
This further confirms the statement that performance on specific ver
structures in one productive task cannot necessarily', be used to predic
specific types of structural interference:that might occur in other produc.
tive tasks. The types of NS responses, however, that Occur in each task
are systematic and identifiable, highlighting again the need for teachers
to be knowledgeable about the child's dialect and ways in which it might

interfere in speaking and reading SE'. 41
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The data show that second graders gave fewer NS responses than
first graders, suggesting that as children develop more control of SEiond
greater facility in decoding and perceiving finer distinctions in graphic
forms , native dialect interference in oral reading depreases. ,This does
not mean, however, that there necessarily is a linear relation between
skill in decoding afid orally reading in SE. It is possible that at certain
stages of greater prbficiency in reading, the amount of oral reading of SC
texts in BE will'again increase , signifying less dependence on'sound-symbol
relations for decoding and more reliance on underlying language structure
to decode and comprehend written language.

Longitudinal and cross-sectional studies are necessary to deter-
mine the relation between NS oral language 9nd oral reading in NS among
individuals, at various stages of reading proficiency. Shuy (1969) presents
a scheme of children's dependence on some characteiistics of the reading
process--visual discrimination, sound-symbol relations and underlying
language structure -at different stages in reading which could be used to
guide such research.

Relation Between Language Competence
and Reading

The major isstie" in the controversy about the causes of black
children's difficulty in learning to read is whether structural differences
between oral and written patterns of language interfere in reading compre-
hension.

Studies have shown that reading comprehension is higher for
material written in language tterns similar to the child's oral language
patterns than for material wri en in less frequently used oral patterns
(Ruddell, 1965; Tatham , 1970. On the basis of such empirical data,
many have contended that linguistic competence, specifically productive
control of the grammatical features, in the language used in written
material is basic to success in learning to read. The claims often are
based on correlational data which do not support or support tenuously
the-inferences made.

One purpose of the study reported here was to determine if black
children's reading comprehension is related to the ability to control
specific SE verb forms in aural comprehension, oral production and oral
reading of SE. The correlation81 findings for performance on the four
tasks showed that there is a systematic, but not a strong, relation'be-
tween comprehension of written SE and the ability to control specific SE
verb forms in. aural comprehension, oral production and oral reading. The
correlations suggest that black children's underlying knowledge of specific
SE verb structures affects their performance in all language and reading
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tasks involving the use of those structures, but since the correlations
are low, they suggest that different skills also are being measured by
each task.

The correlational data from this study, therefore, could be used
to support inferences about the relation between reading and competence
in SE similar to those made by previous researchers. Since the inappro-
priateness of using correlational data to make such inferences has been
noted, however, regression analysis was used to study further the re-
lation between reading comprehension and receptive and productive control
of SE in order to identify which component of linguistic compete.fice serves
as the best predictor of reading comprehension. Examination of the relative
contributions of children's performance on the two SE language tasks to
prediction of their performance on the reading comprehension task showed
that the ability to comprehend oral SE is a much better predictor of com-
prehension of written SE than is the ability to produce SE orally.

The usefulness of oral reading in SE as a predictor of reading
comprehension was asses s e d through a second regression analysis
in which comprehension of oral SE, oral production of SE and oral reading
in SE were each used as predictor variables. It was found that, while
all three tasks added significantly to the prediction of reading comprehension,
aural comprehension of SE` accounted for more of the variance of reading
comprehension than oral reading in SE, but oral reading in SE accounted
for more of the variance than did oral production of SE.

Therefore, while it must be concluded that oral reading and oral
production in SE are related to reading comprehension of SE, it can be
inferred that reading comprehension of specific SE verb forms is more de-
pendent upon the ability to comprehend those forms in oral language than
on the ability to read them orally or to produce them orally.

The implications of these findings are that: 1) receptive control
of specific SE grammatical structures is more important for comprehension
of written SE than is productive control of these structures; and 2) if the
primary concern in reading instruction is comprehension, then greater
emphasis should be placed on increasing children's comprehension of SE
forms than on teaching them to prqduce those forms in speaking. Further,

attempts to improve BE-speaker's' comprehension of written SE should focus
directly on the skills needed to process and obtain meaning from written
language and should not place unnecessary emphasis on reading orally in'
SE. The black child who orally reads an SE text rather fluently in BE
probably has better comprehension than the child who reads accurately
but methodically in SE.

Since there was evidence, however, that one cannot infer compre-
hension of a spetific verb form from an oral reading of that form, it would

'WI
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still be important to determine whether a child does understand the struc- I

tures he retnders in BE or SE. This is especially important if a child is
reading a text which contains little contextual redundancy or a text which
contains numerous grammatical strutures which differ in BEand SE.

Some Further Comments

,
few general comments are needed about the possible limitations

of this study. One has to do with the amount of dialect speech exhibited'
by ch dren in,this sample. Of all responses on the SR and OR tasks,
19% Were nonstandard; however, the perpentages of NS iesponses' for each
%.verb structure ranged from 5% to 43%. Although the percentages of non-

standard responses for the specific structures as well as the total tasks
fall within ranges reported previously, several researchers have found
more-,nOnstandard speech among low socioeconomic black children than
was found in this study. At least three factors.probably contributed to
these ,results.

,
0

First, the school setting, the race of the examiners and the
school-like tasks were intended to create a social context which would
maximize the child's use of SE. Under these circumstances, one would .,

expect to find .fewer nonstandard responses than might be found in studies
of less structured language performance. Secondly, all SE form changes
were retained in the analysis of types of responses produced. .Had only .
CSE and NS responses been calculated, as done in some studies, then
the reported percentages of NS responses would have been higher, bu.t
the data would not have provided as complete a licture of childten's
linguistic control of SE features in sentence repetition and oral reading.
Thirdly, four of the six structures studied'were forms of the verb be,
while only two of the structures, the tense forms, involved inflectional
endings. These two structures elicited large percentages of l'iS responses.
Had more structures involving fine distinctions between BE and SE (such
as inflectional endings) been selected ftor study, the number of NS re-
sponses in sentence repetition and in oral reading would have been sub-
stantially greater. As the findings in this study show, 'BE (or, NS) oral
production is a function of the particular grammatical features children
are asked to produce.

IV

Although precise data on individuals' socioeconomic status was
not obtainable, the 198 children in this study were selected from Title I
schOols-in predominantly black communities. This, coupled with the fact
that most of the children in the study were specifically identified as free
lunch students or as members of the Title I target population, indicates
that the subjects were representative of the populations about whom the
controversy on dialect and reading has centered. Given these consider-
ations, and the fact that there was considerable variability in children's
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productive control of SE, there is little reason to believe that the relations
among receptive and productive control of oral and written'forms of SE
would have differed if the subjects had exhibited more extensive use of
BE. 4,

Further consideration should be given to the problem'of nonreaders
which was faced in this study and which has confronted other researchers
who have tried to examine'black children's reading performance. Attempts
to avoid this problem were incorporated into the procedures for this study
by limiting the vocabulary used in the stimulus sentences to viftrcrs on

( beginning reading liSts , by restricting the length of the sentences, and
wby allowing examiners to cue .on any word not containing the critical

features. .Regardless of these procedures, the problem remained. .First
graders who could not read well enough to complete the reading taskshad
to be/eliminated from this aspect.of the study.

Comparison of readers' and nonreaders' performance on the language,
tasks showed that the 'first graders whb were able to read generally had /1.

better receptive and productive control of SE verb forms, with the difference .
greater for oral productiqn than fOr comprehension of SE. One cannot con-
clude, however, that children who could not read in the first grade were
unable to do so because they were less competent in SE than the readers.

The most relevant factor in this study was children's patterns of
receptive and productive control of oral SE, and in this regard, the
readers' patterns were identical to those of the total group. Equally im-
portant is the fact that among the readers there was a range of receptive
and productive control of SE, so that it was still possible to examine the
relationg between ability to control SE and a bilit y to read SE.

The results' obtained, then, do provide insidht into the relations
among aural comprehension, oral production, oral reading and reading
comprehension of SE among children who have developed reading proficiency
adequate for the tasks used in this study.

The findings in this study showed that productive control generally
exceeded receptive control i'both lariguage and reading tasks. These
findings conflict with results obtained by previous researchers and bear
some discussion. UndoubVedly, the highly structured nature of the,tasks,
the particular features selected for study, and the Length of the stimulus
sentences contributed to these results. Many children had relatively
little difficulty producing the SE features in the grammatical contrasts

t'studied, but the fact that the critical SE fea ures were isolated from con-
textual redundancy made them more difficul to comprehend.

4 , 1, 2
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In order to assess children's knowledge of a specific linguistic
cue alone, it was necessary to'ffolate the feature from contextual re-
dundancy.More*rtatural SE.sentences usually contain redundance and
thereby provide more cues to comprehension, More natural SEitentences

. ptobably would have/increased comprehension,' but also would ha ve
_clouded the primary issue--children's linguistic control of specific SE
features. The results, therefore, cannot be generalized to spontaneous
speech or to comprehension of`more mural oral or written discourse
which contains redundance. It is probable that comprehension of SE
would be higher than production if the stimulus materials had required
prOduction and comprehension of more natural language.

Finally, some of the larger concerns of this study must be con-
, sidered. A basic pufpose waS to test the application of method's of

studyjng native language learning to the study of acquisition ofa second
dialect, specifically the acquisitionof grammatical structures in a second
dialect. To ,thit end, the results show that methods used in the study of
native language acqiiisition are applicable to second dialect acquisition.

Further, the extensive unidimensional research on black children's
expressive language has been inadequate to assess the comprehensive
nature o learning a second dialect. Competence in a second dialect
involves not only the productive compdnent but the receptiye component
as well. Consequently, .in the present study multiple measures of specific
feature knowledge were obtained, as recommended by Chomsky (1964),
tDsser., et. al. (1968) and Ervin-Tripp (1972). Questions about the relation
between competence in SE and reading performance provided the impetus
for this study. In order to obtain an adequate evaluation of this relation-
for specific SE grammatical features, a carefully selected sampling of
behavior was obtained, by using the same features in two oral language .

tasks and in two reading tasks.

Continued research needs to be done with multiple language
measures to expand the present state of knowledge about the complex
process of learning a language, learning a second dialect of-a language,
and the relation between language competence and competence in reading.

A
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Appendix A

Stimulus- Sentences

(
Practice Sentences

1. The little girl pulls the wagon.
2. The happy dog is in the box.
3. The milk spilled on the fkoor.

Third Person Singular
Present Tense -s

1. The boy Jumps over the big
puddle.

2. The little girl_ picks five big
apples.

3. The silly monkey_ climbs up
the ladder.

4. The dog_ pulls my wagon up
the hill.

5. The mother_ washes out the
dirty clothes.

6. The girl_ pushes rocks down
the hill.

Main Verb is

1. The big brick house_ is very
old.

2. The hungry little fish_ is
very sad.

3. The little duck is near the
water.

4. The sheep_ is down by the
fence.

5. The car is between the big
trucks.

6f The wild deer_ is behind the
tree.

Past Tense -ed

1. The boy jumped over the big
puddle.

2. The little girl picked five big
apples.

3..The silly monkey climbed up
the ladder.

4. The dog pulled my wagon up
the hill.

5. The boy planted all the flowers.

6. The teacher handed me a big box.

Main Verb are

1. The big brick houses are very
old.

2. The hungry little fish are very
sad.

3. The little ducks are near the
Wa ter .

4. The sheep are down by the
fence.

5. The cars are between the big
trucks.

-, 6. The wild deer are behind the
tree.

I. (Continued on next page)
..,,-

1.1j
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Auxiliary is Auxiliary are

1. The house_ is burning to the 1. The houses are burning to thee
ground. ground.

2. The fist-7 is diving to the 2. The fish are diving to the
bottom. bottom.

3. The book_ is lying on the 3. The books are lying on the
table. table.

4. The sheep_ is running to the 4. The sheep are running to the
barn. barn.

5. The dog_ is barking at the 5. The dogs are barking at the
cat. cat.

6. The deer_ is drinking all the 6. The deer are drinking all the
water. water.

Note. Underlined features indicate the critical structures for each
verb form.

Note. Scoring Criteria:
1. Contracted form of main verb and auxiliary is and

are is accepted as a critical SE response.
2. Plural form of an ISP noun + are (e.g. fishes are)

is accepted as a critical SE response.
3. For the third person singular present tense and the

main verb and auxiliary is and are, responses must
include agreement of noun and verb to be con-
sidered critical SE responses.
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,Appendix B

Illustrative Pictures .

,

The dog pulls my wagon up the hill.

s

1

The dog pulled my wagon up the hill.
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(Contrast picture only)-

Thel boy planted all the flowers .

1j ;
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No.

The little duck innear the water.
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The little ducks are near, the water.,
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The fish is diving to the bottom.

4

r. , . ..v.44.......e....a, nt-tr 7 RT."; e-**L'9"..,

The fish are diving to the bottom.

a
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Appendix C.

Analysig of Variance for Effects of Random Sqntence Order (RO)
and Task Order (TO) on the Four Tasks

. Source df M M.S. F*

Sentence Repetition Task (N=198)

RO 1/194 877.072 2.70
TO 1/194 42.895 :13
RO X TO 1/194 - 228.132 .70

Sentence Comprehension Task (N=198)

1/194 31.857 .3891
TO 1/194 83.241 1.0168
RO X TO 1/194' 33.977 .4150

.

Oral Reading Task (N=113)

RO . 1/109 248.143 1.0632
TO 1/109 44.427 .1904
RO X TO 1/109 138.263 .5924

Reading Comprehension Task (N=113)

RO 1/109 7.174 .0842
TO 1/109 275.329 3.2296
RO X TO 1/109 40.543 .4756

...

*All F-ratios are not significant

149
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Appendix D

Effects of Reading Sentence Orders (RSO)
on the Two Reading Tasks

Task RSO1
(N=60)

25.85

R502
(N=53)

25.94

D t-ratio*

Oral X

.09 -0.09
Reading SD 6.17 4.81

Reading X 21.36 22.12
.76 -1.20

Comprehension SD 3.45 3.18

*t-ratios not significant at .05.

Note. Additional t-tests indicated that there were no significant
differences between RSOT and R502 on any of the six verb
structures within each of the two reading tasks.

i 43
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Appendix E

Comparison of Boys' and Girls' Performance on
Language and Reading Tasks

Language Tasks

.

Boys
(N=102)

Girls
(N=96)

_
D t-ratio*

Sentence X 24.94 24.80 . 14 e .15
Repetition SD 6.54 6.62

Sentence X 21.16 20.56 .60 1.29
Comprehension' SD 3.34 3.13

\ J
Reading_Tasks ,

Oral X 25.95 25.83 .12 .11
Reading SD 5.16 6.01

Reading X 21.58 21.85 -.27 .42
Comprehension 3.48 3.19

,

*None of the t-ratios significant at .05.
I

Note. Analyses were computed for eacverb form within each
language and reading task. There were no significant
differences between boys and girls on any of the verb forms
except for the past tense -ed on the two comprehension
tasks. The means for the boys on SC and RC (2.60 and
2.93, respectively) were significantly higher (p<.05) than
the means for girls on SC and RC (2.20 and 2.15, respec-
tively).

$
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Appendix F

Grade By Structure Analysis of NS Responses

on the Sentence Repetition Task

Means and Standard Deviations

Grade (N)

K (51)

-ed
aux.

-s are are is

aux.

is
Total

Task

5C 52.76 35.33 24.10 13.73 11.75 8.84 24.35
SD 28.79 29.48 25.15 18.12 16.42 17.08 15.99

1 (78)
X 45.40 33.23 17.94 11.79 46,87 5.35 20.36
SD 27.93 28.83 20.92 14.99 17.71 9.84 13.18

2 (69)

X 32.51 18.13 11.78 6.35 5.77 2.87 12.97
SD 22.59 21.73 19.60 14.95 11.68 7.47 11.06

Total 1198)
X 42.80 28.51 17.38 10.39 8.53 5.38 18.83
SD 27.51 27.69 22.07 16.05 13.56 11.68 13.99

Grade Effects

F (2,195) 15.82 14.16 5.50 2.27 1.30 1.28. 11.91
p (.01 <.01 -e.01 ns ns ns <.0001

Analysis of Variance

Source SS df MS
Percent of

F Total SS

TOTAL , 713655.01 1187 601.23

BETWEEN 232530.99 197 1180.36
Grade (G) 25306.93 2 12653.46 11.91** 3.55
Subj. w. grades 207224.06 195 1062.69

WITHIN 481124.02 990 485.98
Structure (S) 203656.19 5 40731.24 147.15** 28.54
G x S 7585.40 10 758.54 2.74* 1.06

S x subjects

w. grades

269882.43 975 276.80

**p (.0001.
*p.005.
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Appendix G

Grade By Structure Analysis of NS Responses
on theobral Reading Task

L Means and Standard Deviations

._ aux. aux. Total
Grade(N) -ed -s are are is is Task

24.00
10.96

1 (44)
X 46.70 38.23- 20.20 19.48 10.61 8.66

SD 28.03 28.11 17.42 17.16 12.96 14.98

2' (69)
X 30.96 19.89 17.38 12.57 6.99 5.29

SD 26.35 23.80 15.49 12.21 14.38 11.19

Total (113) .-

TC 37;09 27.04 18.48 15.26 8.40 6.60
SD 27.97 26.98 16.23 14.66 13.90 12.84

Grade Effects

F (1,111) 18.11 24.53 .58 3.49 .96 .83
P < .01 <.01 ns ns ns ns

Analysis of Variance

16.84
14.43

19.63
13.59

Nor

15.69
(.0005

Source SS df MS F
Percent of
Total SS

TOTAL 338812.44 677 500.46

BETWEEN 93357.29 112 833.55
Grade (G) 11562.11 1 11562.11 15.69** 3.41
Subj. w. grades 81795.18 111 736.89

WITHIN 245455.15 565 434.43
Structure (5) 75929.57 5 15185.91 51.63** 22.41
G x S 6283.93 5 1256.79 4.27* 1.86
S x subjects

w. grades
163241.65 555.. 294.13

,gyp .0005.
*p<.005.

1 4 3
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Appendix

Types of Nonstandard esponses Pr duced for Tense Forms
in Sentence epetition an Oral Reading

SR OR

(Grades K,
1,2)

Type of Nonstandard Resionse

(Grades 1,2)

Third Person Singular Present Tense -s

1. Marker Absent (e .yff. boy jump_ over)

2. Mixed' Forms (e . q . boys jumps over)

3. NS Progressive F rms (e.g. boy
jumping over)

4. Other NS Responses

Total NS Response

/
f - % f %

284 85 147 82

37 11 4 2

10 3 25 14

5 1 4 2

336 100 180 100

\
Percent of Total Responses

Past Tense -ed f

28

%

,
27

f %

1. Marker Absent (e.g. boy jump_ over) 483 95 211 85

2. NS Progressive Form (e .g. boy
jumping over) 20 4 24 10

3. Hypercorrection (e.g. boy jumpted over) 0 0 6 2

4. Other NS Responses 4 1 8 3

Total NS Responses 507 100 249 100

PernPnt of Total Responses 43 37

1 1 1
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Appendix I

Types of Nonstandard Responses Produced for Marn Verbs is
and are in Sentence Repetition and Oral Reading

Type of Nonstandard Response

SR

(K ,l, 2)

OR

(1,2)

Main Verb is

1. is absent

f % f 04

RN Nouns (e.g. house very) P 33 1 2

ISP Nouns (e.g. deer behind) 27 4 27 0 0
Subtotal 60 60 1 2 .

2. Plural Noun with is (Nonagreement)
RN Nouns (e:g. houses is very) 18 18 31 54
ISP Nouns (e.g. deers is behind) 9 9 21 37

Subtotal 27 27 52 91

3. Singular Noun with are (Nonagreement)
RN Nouns (e.g. house_ are very) 13 13 4 7

4. Other NS Responses 1 1 0 0

TotO NS Responses 101 100 57 100 1

Percent of Total Res'ponses 9 8

NI.

Main Verb are f % f %

1. are absent
RN Nouns (e.g. houses very) 52 26 3 2

ISP Nouns (e.g. deer behind) 50 25 5

Subtotal 102 51 7

2. Plural Noun with is (Nonagreement)
RN Nouns (e.g. houses is very) 65 33 2 2

,ISP Nouns (e.g. deers is behind) 4 2 () 0
Subtotal , 69 35 2 2

(Continued on next page)
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3. Noun Plural -s absent with are
(Nonagreement) .

RN Nouns (e.g. house_ are very) 14 7 110 88

4. Noun Plural -s and are absent
12 6 3 2RN Nouns (e.g. house_ very)

5. Other NS Responses 1 1, 1 1

Total NS Responses 198 100 125 100
Percent of Total Responses 17 19

I

0

A . 0

(
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Appendix J
..-..v

Types of Nonstandard Responses Produced for Auxiliary Verbs is
and are in Sentence Repetition and Oral Reading

.
Type of Nonstandard Response

, SR

(k,1,2)

* OR

(1,2)

Auxiliary Verb is

1. is absent

f % f %

RN Nouns (e.g. dog barking) 13 20 1 2

ISP Nouns (e.g. sheep_ running) 17 27 2 4

Subtotal 30 47 3 6

2. Plural Noun with is (Nonagreement)
RN Nouns (e.g. dogs is barking) 5 8 19 42
ISP NOuns (e.g. sheeps is running) 7 11 20 45

Subtotal 12 19 39 87

3. Singular Noun with are (Nonagreement)
RN Nouns (e.g. dog_ are barking) 20 31 3 7

4. Other NS Responses 2 3 0 0

Total NS Responses 64 100 45 100
Percent of TotalResponses- 5 7

Auxiliary Verb are f 0/0 f 04

1 .are absent
RN Nouns (e.g. dogs barking) 25 20 2 2

ISP Nouns (e.g. sheep_ running) 18 15 5 4

Subtotal 43 35 7 6

2. Plural Noun with is (Nonagreement),
RN Nouns (e.g. dogs is barking) 37 30 ' 2 2

ISP Nouns (e.g. sheeps is running) 3 2 0 0

Subtotal 40 32 2 2

(Continued on next page)

1
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4,

3. Noun Plural -s absent with are
(Nona greement)

RN Nouns (e.g. dog_ are barking)

4. Noun Pluril -s and are absent
RN Nouns (e.g. dog_ barking)

5. Other NS Responses

Total NS Responses
Percent of Total Responses 10 16

28 23 87 82

,

11 9 4 . 4

1 1 6 6

123 '100 106 100

.

1i3


